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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

10 CFR Part 50 

[Docket No. PRM-50-109; NRC-2014-0257) 

[7590-01-P] 

Improved Identification Techniques Against Alkali-SIiica Reaction (ASR) Concrete 
Degradation at Nuclear Power Plants 

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

ACTION: Petition for rulemaking; denial. 

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is denying a petition for 

rulemaking (PRM), PRM-50-109, dated September 25, 2014, submitted by the C-10 

Research and Education Foundation (C-10 or the petitioner). The petitioner requests 

that the NRC amend its regulations to provide improved identification techniques for 

better protection against concrete degradation due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) at U.S. 

nuclear power plants. The petitioner asserts that reliance on visual inspection will not 

adequately identify ASR, confirm ASR, or provide the current state of ASR damage 

without petrographic examination. The NRC is denying the petition because existing 

NRC regulations and NRC oversight activities provide reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection of public health and safety. Specifically, existing NRC regulations 

are sufficient to ensure that concrete degradation due to ASR will not result in 

unacceptable reductions in the structural capacity of safety-related structures at nuclear 

power plants. 



DATES: The docket for the petition for rulemaking PRM-50-109 is closed on PNSERT 

DATE OF PUBLICATION IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER]. 

ADDRESSES: Please refer to Docket ID NRC-2014-0257 when contacting the NRC 

about the availability of information regarding this petition. You can obtain publicly

available documents related to the petition using any of the following methods: 

• Federal Rulemaking Web site: Go to http://www.regulations.gov and search 

on the petition Docket ID NRC-2014-0257. Address questions about NRC dockets to 

Carol Gallagher; telephone: 301-415-3463; e-mail : Carol.Gallagher@nrc.gov. For 

technical questions, contact the individual listed in the FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

CONT ACT section of this document. 

• NRC's Agencywlde Documents Access and Management System 

(ADAMS): You may obtain publicly-available documents online in the ADAMS Public 

Documents collection at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html. To begin the 

search, select "ADAMS Public Documents" and then select "Begin Web-based ADAMS 

Search." For problems with ADAMS, please contact the NRC's Public Document Room 

(PDR) reference staff at 1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or by e-mail to 

pdr.resource@nrc.gov. The ADAMS accession number for each document referenced 

(if it is available in ADAMS) is provided the first time that it is mentioned in the 

Supplementary Information section. For the convenience of the reader, instructions 

about obtaining materials referenced in this document are provided in Section V, 

Availability of Documents. 

• NRC's PDR: You may examine and purchase copies of public documents at 

the NRC's PDR, Room 01-F21 , One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, 

Maryland 20852. 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Meena Khanna, Office of Nuclear Material 

Safety and Safeguards, telephone: 301-415-2150, e-mail: Meena.Khanna@nrc.gov, 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington DC 20555-0001. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

I. The Petition 

II. Public Comments on the Petition 

Ill. Reasons for Denial 

IV. Conclusion 

V. Availability of Documents 

I. The Petit ion 

On September 25, 2014, C-10, with assistance from the Union of Concerned 

Scientists (UCS), submitted a petition for rulemaking to the NRC (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 14281A124). The NRC docketed the petition on October 8, 2014, and assigned 

Docket No. PRM-50-109 to the petition. The petitioner requests that the NRC amend its 

applicable regulations to provide iR'lf)reveEI identification techniques for better protection 

against concrete degradation due to ASR at U.S. nuclear power plants. Specifically, the 

petitioner requests that the NRC require that all licensees comply with American 

Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee Report 349.3R, "Evaluation of Existing Nuclear 

Safety-Related Concrete Structures· (ACI 349.3R), and American Society for Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) Standard C856-1 1, "Standard Practice for Petrographic 

Examination of Hardened Concrete· (ASTM C856-1 1). 
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The petitioner previously submitted a request for enforcement action in 

accordance with§ 2.206 of title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), 

"Requests for action under this subpart,• specific to Seabrook Station (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML 16006A002). That petition was rejected by the NRC in a letter dated 

July 6, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16169A 172), because the request addressed 

deficiencies within existing NRC rules, similar to those raised in PRM-50-109. While 

discussion of Seabrook Station, which is (the only nuclear power plant with a 

documented occurrence of ASRt to date, is included below in response to the 

petitioner's comments, the NRC's focus in this denial is on the generic request that the 

NRC require that all licensees of nuclear plants comply with ACI 349.3R and ASTM 

C856-11 . The NRG is cons1c1cting its licensing ans oversight responsibilities for 

Seabrook Station , incl1c1eing per:ferming re1c1tine inspections at the operating facility ans 

reviewing applications for license renewal ane an ASR relates license arnensrnent. 

These responsibilities are carries a1c1t thra1c1gh precesses seJ;larate frorn the review af 

PRM 50 109. 

The petitioner raises the following three specific issues in PRM-50-109. 

Issue 1: Visual Inspections are not adequate to detect ASR. cmd-conflrrn ASR...m: 

provide the current state of ASR damage. 

The petitioner asserts that visual inspections are not capable of adequately 

identifying ASR, aAG-COnfirming ASR, or providing accurate information on the state of 

ASR damage (I.e., its effect on structural capacity). The petitioner also asserts that only 

petrographic examinations (the use of microscopes to examine samples of rock or 

concrete to determine their mineralogical and chemical characteristics) in accordance 

with ASTM C856-11 are capable of determining or confirming whether ASR is present 
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and determining the state of ASR damage. The petitioner offers additional information in 

five areas related to this issue. 

A. At an NRC public meeting at Seabrook Station on June 24, 2014, when C-10 

asked if the NRC was investigating U.S. nuclear power plants for ASR concrete 

degradation, the NRC staff responded that ASR concrete degradation could be 

adequately identified through visual examination. 

B. When structural degradation is occurring, the petitioner asserts that it is 

critical to determine the root cause and confirm the form of degradation. The petitioner 

also asserts that the NRC has ref)eateElly stated that ASR is confirmed only through 

petrographic examination, ans that and in support of this statement the petitioner 

references an enclosure to this is senfirrneEl in a letter from the licensee for Seabrook 

Station, NextEra Energy Seabrook, LLC (NextEra) to the NRC, May 1, 2013 (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML13151A328). 

C. Commentaries by materials science expert Dr. Paul Brown, provided by C-10 

and the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS}, challenge the central h¥J>Othesis in the 

report submitted by NextEra, "Seabrook Station: Impact of Alkali-Silica Reaction on 

Concrete Structures and Attachments" (ADAMS Accession No. ML 12151A397). As 

summarized in the petition, Dr. Brown challenges the condusion in the report that 

"confinement reduces cracking, and taking a core bore test would no longer represent 

the context of the structure once removed from the structure." 

D. The petitioner also asserts that the NRC memorandum titled, "Position Paper: 

In Situ Monitoring of Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Affected Concrete: A Study on Crack 

Indexing and Damage Rating Index to Assess the Severity of ASR and to Monitor ASR 

Progression" (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13108A047), supports the assertion that visual 

examination is insufficient to reliably identify ASR or evaluate its state (including 

contribution to rebar stress). The petitioner cites portions of lei« from the paper, which 
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states that ASR can exist without indications of pattern cracking, visible surface cracking 

may be suppressed by heavy reinforcement while internal damage exists through the 

depth of the section, and crack mapping alone to determine ASR effects on the structure 

does not allow for the consideration of rebar stresses. 

E. Finally, the petitioner asserts that visual inspections are of limited scope and 

cannot identify areas of degradation in many portions of concrete structures, such as 

below-grade portions that cannot be visually examined but are most likely to be exposed 

to groundwater and be more vulnerable to ASR. The petitioner notes as an example 

G£racking in the concrete wall of the shield building of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power 

Station., This condition was discovered in 2011 , when a hole was cut through the 

building's wall to replace the reactor vessel head, but had remained undetected by visual 

inspections for a long period. 

Issue 2: ACI and ASTM codes and standards address the detection and evaluation 

of ASR damage. 

The petitioner asserts that ACI 349.3R provides an acceptable means of 

protecting against excessive ASR concrete degradation and is endorsed by the NRC in 

Information Notice (IN) 2011-20, "Concrete Degradation by Alkali-Silica Reaction· 

(ADAMS Accession No. ML 112241029). Quantitative criteria in ACI 349.3R can be 

used to evaluate inspection results. The petitioner also states that ASTM C856-11 is an 

acceptable means of conducting petrographic examination. The staff Rotes that 

altholl!Jh ACI 349.aR provides l!seflll, 9eAeral !JlliaaAse for the aeYelopFAeAt aRcl 

iFApleFAeAtatioA of a FAOAitoriR!l JliaA for GOAGrete stAJGtl!ros, it is Reither forFAally 

eAclorsecl Aor approvea for l!Se tiy the f>JRC. IRstead, IN 2Q11 2Q FAeRtioAs ACI 349.aR 

as a resollrse where adclitioAai iAformatioA FAay tie fol!Acl ro9ardiR!l visl!al iAspeGtioRs 

(ADAMS AssessioA No. ML112241Q2Q). 
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The petitioner also provided information specific to activities at Seabrook Station 

related to the implementation of ACI 349.3R and the American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section XI, 

Subsection IWL. The petitioner states that ACI 349.3R requires the formation of a 

"composite team," consisting of qualified civil or structural engineers, concrete 

inspectors, and technicians familiar with concrete degradation mechanisms and 

long-term performance issues, to effectively identify and evaluate concrete degradation, 

including degradation due to ASR. 

The petitioner claims that NextEra did not have a composite team as specified in 

ACI 349.3R, and since it became the owner of Seabrook Station, NextEra has not had a 

trained and dedicated "responsible engineer" conducting the inspections to accurately 

record the results or take further action as required. The petitioner asserts that NextEra 

failed to test the concrete despite the extent of cracking visibly increasing, and that 

NextEra never had a code-certified "responsible engineer" doing the visual inspections 

of the Seabrook containment in accordance with ASME BPV Code, Section XI, 

Subsection IWL. 

The petitieAer's claim relatee te the implemeAtatieA ef ACI 349.JR at Seal:lreek 

StatieA, iAcl1JeiAg the fGrmatieA ef a oompesite team, is e1Jtsiee the scape ef the NRC's 

ooAsieeratieA ef the geAeric rnlemakiAg aGtieA iA respeAse te PRM 50 109; hewever, 

this appareAt claim ef liseAsee wroAgeeiAg was 68Asieeree l:ly the NRC's allegatieAs 

staff iA RegieA I. After aisc1JssieRs with the petitieRer, it was ooRfirmea that the petitieAer 

citea the iss1Jes with ~le>dEra as examples ef its ooRcems with re91Jlati0Rs aRa eia Aet 

iRteRe the iss1Jes te l:le ooRsieerea as allegalieRs. FIJrthermere, the NRG fe1JRa Re 

vielatieR ef this .l\SME ElPV Ceae req1JiremeRt iR its iRspectieAs, as aisc1Jssea iR Section 

Ill , "ReasoAs fer Denial," of this aoc1JmeRt. 
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Issue 3: Regulations should require compliance with ACI 349.3R and 

ASTM C85~ 1. ·········--···· 

The petitioner states that, although both ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 are 

endorsed by the NRC as aGGeptallle, the NRC does not require nuclear power plant 

licensees to implement either of these standards. Howe11er, altl=tougl=t .A.Cl J4Q.JR ans 

ASTM C!lae 11 pro11ide useful general guiaanse for tl=te ae11oloprnent ans 

irnplornentation of a rnonitoring plan for GOnsrete strustures, tl=te NRG l=tas noitl=tor 

forrnally enaorsea nor appre11ea tl=teir use. lt>I 2Q11 2Q rnentions .A.Cl J4Q.JR as a 

resourse wl=tore aaaitional information rnay Ile fauna regaraing 11isual inspostions 

(AO.A.MS Assossion t>lo. Mb112241Q2Q). 

To support its position that use of the standards should be required, the petitioner 

assefts..-states that Seabrook Station's ASR concrete degradation would have been 

identified before it caused moderate to severe degradation in seismic Category I 

structures if the NRC had required compliance, insteaa of merely ensouraging 

oornplianse, with these existing standards. The petitioner claims that when NextEra 

determined 131 locations with "assumed" ASR visual signs within multiple power-block 

structures during 2012, further engineering evaluations were not done. The petitioner 

also claims that, since discovering the situation, the NRC has not required Seabrook 

Station to: 1) test a core bore taken from the containment; 2) use certified laboratory 

testing of key material properties to determine the extent of condition; or 3) obtain the 

data necessary to monitor the rate of progression. 

Tl=te petitioner's slairns relates to tl:lis sut>jest are outsiae tl=te ssope of tl:le ~JRC's 

oonsiaeration of tl=te generis rulernaking astion in response to PRM aQ 1QQ; l=towe11or, 

tl=toso apparent slaims of NRG wrongdoing were forwarded to tl=te NRC's OffiGe of tl=ie 

lnspestor General and sullsequently to tl=ie NRC's allegations staff in Region I. ,A.ftor 

dissussions witl=t tl=te petitioner, tl=te NRG sonfirmea tl=tat !Re petitioner sited tl=te issues as 
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examples ef their seRsems with the reglcllatioRs aml eie Rel iRteRe them te ee seRsieeree 

as allegatioRs er slaims ef wreRgeeiRQ. flclrthermere, as Retee iR SestieR Ill ef this 

eeslclmeRt. NextEra oommeRtee iR respeRse te PRM aQ 109 that all 1J1 losatieRs were 

iRsllcleoo iR the strnstlclral evallclatioR. 

II. Public Comments on the Petition 

The NRC published a notice of docketing of PRM-50-109 on January 12, 2015 

(80 FR 1476). The public comment period dosed on March 30, 2015. Comment 

submissions on this petition are available electronically via https://www.regulations.gov 

using docket number NRC-2014-0257. 

Overview of Public Comments 

The NRC received 10 different comment submissions on the PRM. A comment 

submission FReaflS-is a communication or document submitted to the NRC by an 

individual or entity, with one or more individual comments addressing a subject or issue. 

Eight of the comment submissions were received during the public comment period,..aoo 

I two of the comment submissions were received after the comment period closedfileEl 

late. The NRC determined that it was practical to consider the comment submissions 

received after the end of the public comment period and therefere considered all 10 

oommeRt SlclemissieRsreceived. Key information for each comment submission is 

provided in the following table. 

ADAMS 
Submission Accession 

# Number Commenter Affiliation 
1 ML 15026A339 Joseohine Donovan Private Citizen 
2 ML 15026A338 Lvnne Mason Private Citizen 
3 ML 15027A178 Katherine Mendez Private Citizen 

Union of Concerned 
4 ML 15076A457 David Lochbaum Scientists 
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Blue Ridge 
Environmental Defense 
League - Bellefonte 
Efficiency and 
Sustainability Team / 
Mothers Against 
Tennessee River 
Radiation 

5 ML 15076A459 Garry Moroan (BREDUBEST/MATRR) 
6 ML 15076A460 G. Dudlev Sheoard Private Citizen 

Nuclear Energy Institute 
7 ML 15085A523 Jason Remer (NEI) 
8 ML 15089A284 James M. Petro, Jr. NextEra Enerov 
9! ML 15097 A337 Anonvmous Anonvmous 
10! ML 15112A265 Scott Bauer STARS Alliance 

*Cemments s1a1bmitted after MaFGh 3Q, 2Q15. 

Seven commenters expressed support for the PRM and proposed identification 

techniques, while the three remaining commenters (numbers 7, 8, and 10) opposed the 

PRM in part or in whole. Based on similarity of content, the public comments were 

~ into six bins. The NRC reviewed and considered the comments in 

making its decision to deny the PRM. Summaries of each bin and the NRC's responses 

are provided in the following discussion in an order that provides appropriate context for 

the response to each of the comment bins. 

NRC Responses to Comments on PRM-50-109 

Comment Bin 1: Existing Inspection techniques will not adequately detect concrete 

degradation due to ASR, and C-10's proposed solutions (I.e., requiring compliance with 

AC/ 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 via regulation) are appropriate to adequately detect 

ASR degradation. (Submission 4, Submission 5, Submission 6) 

NRC Response: Although the NRC agrees with the petitioner that visual inspections 

are not enough to positively confirm ASR. the staff finds visual inspection sufficient to 

detect ASR concrete degradation before the safety function of a structure or component 

would be significantly degraded. The NRC disagrees with the comments that 'lisual 
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iRs13eslieRs Ele Ret aEleEJ11ately iEleRtify .A.SR aREl _that ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 

should be regulatory requirements. The current ASR literature and case history, as 

described in Section Ill and referenced in Section V, "Availability of Documents,• of this 

document, provides no evidence that ASR would degrade the safety function of a 

structure or component before it expands to a degree that would cause visible 

symptoms, such as ~ racking}. Existing regulations, s11sh as these listeEl iR the 

res13eRse te CemmeRt BiR 4, require inspection methods that can detect applicable 

degradation mechanisms (including ASR), and require that significant degradation 

(regardless of cause} be a1313ro13riately addressed appropriately through additional plant

specific inspections or structural evaluations. Furthermore, the documents (ACI 349.3R 

and ASTM C856-11 ) that are beiRg 13ro13oseEl fur iRci11sioR iR the re911lati0Rs do not 

provide specific guidance for identifying ASR degradation in structures,-aoo, 

tiherefore, requiring their use via regulation would not provide improved techniques for 

identifying ASR degradation. Additional details on the NRC's position can be found in 

Section Ill, "Reasons for Denial,· of this document. 

Comment Bin 2: The NRC should grant the C-10 petition for rulemaking because visual 

inspection of ASR concrete degradation is insufficient. (Submission 1, Submission 2) 

NRC Response: The NRC disagrees. As R9te4-indicated in the response to Comment 

Bin 1, there is staff-no evidence in current ASR literature and case history that ASR 

would degrade the safety function of a structure or component before it expands to a 

degree that would cause visible symptoms. In addition, NRC staff finds visual inspection 

sufficient to detect ASR concrete degradation before the safety function of a structure or 

component would be degraded. Moreover, +!he commenters did not provide a basis for 

their position that visual inspection of concrete degradation is Insufficient to identify ASR 

that would lead to unacceptable changes in concrete structural properties. 
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Comment Bin 3: The NRC should Investigate the concrete cracks at Seabrook Station 

because the concrete degradation poses serious safety concerns. (Submission 3) 

NRC Response: The NRC views this comment as a request for regulatory action 

outside the scope of PRM-50-109. As discussed in Section 4!!! of this document, the 

NRC has referred this comment to its Region I allegations staff, and has advised the 

commenter of this request. Fmther Eletails are Elisc1,1sseEl in Section I of li:lis EloGlalment. 

The l>IR.C oontin1,1es to 1,1se its ongoing oversigl=tt anEl licensing precesses ta ens1,1re li:le 

safe eperatien ef Seaereek Statien. 

Comment Bin 4: The nuclear Industry does not believe that rulemaklng is necessary to 

resolve issues related to inspecting concrete for ASR degradation. Following the 

issuance of NRC IN 2011-20, licensees took appropriate actions by: a) recording the 

issue in the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Operating Experience 

system; and b) updating their Structures Monitoring Program, Improving procedures, and 

informing responsible Individuals concerning examination for conditions that could 

potentially indicate the presence of ASR. In addition, there already exist ample 

regulatory requirements to ensure appropriate attention Is given to potentially degraded 

concrete, including due to ASR. (Submission 7, Submission 10) 

NRC Response: The NRC agrees with the comment. By Issuing IN 2011-20, the NRC 

ha&-ITlade the U.S. nuclear power industry aware of the operating experience related to 

ASR concrete degradation at Seabrook Station. Licensees are expected to evaluate INs 

in their operating experience programs and to incorporate, as appropriate and 

applicable, the information into their monitoring programs and procedures. Fer example, 

NextEra has oonEl1,1ctecl prempt eperaeility eval1,1atiens fer Seabrook Station ancl is taking 

ongoing actions in its corrective actien program fer Ieng term resol1,1tion of the iss1,1e. 
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The NRG llemrn::ieRtell tl:te liseRsee's semmitmeRts iR a C0Rfim1ater:y AstieR better (CAb; 

AOAMS AssessieR Ne. Mb12125A172) aRll l:tas e•,erseeR tl:te oompletieR ef tl:tese 

astieRs (see, fer e><ample, iRspestieR repert (IR) 05000443t201201Q (,ti.OAMS AsGessieR 

Ne. Mb1322M172)). IA allaitieR, m.M_ultiple license renewal applications (LRA§) 

submitted after the issuance of IN 2011-20 have induded information that demonstrates 

theif monitoring programs have been updated to inspect for ASR degradation, 

regardless of the aggregate reactivity test results from construction (see, for example, 

Section 3.5.2.2.2.1.2 of LaSalle County Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 14343A849), Waterford Steam Electric Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 16088A324 ), or River Bend Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. ML 17153A282)). 

Existing regulations such as § 50.55a, "Codes and Standards"; § 50.65, 

"Requirements for monitoring the effectiveness of maintenance at nuclear power plants"; 

10 CFR part 50, appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and 

Fuel Reprocessing Plants"; 10 CFR part 50, appendix J, "Primary Reactor Containment 

Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors": and 10 CFR part 54, 

"Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nudear Power Plants," require 

licensees to monitor the performance or condition of structures and take corrective 

action to address degraded or nonconforming conditions in a manner commensurate 

with the safety significance of the structures. Compliance with these regulations 

provides reasonable assurance that affected structures remain capable of performing 

their intended functions. Further, the NRC confirms the acceptability of licensees' 

approaches through processes such as the reactor oversight process, license renewal, 

and review of licensees' responses to generic communications (e.g., bulletins, generic 

letters, and INs to-that address significant industry events, operating experience, and 

degradation-specific issues that may have generic applicablllty). The existing regulatory 

requirements and processes provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of 
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public health and safety against the potential results of degradation of concrete 

structures: therefore, it is not necessary to amend the NRC's regulations-eR-a 

etegi:aetatien spesifis easis te reei1,1ire setter pretestien against tRe etegraetatien ef 

oonsrete str1,1st1,1res . 

The technical comments and darifications made by the commenters related to 

ACI 349.3R and the role of visual inspections are addressed in Section Ill of this 

document. 

Comment Bin 5: New rulemaking is not necessary to resolve issues related to inspecting 

concrete for ASR. The AC/ 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 have been used for 

investigation of ASR conditions at Seabrook Station; however, neither standard provides 

inspectors with new or improved means to identify, monitor, or assess ASR-impacted 

structures, as implied by the petition. The commenter questions the basis of the petition, 

including misconceptions and factual errors made in the petition concerning NextEra 

activities at Seabrook Station. (Submission 8) 

NRC Response: The NRC agrees with the comment that new rulemaking is not 

needed. The guidance in ACI 349.3R is primarily based on visual inspection,; addresses 

only commonly occurring degradation conditions in nuclear structures,; and provides 

very limited guidance with regard to ASR identification, monitoring, and evaluation. 

Therefore, it is not considered an authoritative document for ASR. ASTM C856-11 is a 

consensus standard that provides an established method for conducting petrography 

that can be used to confirm the diagnosis of ASR. Neither ACI 349.3R nor ASTM C856-

11 , however, provides a method for monitoring progression, or evaluating and 

quantifying observed ASR effects on structural capacity or performance. These 

documents have been in existence since 1996 (for ACI 349.3R) and 1977 (for ASTM 

C856-11) and do not provide any new or improved methods beyond what is already 
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standard practice in the conaete industry. 

The portions of the comment concerning NextEra activities at Seabrook Station 

aREl Jlessiele faslt,1al eFFeFs iR tl:le JlelilieR are addressed in Section Ill of this document. 

Comment Bin 6: Current ASME testing protocols should be followed. Ultrasonic testing 

should be conducted for reactor pressure vessels to test for defects and radiation filters 

should be installed on pressure vessels-vents as a post-Fukushima precaution. 

(Submission 9) 

NRC Response: As stated in Section Ill of this document, Section 50.55a(g)(4) requires 

compliance with the ASME BPV Code, Section XI. The ASME BPV Code, Section XI , 

Subsection IWL, provides techniques for examination and evaluation of concrete 

surfaces that licensees follow under their licensing bases. The comments pertaining to 

ultrasonic testing of reactor pressure vessels and installation of radiation filters are+Ris 

GeFRFRBRI is not related to ASR degradation and is-are outside the scope of PRM-50-109. 

Ill. Reasons for Denial 

The NRC has determined that rulemaking, as requested in the petition, is not 

needed for reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety at 

nuclear power plants with respect to ASR. The NRC's evaluation of the three issues 

raised in PRM-50-109 (st,1mmarized ey tl:le ~IRC iR SeGtieR I, "Tl:le PetitieR," ef tl:lis 

EleGt,1FReRt aREl seRstiMiR9 tl:le JletitieR's easis fer tl:le req1a1ested ~lemakiR9) are set forth 

below. 
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Issue 1: Visual Inspections are not adequate to detect ASR,aAd confirm ASR....Q! 

provide the current state of ASR damage. 

The NRC agrees with the petitioner that visual inspections are not enough to 

positively confinn ASR. However, given the slow progression of ASR, visual inspections 

are sufficient to identify manifestations of potentially damaging ASR before the safety 

function of a structure or component would be degradedthere we1,1IEl l:le sigRifisaRt 

strnst1,1ral iFR13asts. S1,1sh res1,1lts This would be sufficient to inform whether further 

adions should be taken. Therefore, the NRC's position is that visual examination is 

acceptable for routinely monitoring concrete structures to identify areas of potential 

structural distress or degradation, including degradation due to ASR. This position is 

supported by the current ASR literature and case history, as referenced in Section V of 

this document. The occurrence of ASR expansion results In one or more common visual 

indications (e.g., expansion causing defonnation, movement, or displacement; cracking; 

surface staining; get exudations; pop-0uts) prior to causing significant structural 

degradation (as shown in Federal Highway Administration (FHWA} HIF-09-004 and 

Canadian Standards Association (CSA) A864-00, referenced in Section V of this 

document). However, the presence of one or more of these visual symptoms is not 

necessarily an indication that ASR is the main factor responsible for the observed 

symptoms. If s1,1s13esteEl there are visual indications, the presence or absence of ASR 

should be confinned by an acceptable method such as~ petrographic examination). 

Based on this infonnation, the NRC maintains that visual examination is an 

acceptable method for detecting indications of ASR degradation. Once ASR is 

suspected based on visual indications, the licensee would condud additional 

inspections, testing (non-destructive or Invasive), petrographic analysis, aoo-or structural 

evaluations, as appropriate to the specific case, to evaluate the effects of ASR on 

structural perfonnance under design loads. This general approach is similar to and 
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consistent with the approach recommended in literature related to ASR (e.g., 

FHWA-HIF-09-004 and guidance by the Institution of Structural Engineers, referenced in 

Section V of this document). 

The NRC evaluated the following five areas in which the petitioner provided 

additional information related to this issue. 

A. TRe ~JRG Retes tl=lat tl=le J3etitieR dees Rot JlRC>Vide tl=le soRtext of Regarding 

the statements made by the NRC staff regardiRg tl=le asseJ3taele l,l68 of ¥iS1,Jal 

e*aFRiRatioR during the June 24, 2014, public meeting,.....:i: Jhe NRC staff stated that it 

finds the use of visual examination acceptable for routine periodic monitoring, in 

implementing a structures monitoring program under tl=le FRaiRteRaRse Fl,lle § 50.65 and 

the containment inservlce inspection program Jll,lFSl,laRt launder § 50.55a, and in 

identifying the general condition of concrete structures and areas that are suspected to 

have deterioration or distress due to any degradation mechanism, including ASR. If the 

licensee identifies visual indications of ASR, the licensee's next step would be to confirm 

ASR by petrographic examination or other acceptable methods, and conduct further 

assessments, as necessary, to determine the impact on the structure's intended 

functions and the need for corrective actions, as required by appendix B to 10 CFR part 

50. While visual inspections alone would not confirm the presence or absence of ASR, a 

petrographic examination of concrete is not necessary prior to manifestation of visual 

symptoms of ASR, given the minimal impact ASR has on structural performance of 

reinforced concrete structures at this stage, as diss1,Jssed above. The NRC maintains its 

position that visual examination is an acceptable and adequate approach to-for 

assessi.!J..g the concrete's general condition and identify]ng areas of potential structural 

distress or deterioration, Including areas where ASR is suspected. 

B. Specific to the petitioner's statement related to the need to determine the root 

cause of degradation, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," of 1 O CFR part 50, appendix B 
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requires that conditions adverse to quality and nonconformances are promptly identified 

and corrected. In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures 

shall assure that the cause of the condition is determined and corrective action taken to 

preclude repetition. Therefore, existing NRC regulations require the identification of the 

root cause of significant conditions adverse to quality. The NRC agrees that, while other 

techniques may emerge, petrographic examination of the concrete sample under a 

microsoope is a well-established technique to confirm the presence or absence of ASR 

at any stage. 

Once ASR is confirmed at a site by petrographic examination (oonducted after 

manifestation of characteristic visual symptoms), it is conservative to assume that other 

structures exhibiting visible symptoms are also affected, based on similarity of materials 

and environmental exposure conditions. The degradation can then be addressed 

accordingly.Tl:1erefere, it is Rel Resessary te take sores from all iioteRtially affested 

str11st11res fer soRfiFFRatory iie!R3graiihis e11amiRatioR. 0Rse ideRtified vis11ally, ASR saR 

tie verified via iietregraphy, er it saR tie soRservatively asswi:ied eased OR soRfiFFRatioR 

iR similar areas, aRd ltle degradatioR saR tie adsressoo assordiRgly. 

The l>IRC ooRsiseres the e11iierieRse at Seaereok StatioR as aR e11aR'lJlle iR 

eval11atiR9 this geReris req11est fer re911iatory astioR. The liseRsee fer Seaerook StatieR 

slassifies ASR iR safety relates 68Rsrete strust11res as a sigRifisaRt soRditioR adverse te 

q11ality. Tt:ie liseRsee first ideRtifies vis11al symptoms of ASR, aRd theR soRfirmed tl'le 

preseRse of ASR ey 68Rd11stiR9 petrograiihis e11aR:iiRatioRs of a saR'liile ef sores takeR 

froR:i safety relates strust11r86 tl'lat e11hieites tl'le worst 1,is11al ASR syR:iptoR:is. The 

liseRsee theR GORSeFvatively aSSYR'leS that otl'ler str11st11res witl'l vis11al SYR'lJltOR'lS are 

also affestes ey ASR, giveR similar ooRsrete mi11 aRd e11pos11re ooRditioRs. Bases oR 

this ass11R:iptioR, the liseRsee 68Rd11sted a root sa11se aRalysis of the segradatioR, R'lade 

proR:iJlt operaeility seteFFRiRatioRs of affested strust11res, aRd soRtiR11es moRitoriRg to 
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demeRstrate a reaseRaele e11peGtatieR tl:!at 11:!e affeGted str1,1Gt1,1res were, aRd remaiR , 

eperaele aRd Gapaele ef perfermiRQ 11:!eir iRleRded safety fuRGlieRs. Tl:!e liGeRsee alse 

iRitiated eR9eiR9 researnh aRd lestiRQ le develep teGl:!RiGal eases fer a leRg term 

resel1,1tieR ef the iss1,1e at the site, wl:!ile GeRtiR1,1iR9 le meRiter 11:!e degradatieR. 

Tl:!e NRG 00RGl1,1ded that Appendix B to 10 CFR part 50 already requires the 

identification of a significant condition adverse to quality, the determination of the cause 

of the condition through root cause analyses and appropriate follow-up corrective actions 

are already req1,1ired 1,1Reer Hl GFR part aQ, appeRdi11 B aRd !:lave eeeR implemeRted fer 

affeGted struGt1,1res at Seaereek StalieR. Therefore, 11:!e NRG staff l:!as G8RGl1,1ded tl:!at a 

generic revision to the NRC's regulations is not necessary eased 1,1peR Seaereek StatieR 

as a geReriG e11ample. 

C. The NRC has previously responded to the statements referenced by the 

petitioner from Dr. Paul Brown, which were included in a letter from UCS to the NRC 

dated November 4, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 133098606). Tl:le ~IRG respeRdee 

te the UGS letter eR Desemeer e, 2Q13 (ADAMS AsGessieR Ne. Mb1334QA4Qa). In §. 

December 6. 2013the response (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13340A405), the NRC noted 

that information from drilled cores may be valuable for assessing the impact of ASR on 

concrete; however, the use of test data from cores alone may not be an appropriate, 

realistic indicator of overall structural performance. 

Additionally, the NRC notes that ASR literature and case history indicate that 

ASR has a much more detrimental effect on the mechanical properties of concrete cores 

and cylinders than on the structural behavior of reinforced concrete structural 

components and systems (as described in TXDOT Technical Report No. 12-8XXIA006 

and the ACI Structural Journal article referenced in Section V of this .document):_ These__ _ __ . --{ Formatted: Font: Not Italic, Not Highlight 

documents indicate that the empirical relationships in the ACI codes between concrete-

cylinder compressive strength and other mechanical properties, including structural 
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capacity, may not necessarily remain valid for ASR-affected structures. Reinforced 

concrete structures and components respond to load as part of a composite structural 

system in which there are external restraints, internal confinement, and interaction 

between the steel reinforcement and the concrete. Therefore, an evaluation of the 

impact of ASR on strust1,1ral performance of affected reinforced concrete structural 

components and systems should consider the strnslllral context to obtain a realistic 

assessment of the impact on structural capacity. The use of core test data in the 

traditional manner, alone, may not be appropriate or realistic to assess structural 

performance of ASR-affected structures. 

D. Regarding the petitioner's reference to the NRC position paper (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML 13108A047), the NRC's current position on the role of visual 

inspections in identifying ASR is set forth above. The referenced position paper is not 

an official NRC position on the topic, but rather was prepared by an individual staff 

member to facilitate internal technical discussiondisselclrse and inform staff review of an 

issue. The NRC's current position on the role of visual inspections in identifying ASR is 

set forth in Section 111 , "Reasons for Denial," of this document. The referenced position 

paper does not state that visual examination is insufficient to identify indications of ASR,, 

htlowever; it does note that surface cracking or crack mapping, alone, may not indicate 

the severity of ASR degradation and is not adequate to determine structural effects of 

ASR. The NRC agrees that surface crack mapping alone is not adequate to monitor 

ASR progression and !Q_address its structural effects. In addition, petrographic 

examination provides very limited information to evaluate the structural effects of ASR. 

Addressing visual indications of a potential concrete-degradation issue does not 

end with the visual inspection. Under existing NRC regulations, lif indications of distress 

or deterioration are visually identified, 1,1nder existin9 ~JRC re9lllatiens, licensees are 

required to address the effects of the observed degradation and demonstrate that the 
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structure remains capable of performing its safety functions. Depending on the 

observed conditions, this can beis accomplished through additional inspections, testing, 

aA&structural evaluations. or a combination thereof. 

SpeGifis te tl=le e*ample ef Seabreek StatieA refereAseEI by tl=le petilieAer, tl=le 

liseAsee l=las s1,1bmitteEI a liseAse ameAElmeAt req1,1est (b«\R) prepesiAg a metl=leEI ef 

eval1,1atieA aAEI s1,1ppertiAg tesl=lAical bases te aEIElress tl=le impast ef ASR eA stru611,1ral 

perfermaAse ef affesteEI str1,1st1,1res, aAEI le eAs1,1re apprepriate FAOAitoriAg pFegrams are 

iA plase to aEleq1,1ately FAOAitor its progressioA, s1,1sl=l tl=lat iAteAEleEI f1,1Asli0As are 

maiAlaiAeEI. Tl=lis b/1,R is s1,1rreAlly 1,1AEler review by tl=le ~JRG staff. Tl=le NRG's oAgoiAg 

oversigl=lt aAEI liseASiAg pFesesses will eASblre tl=lat tl=le liseAsee takes appropriate astiOAS 

fer loAg term resol1,1tioA of tl=le ASR iss1,1e at Seabrook StatioA. GoAsiEleratioA of tl=lese 

site speGifis aspests is e1,1tsiEle tl=le ssepe ef tl=le geAeris reqblests maEle iA PRM 50 109. 

E. Specific to the petitioner's comment on the limited scope of visual inspections, 

the NRC agrees that visual inspections cannot directly identify degradation in 

inaccessible portions of concrete structures. However, many below-grade structures in 

nuclear power plants are accessible for visual inspection on the Interior face of the 

concrete. Fer e*ample, vis1,1al symptems of ASR were first ElissovereEI OA tl=le iAlerier 

s1,1Ffases of e*1erier belew graEle walls at Seabreek StatieA. F1,1rtl=lermoreAdditionally, 

ASR degradation or expansion in inaccessible areas would manifest visually in 

accessible areas, in the form of cracking, displacements, or deformations, before 

causing a significant structural impact. As noted previously, current ASR literature and 

case history show that visual inspections are sufficient to identify manifestations of 

potentially damaging ASR before there would be significant structural impacts. For 

concrete containment structures, existing regulations in§ 50.55a(b)(2)(viii) require 

evaluation of the acceptability of inaccessible areas when conditions exist in accessible 

areas that could indicate the presence of, or could result In, degradation to such 
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inaccessible areas. Therefore, existing regulations, regulatory guidance, and licensee 

programs have provisions to adequately address degradation in inaccessible areas. 

The issue of laminar cracking in the shield building at Davis-Besse, referenced 

by the petitioner, was a unique situation resulting from a combination of extreme 

environmental conditions and the design configuration of the shield building. The 

licensee evaluated the issue, including operability determinations and root cause 

analysis in its corrective action program; and the NRC's continued oversight of the issue 

has been documented in a series of NRC inspection reports, the latest of which is 

IR 05000346/2014008, dated May 28, 2015 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 15148A489). 

This issue has no connection to ASR degradation or ASR detection. 

Issue 2: Codes and standards exist for detecting and evaluating ASR damage. 

The NRC disagrees that there are consensus codes or standards sufficient to 

provide guidance for detecting and evaluating ASR damage. The scopes of ACI 349.3R 

and ASTM C856-11 are discussed separately below. 

A. The ACI 349.3R is an ACI committee technical report intended to provide 

recommended guidance for developing and implementing a procedure for inspection and 

evaluation of many common concrete degradation mechanisms in nuclear concrete 

structures. It contains only very limited general information regarding ASR. ASR is not 

a common condition in nuclear power plants, and the quantitative evaluation aiteria 

provided in the document have little or no specific applicability to ASR degradation; 

therefore, ACI 349.3R is not an authoritative document to address and evaluate the 

impact of ASR on intended functions of affected structures. 

The discussion of evaluation techniques in ACI 349.3R recommends visual 

inspection as the initial technique used for any evaluation, and states that visual 

Inspection can provide significant quantitative and qualitative data regarding structural 
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perfonnance and the extent of any degradation. The recommended approach places 

emphasis on the use of general condition survey practices (visual inspection) in the 

evaluation, supplemented by additional testing or analysis as needed, based on the 

results of the general survey. Chapter 5, "Evaluation Criteria," of ACI 349.3R states: 

"these guidelines focus on common conditions that have a higher probability of 

occurrence and are not meant to be all-inclusive. These criteria primarily address the 

dassification and treatment of visual inspection findings because this technique will have 

the greatest usage." 

Although ACI 349.3R provides useful general guidance for the development and 

implementation of a monitoring plan for concrete structures, it-is-the NRC has neither 

fonnally endorsed nor approved jlfor use by the NRG. Instead, IN 2011-20 mentions 

ACI 349.3R as a resource where additional infonnation may be found regarding visual 

inspections (ADAMS Accession No. ML 112241029). Since ASR degradation would 

need to be addressed on a degradation-specific and plant-specific basis, requiring the 

use of ACI 349.3R would not provide better protection against ASR concrete 

degradation than the current NRC requirements. 

Related to the petitioner's comments on "composite teams," the NRC agrees that 

qualified personnel should be used to conduct activities ~ to safety

related functions of structures, systems, and components (SSCs)~r this is severed iR 

egxisting regulations provide for this inby the quality assurance program requirements 

iRUnder appendix B to 10 CFR part 50, appeRdix Q. This appendix requires applicants 

and licensees to establish and implement a quality assurance program that applies to all 

activities affecting the safety-related functions of SSCs. This program specifies controls 

eRsures that the activities are ceRtrolled aRd cerrectly perfermoo to provide adequate 

confidence that SSCs will perfonn satisfactorily in service, including appropriate 

qualification and training of personnel perfonning activities affecting quality to assure 
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suitable proficiency. This adequate confidence is part of thea basis for concluding that 

reasonable assurance of adequate protection is provided. The ASME BPV Code, 

Section XI, Subsection IWL, defines specific qualifications and responsibilities of the 

"responsible engineer,· who evaluates the examination results and the condition of the 

structural concrete related to the containment. Section 50.55a(g)(4) requires compliance 

with the ASME BPV Code, Section XI. In addition to§ 50.55a requirements for 

containments, safety-related structures are monitored under § 50.65 (the maintenance 

rule), and the associated qualification requirements are typically provided in the 

licensee's implementing procedures, based on their 10 CFR part 50, appendix B 

program. 

As for the petitioner's claim related to the implementation of ACI 349.3R at 

Seabrook Station, including the formation of a composite team, this topic is outside the 

scope of the NRC's consideration of the generic rulemaking action in response to PRM-

50-109: however, this apparent claim of licensee wrongdoing was considered by the 

NRC's allegations staff in Region I. After discussions with the petitioner, it was 

confirmed that the petitioner cited the issues with NextEra as examples of its concerns 

with regulations and did not intend the issues to be considered as allegations. 

As AoteEl above, the petitioAer's slaims OR the suhjest of persoAAel qualifisatioA 

are outsiEle the ssope of the NRC's GoAsiEleratioA of the geAeris rulemakiAg astioA iA 

respoAse to PRM 50 1QQ. The flJRC uAElerstaAEls the above assertioAs are basee oA 

ei<serpts from the NRG LiseAse ReAewal IAspestioA Report G5GGG443!2Q11QQ7 (ADAMS 

AssessioA No. Mb1113eG432). While this report AoteEl that the liseAsee's agiRg 

maAagemeAt program proseeures shoule iAsluee a more eMplisit ElefiAitioA of 

"respoAsible eAgiAeer," asseptaAse sriteria, aAEl the qualifisatioA requiremeAts of the 

iAspestors, the flJRC fouAEl AO violatioA of the requiremeAt to have a qualifies 

~spoAsible eAgiAeer" to airest iAspestioAs, as requires by the ASME ElPV Coee aAEl 
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§ 50.55a. In a letter to the ~IRC dated DeGemller 17, 201 Q (ADAMS Assessien Me. 

Mb103540534), the lisensee noted that the assef)tanse sfiteria had Ileen llf)dated, and 

oommitted to also llf)date the f>FOGedllres to inslllde the definition of "resf)ensillle 

engineer," f)rier to the f)eried of e){!ended Of)eratien. The lisensee also semrnented en 

the f)etitien assertions in Sllllmissien 8 (ADAMS Ascessien Ne. Mb1508QA284), and 

stated that each of the IWL insf)ectiens had a certified resf)ensillle engineer, as re~lfired 

lly ASME Section XI. 

B. Regarding the petitioner's comments on ASTM C856-11, T!he NRC agrees 

that ASTM C856-11 is a consensus standard that details how to conduct petrographic 

analysis of concrete bores, and provides an acceptable method to positively confirm the 

diagnosis of ASR. However, it does not provide any guidance on when cores should be 

taken, from where cores should be taken, how many cores should be taken, or how 

frequenUy cores should be taken. Also, it does not provide a method to evaluate ASR 

damage for impact on structural performance. 

ASTM C856-11 ouUines procedures for the petrographic examination of samples 

of hardened concrete for a variety of purposes. One of the purposes of this consensus 

standard is identifying visual evidence to establish whether ASR has taken place, what 

aggregate constituents were affected, and what evidence of the reaction exists. 

Petrographic examination provides an assessment of the extent of ASR gel development 

and its intrusion into the pores of the concrete sample; however, petrographic 

examination does not indicate the impact of the ASR reaction on the structural 

performance under design loads. Furthermore, ASTM C856-11 does not provide any 

guidance on monitoring or evaluating a concrete structure, such as when to take cores, 

or which portion of a structure should be evaluated via core bores. 

Materials laboratories that perform petrographic examination of hardened 

concrete samples typically follow the current ASTM C856 standard practice for the 
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application.; unless another specific procedure is specified in the request. The standard 

to which a plant-specific petrographic examination is performed is specified by the 

licensee and not addressed in the regulations~, _1~!::J.owever, appendix B to 10 CFR part 

50, appenaix B requires licensees to ensure that activities affecting safety-related 

functions are GeFrestly perfeFrAeacontrolled to provide adequate confidence that SSCs 

will perform satisfactorily in service. Also, 10 CFR part 50, appendix A, "General Design 

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,· General Design Criterion 1, "Quality standards and 

records," requires, in part, that "where generally recognized codes and standards are 

used, they shall be identified and evaluated to determine their applicability, adequacy, 

and sufficiency and shall be supplemented or modified as necessary to assure a quality 

product in keeping with the required safety function. • Therefore, the licensee must 

ensure the analysis is sufficient towill adequately identify ASR. 

In summary, both ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 provide useful guidance and 

methods licensees may adopt, as applicable, to meet requirements in existing NRC 

regulations, such as § 50.55a, § 50.65, and 10 CFR part 54; however, neither of the 

documents provide methods to comprehensively address the long-term structural impact 

and management of ASR degradation. 

Issue 3: Regulations should require compliance with ACI 349.3R and 

ASTM C856-11. 

The NRC disagrees that its regulations should be revised to require compliance 

with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 . As discussed previously, the NRC's existing 

regulations are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of 

public health and safety due to concrete degradation, including ASR. 

The petition does not take into account the NRC's existing regulatory 

requirements that each nuclear power reactor licensee must meet to demonstrate the 
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ongoing capability of structures to perform their intended safety functions. The NRC's 

regulatory requirements are Jlregrammatic ancl generic in nat1ire, applicable to all 

operating reactors, and focused on overall structure and component performance 

requirements necessary to maintain intended safety functions. The NRC's regulations 

do not generally prescribe how licensees must meet the requirements, nor do the 

regulations normally address degradation-specific issues. The following discussion 

identifies and briefly summarizes the relevant NRG-regulatory requirements and 

processes and explains how they require licensees to address ASR before it becomes a 

safety issue. 

• Section 50.65 requires licensees to monitor the performance or condition 

of SSCs under its scope, including safety-related structures, considering Industry-wide 

operating experience, in a manner sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that these 

SSCs are capable of fulfilling their intended functions. For structures, this requirement is 

normally met by periodically monitoring their condition ef stNct1ires on a frequency that 

Is commensurate with their safety significance of tl=te strnct1:1re and its-condition. If the 

basic assessments identify degradation, additional degradation-specific condition 

monitoring is required, along with more frequent assessments until the degradation is 

addressed. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.160, "Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance 

at Nuclear Power Plants,• provides guidance on methods acceptable to the NRC staff for 

Implementation of the maintenance rule and includes the attributes of an acceptable 

structural monitoring program. Tl=te NRG will oonsicler taking a formal reg1:1latery Jlesitien 

en tl=te 1:1se ef ACI 349.JR g1:1iclelines in tl=te ne>EI revision ef RG 1.160; l=tewever, tl=te 

existing reg1:1latien In summary. § 50.65 already requires structural assessments that are 

adequate to detect visual Indications of ASR before it would pose a significant structural 

concern. Accerclingly, § 50.65 is a reg1:1latery req1:1irement tl=tat terms Jlarl ef tl=te NRC's 

reg1:1latory infrastr1:1ct1:1re fer tl=te iclentification ancl furtl=ter tecl=tnical eval1:1atien of ASR, 
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eefere tl:iere we11ld ee sigRificaRt degradatieR ef str11ct11ral iRtegrity ef safety related 

OORGrete stFYGIYres at RYslear pewer plaRtS. 

• Criterion XVI, "Corrective Adion," of appendix B to 10 CFR part 50, 

appeRdix B requires licensees to Implement a corrective action program to assure that 

conditions adverse to quality and non-conformances are promptly identified and 

corrected. In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures shall 

assure that the cause of the condition is determined, and corrective action is taken to 

preclude repetition. Tt:ie 1 Q CFR part fiQ, appeRdix B This requirement, iR tt:iis regard, 

applies to all degradation mechanisms, including ASR. IR tt:ie case ef /I.SR, a liceRsee 

we11ld l:ia>1e te ideRtify tt:ie reet sa11se ef tt:ie degradatieR aRd address tt:ie degradatieR, 

SYGl:i tt:iat iRteRded safety fYRGti8RS are R8t impacted . .A,GG8F9iRgly, CriterieR XVI is aR 

NRC re911latery req11iremeRt tt:iat is part ef tt:ie l>IRC's re911latery iRfrastrYGtllre fer tt:ie 

ideRtificatieR aRd rurtt:ier tecl:!Rical e>1al11atieR ef /I.SR, eefere tt:iere we11ld Ile sigRificaRt 

degradatieR ef str11ct11ral iRtegrity ef safety related OORGrete str11ct11res at RllGlear pewer 

• Section 50.55a(g)(4) requires licensees to inspect concrete containments 

in accordance with the ASME BPV Code, Section XI, Subsection IWL, as incorporated 

by reference and subject to conditions. Subsection IWL requires that a general visual 

examination of all accessible containment concrete surfaces be conducted every 5 years 

by qualified personnel under the diredion of the "responsible engineer.• Further, 

Subsection IWL requires a detailed visual examination to determine the magnitude and 

extent of deterioration and distress of suspect containment concrete surfaces initially 

detected by general visual examinations. Subsection IWL specifies acceptance 

standards based on acceptance by examination, acceptance by engineering evaluation 

(requires preparation of an engineering evaluation report Including cause of the 

condition), or acceptance by repair/replacement. In accordance with the condition on 
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use of Section XI in § 50.55a(b )(2)(viii)(E), licensees must evaluate the acceptability of 

inaccessible areas when conditions exist in accessible areas that could indicate the 

presence of or result In degradation to such inaccessible areas. These requirements are 

designed to ensure that visual Indications of ASR will be detected prior to causing 

significant structural degradation that could impact the intended safety function of the 

containment. Accordingly, § 50.55a is a reg1c1latory requirement that is paFt of tile NRC's 

reg1c1latory iAfrastrnsture provides for the identification and further technical evaluation of 

ASR, before there would be significant degradation of structural integrity of concrete 

containment structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Appendix J to 10 CFR part 50, "Primary Reactor Containment Leakage 

Testing Requirements for Water Cooled Reactors,· requires that primary reactor 

containments periodically meet the leakage-rate test requirements to ensure that a) 

leakage does not exceed allowable leakage-rates speGified listed in the technical 

specifications; and b) integrity of the containment structure Is maintained during its 

service life. This regulation requires periodic performance monitoring of the containment 

to demonstrate that the containment can perform its intended safety function, regardless 

of identified degradation. If the containment were unable to meet the requirements of 1 O 

CFR part 50, appendix J, it would be declared inoperable and the plant could not return 

to operation until the issue was addressed. AssordiAgly, appeAdi>< J of 1 g O'R paFt 5g 

is a r-eg1c1latory r-&E!UireFAeAt that is paFt of tile NRC's reg1c1latory iAfrastrnst1c1re for tile 

ideAlifisalioA aAd lesllAisal eval1c1alioA of ASR, llefore 11:iere would Ile sigAifisaAI 

degradalioA of strustural iAtegrity of GoAsrete soAtaiAFAeAI strusl1c1res al AllGlear power 

• Section 54.21(a)(3) requires applicants for license renewal to 

demonstrate that the effects of aging will be adequately managed, such that the 

intended functions of structures and components subject to aging management are 
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maintained, consistent with the current licensing basis for the period of extended 

operation. Regulatory guidance for developing aging management programs, including 

for ASR aging effects on concrete structures, is provided in NUREG-1801 , "Generic 

Aging Lessons Learned Report" (GALL Report). Any licensee applying for license 

renewal must have a structural aging management program in place that can identify 

indications of concrete degradation, including degradation due to ASR, before it 

becomes an issue that could impact an intended safety function. AccoreiRgly, 

§ 54.21(a)(3) is a re91a1latory req1a1ireFReRt that is part efthe NRC's re91a1latoF)' 

iRfrastr1a1ct1a1re fer the ieeRtificatioR aRe f1a1rther techRical e>Jal1a1atieR of ASR, eefere there 

is sigRificaRt eegraeatieR te stNct1a1ral iRtegrity ef safety relates coRcrete stNct1a1res at 

Rlalclear fil()Wer plaRIS. 

• The Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) Is the process that the NRC uses 

to verify that power reactors are operating in accordance with NRC rules and 

regulations. FollowiRg Under the ROP, the NRC conducts routine baseline inspections, 

problem identification and resolution inspections, reactive inspections, and other 

assessments of plant performance. If licensees are not properly meeting the 

regulations, the NRC can take actions to protect public health and safety. IRspectioR 

MaR1a1al Chapter (IMC) 032e, "Operability DeteFFRiRatioRs aRe F1a1Rcti0Rality AssessFReRts 

fer CeReitieRs Ae•;erse to Q1a1ality or Safety" (ADAMS AccessieR ~lo. Mb13274A578), 

preYiees iRspectors with 91a1ieaRce le assist their review, 1a1Reer the ROF>, ef operaeility 

aRe resolutioR of eegraeee er ReRcoRferFRiRg ceReitieRs, s1a1ch as eegraeatioR e1a1e to 

ASR. SectioR 07.04 , "FiRal Corrective ActieR," of IMC 032e states that a liceRsee's 

raRge of corrective actioR FRay iRvelve: 1) full resteratieR le the Upeatee FiRal Safety 

.11.Ralysis Report (UFSAR) eescrieee coReitioR; 2) a chaRge to the c1a1rreRt liceRsiRg easis 

(CUil) to accept the as fe1a1Re ceReilioR as is; er 3) seFRe FReeificatioR of the facility or 

Cblil other thaR restoratioR to the coReitioR as eescribee iR the UFSAR. IR iteFRs 2 aRe 
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J, the fiRal cerrecti'le actieR re(!llires a re'liew iR acooreaRGe with § 5Q.5Q, "ChaRges, 

tests, aRe el<perimeRts," le eetermiRe if it re(!1iires NRG appre'lal 'lia a liceRse 

ameRemeRt pllFSllaRt te § 5Q.QQ, "ApplicatieR fer ameRemeRt ef liceRse, GeRstn,GtieR 

pem1it, er early site pem1it." 

• The generic communications process is used to address potential generic 

issues that are safety significant and may necessitate action by licensees to resolve. 

Generic communications. which include bulletins. generic letters and INs. are used to 

romm1iRicate convey safety significant issues and operating experience, including 

degradation-specific issues, iRGl1iee ll1illetiRs, geReric letteFS, aRe INs. The NRC has 

issued a generic communication (IN 2011-20) to inform the industry of the generic 

impacts of ASR. Information about the NRC's Generic Communications Program is 

available at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/gencomms.html. 

• The enforcement process may be used if licensees fail to adequately 

address safety-significant issues, consistent with the regulatory requirements as outlined 

above. The NRC may use enforcement actions, including issuing orders pursuant to 

]2.202, "Orders; to modify, suspend, or revoke a license if ASR becomes a safety

significant issue that a licensee is not adequately addressing. 

In addition to these generic requirements and processes, the GALL Report 

(NUREG-1801) makes specific reference to ACI 349.3R in its guidance for aging 

management programs (AMPs). AMP XI.S6, "Structures Monitoring," recommends that 

visual inspection be used to identify structural distress or deterioration of concrete, such 

as that described in ACI 201.1 R and ACI 349.3R. In addition, the GALL Report notes 

that the personnel qualifications in Chapter 7 and the evaluation criteria in Chapter 5 of 

ACI 349.3R are acceptable for concrete structures. However, the GALL Report also 

notes that use of plant-specific criteria may also be justified. Although ACI 349.3R is 

one acceptable method to monitor concrete structures for degradation, it is not the only 
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method, and so there Is no basis for the NRC to require Its exclusive use via regulation. 

Wrth respect to ASTM C856-11, the NRC agrees that It Is an acceptable and 

established consensus testing standard for conducting petrographic examination of 

hardened concrete that can be used to confirm the diagnosis of ASR. However, as 

discussed previously, the NRC's existing regulations in 10 CFR part 50, appendix A and 

appendix B, ensure appropriate methods or standards are used when conducting tests 

associated with safety-related structures. Therefore, there is no need to require the use 

of ASTM C856-11 through regulation. 

Specific to the petitioRer's claims regareiRg Seabrook StatioR, the liceRsee for 

Seabrook StatioR aeeressee, iR its ASR root cause aRalysis, ti-le performaRce aRGI 

or9aRi20atioRal factors ti-lat coRtributee le iRaeequaGies iR its Structures MeRileriRg 

12regram aRGI the failure ef liceRsee staff le have ieeRtifiee ASR eegraeatieR seeRer. 

The liGeRsee has takeR oorreGtive aGtieR te precluee repetitieR (see liGeRsee respeRse te 

the NRC's CAL, ADAMS AccessieR Ne. Mb13161A328). Tl-le liGeRsee also eetermiReG 

that there weule ha•,e beeR Re sigRificaRt iRGFease iR safety if ti-le liceRsee hae ieeRtifiee 

the eegraElatieR earl ier. IA CemmeRt SuamissieR ll (ADAMS AccessieR Ne. 

ML16Q!!QA2!!4) , the liceRsee eirectly respeRGleEl te the petitioRer's assertieR regareiRg 

slruGlural evalualieR aRGI statee that all ef the 131 lecatieRs with visual iRGlicalieRs ef 

ASR were iRclueee iR the structural evaluatieR. 

SiRce ASR has beeR ieeRtifiee at Seabrook, ti-le NRG has iRspeGtee the 

liceRsee's corrective actioRs multiple times, iRGlueiRg two CAL follow up iRspectieRs, 

which are summari20ee iR IR Q5QQQ443/2Q12QQQ aRGI IR Q5QQQ443/2Q12Q1Q (ADAMS 

AGcessieR Nos. ML12331lA21l3 aRGI ML13221A172, respectively). The reports eetail the 

actieRs takeR by the liceRsee after the eisoovery ef ASR, iRGlueiRg ti-le iRterim structural 

assessmeRt, aRGI Rote that ti-le NRG verifiee that the liceRsee had evaluatee all lecatieRs 

with visual iRGlicatieRs ef ASR aRGI eetermiRee that all ,fl,SR-affectee strucrures, iRclueiRg 
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seAtaiAmeAt, remaiA 81')erallle. The staff also Rated that the liseAsee we1ild Rat exsl1ide 

aAy reiAfersed seAsrete strnst1ire from ASR meAiteriR!l llRtil a satisfastery l')etrngral')his 

examiAatieA seAlirmoo the aeseAse of ASR; therefore, all strust1ires, iAsllldiR!l the 

68AtaiAmeAt, we1ilel Ile ass1imeel ta exl')erieAse ASR llAtil l')etregral')his examiAatieA 

eletermiAeel otherwise. Althe1igh seres ha•1e Rat lleeA takeA from tl=le 68AtaiAmeAt, the 

liseAsee has ass1imeel that lesal 1')8rtieAs of the seAtaiAmeAt with ¥is1ial iAElisatieAs are 

affesteel lly ASR, aAel eval1iateel the strnst1ires, a668reliAgly. 

The NRC's 8A!j8iR!j oversight aAEl liG8ASiA!j J'lr8686686 will 8AS1lF8 that the 

liceAsee takes al')l')rel')riate actieAs fer leAg term resel1itieA ef the ASR iss1ie at Seaernek 

StatieA. Disl')esitieA of these site SJ'l8Gilic asl')ects is e1itsiele the S68J'l8 ef the geAeris 

re111iests maele iA PRM 50 109. 

The NRC also considered whether ASR concrete degradation raises new safety 

concerns that would Justify additional regulatory requirements for all licensees beyond 

those already included In NRC regulations, as elesGrieeel aeeve. While it is possible that 

there could be plants that used a potentially reactive aggregate in their concrete, the 

NRC is not aware of any U.S. nuclear power plants, other than Seabrook Station, that 

have a documented occurrence of ASR. The NRC notes that the use of a potentially 

reactive aggregate does not necessarily result in the occurrence of ASR. In addition to 

reactive aggregates, relatively high alkali content in the cement, and high relative 

humidity levels are necessary for ASR to occur. Through the issuance of IN 2011-20, 

the NRC has informed licensees of the occurrence of ASR-induced conaete 

degradation at Seabrook Station, with the expectation that the operating experience 

would be evaluated by licensees and considered for appropriate action. Thus, the 

nuclear power industry Is aware of the potential for ASR to occur, even if aggregates 

were screened out based on reactivity or other tests er other tests conducted at the time 

of construction. For the reasons outlined above, the NRC has determined that the 
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agency's existing regulatory structure is sufficient for the identification and technical 

evaluation of ASR before there is significant degradation to the structural integrity of 

safety-related concrete structures at nuclear power plants. Therefore. new or amended 

a-regulations are-is not needed to require industry-wide compliance with ACI 349.3R and 

ASTM C856-11. 

The petitioner's claims related to Seabrook Station are outside the scope of the 

NRC's consideration of the generic rulemaking action in response to PRM-50-1Qg; 

however. the apparent claims of NRC wrongdoing were forwarded to the NRC's Office of 

the Inspector General and subsequently to the NRC's allegations staff in Region I. After 

discussions with the petitioner. the NRC confirmed that the petitioner cited the issues as 

examples of their concerns with the regulations and did not intend them to be considered 

as allegations or claims of wrongdoing . 

IV. Conclusion 

For the reasons cited in Section Ill of this document. the NRC is denying PRM-

50-109 under§ 2.803. Existing NRC regulations establish programmatic and design 

basis requirements that are adequate to address the effects of concrete degradation 

mechanisms, including ASR, in safety-related structures. Compliance with these 

regulations, verified through NRC licensing and oversight processes, provide reasonable 

assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety. Specifically, existing NRC 

regulations ensure that concrete degradation due to ASR will not result in unacceptable 

reductions in structural capacity of safety-related structures at nuclear power plants. 

Therefore, new or amended regulations to require the use of the documents identified in 

the PRM (ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11) to provide better protection against concrete 

degradation due to ASR are not needed in order to provide reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection of public health and safety at U.S. nuclear power plants. 
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V. Avallablllty of Documents 

The documents Identified in the following table are available to interested 

persons through one or more of the following methods. as Indicated. For more 

information on accessing ADAMS, see the ADDRESSES section of this document. 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

b ocumen~ 
Report Number and 

Date Link to Publication 
PRM Documents 

PRM from the C-10 Research and ADAMS Accession httrr//12badu12ws.nrc. 
Education Foundation No. gov/docs/ML 1428/M 

ML14281A124 L 14281A124.Qdf 
Seotember 25, 2014 

Federal Register notice for PRM, Federal Register/ htt12://www.g12o.gov/f 
notice of docketing, and request for Vol. 80, No. 7 I ds~s/Qkg/FR-2015-
comment Monday, January 12, 01-12/html/2015-

2015 / 00199.htm 
Proposed Rules 

SECY-18-XXXX0036, "Denial of ADAMS Accession htt12://12badu12ws.nrc. 
Petition for Rulemaklng Submitted No. ML 15301A084 gov/docs/ML 1530/M 
by the C-10 Foundation (PRM-50- (ElateMarch 8, 201fil L 15301A084.11.9f 
109) 

Public Comments on PRM 

(see table under the heading, I. Public Comments on the Petition) 

ASR-Related Technical Materials 

"Standard Practice for Petrographic ASTM C856-11 Available for 
Examination of Hardened Concrete" 201 1 purchase: 

htt12://www.astm.org/ 
ASTM International Standards/C856.htm 

ASTM C856-14 Available for 
2014 purchase: 

"Standard Practice for Petrographic ht!Q://www.astm.org/ 
Examination of Hardened Concrete" DATABASE.CART/H 

ISTORICAUC856-
ASTM International 11 .htm 
"Evaluation of Existing Nuclear Safety ACI 349.3R-02 Available for 
Related Concrete Structures" June 2002 purchase: 

htt12s://www.concrete 
American Concrete Institute .org/store/12roductdet 

ail.as12x?lteml D=349 
302&Format=D0WN 

LOAD 
"Effect of Alkali Silica Reaction Title no. 95-S44 Avai lable for 
Expansion and Cracking on Structural September-October purchase: 
Behavior of Reinforced Concrete 1998 htt12s://www .concrete 
Beams" .orglQublications/inte 

rnationalconcreteabs 
ACI Structural Journal tracts12ortal?m=detail 

s&i=564 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

bocumentl 
Report Number and 

Date 
"Guide to the Evaluation and CSAA864-00 
Management of Concrete Structures Reaffirmed 2005 
Affected by Alkali-Aggregate 
Reaction· 

CSA Group 

"Report on Alkali-Aggregate ACI 221.1 R-98 
Reactivity" Reaffirmed 2008 

American Conaete Institute 

"ASR/DEF Damaged Bent Caps: Technical Report 
Shear Tests and Field Implications· No. 12-8XXIA006 

August2009 
Texas Deoartment of Transoortation 
"Report on the Diagnosis, Prognosis, FHWA-HIF-09-004 
and Mitigation of Alkali-Silica Reaction January 2010 
(ASR) in Transportation Structures· 

Federal Hiqhwav Administration 
"Structural effects of alkali-silica April 2010 
reaction - technical guidance for the 
appraisal of existing structures· 

The Institution of Structural Engineers 

NRC Information Notice 2011-20: ADAMS Accession 
Concrete Degradation by Alkali-Silica No. ML112241029 
Reaction November 18, 2011 

NRC 
"Position Paper: In Situ Monitoring of ADAMS Accession 
Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Affected No. ML 13108A047 
Concrete: A Study on Crack Indexing April 30, 2013 
and Damage Rating Index to Assess 
the Severity of ASR and to Monitor 
ASR Progression" 

NRC 
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Link to Publication 
Available for 
purchase: 

htt1r//sho12.csa .ca/en 
/canada/concrete/a8 

64-00-
r2005/invt/27010172 

000 
Available for 

purchase: 
htt12s://www.concrete 
.org/store/12roductdet 
ail.as12x?ltemlD=221 
198&Format=DOWN 

LOAD 
htt12://libra[Y.ctr.utexa 
s.edu/digitized/lACre 

12orts/lAC-12-
8XXIA006.12df 

htt12s://www.fhwa .dot 
.gov/12avement/concr 
ete/12ubs/hif09004/hif 

09004.12df 

Available for 
purchase: 

htt12://sho12.istructe.or 
glstructural-effects-

of-alkali-silica-
reaction.html 

htt12://www.nrc.gov/d 
ocs/ML 1122/ML 1122 

41029.12df 

htt12://www.nrc.gov/d 
ocs/ML 1310/ML 1310 

8A047.12df 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

bocumen~ 
Report Number and 

Date Link to Publication 
Referenced Documents Specific to Seabrook Station 

"Seabrook Station - Response to ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
Request for Additional Information - No. ML 103540534 ocs/ML 1035/ML 1035 
NextEra Energy Seabrook License December 17, 2010 40534.(1df 
Renewal Application - Aging 
Management Programs· 

NextEra 
"Confirmatory Action Letter, Seabrook ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
Station, Unit 1 - Information Related No. ML12125A172 ocs/ML 1212/ML 1212 
to Concrete Degradation Issues· May 16, 2012 5A172.1:1df 

NRC . 
"Seabrook Station Response to ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter 1-2012-002 No. ML 12151A396 ocs/ML 1215/ML 1215 
and Information Related to Concrete May 24, 2012 1A396.1:1df 
Degradation Issues• 

NextEra 
"Seabrook Station: Impact of Alkal i- ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
Silica Reaction on Concrete No. ML 12151A397 ocs/ML 1215/ML 1215 
Structures and Attachments· May2012 1A397.1:1df 

MPR Associates Inc. 
"Seabrook Station Response to ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter" No. ML 13151A328 ocs/ML 1315/ML 1315 

May 1, 2013 1A328.1:1df 
NextEra 
"Seabrook Station, Unit No. 1 - ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter Follow-Up No. ML 13221A172 ocs/ML 1322/ML 1322 
Inspection - NRC Inspection Report August9,2013 1A172.(1df 
050004431201201 o· 

NRC 
Letter from David Wright, UCS, to ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
NRC Commissioners No. ML 133096606 ocs/ML 1330/ML 1330 

November 4, 2013 9B606.1:1df 
ucs 
Letter from William M. Dean, NRC, to ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
David Wright, UCS No. ML 13340A405 ocs/ML 1334/ML 1334 

December 6, 2013 OA405.1:1df 
NRC 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

Pocumen~ 
Report Number and 

Date Link to Publlcatlon 
Letter from Robert M. Taylor, NRC, to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Sandra Gavutis, C-10 No. ML 16169A172 ocs/ML 1616/ML 1616 

July 6, 2016 9A172.pdf 
NRC 

Additional Referenced Documents 

NUREG-1801 , "Generic Aging December 2010 http://www.me.gov/re 
Lessons Learned Report,· Revision 2 ading-rm/doc-

collections/nuregs/st 
aff/sr1 801 / 

RG 1.160, "Monitoring the ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Effectiveness of Maintenance at No. ML113610098 ocs/ML 1136/ML 1136 
Nuclear Power Plants." Revision 3 Mav 2012 10098.odf 
IMC 0326, "Operability Determinations ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
and Functionality Assessments for No. ML 13274A578 ocs/ML 1327/ML 1327 
Conditions Adverse to Quality or January 31, 2014 4A578.pdf 
Safety" 

NRC 
"Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station - ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Inspection of Apparent Cause No. ML 15148A489 ocs/ML 1514/ML 1514 
Evaluation Efforts for Propagation of May 28, 2015 8A489.pdf 
Laminar Cracking in Reinforced 
Concrete Shield Building and Closure 
of Unresolved Item Involving Shield 
Building Laminar Cracking Licensing 
Basis - Inspection 
Report 05000346/2014008" 

NRC 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of , 2018l:!. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, 
Secretary of the Commission. 
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SECY-18-0036: Denial of Petition for Rulemaking 
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JMB edits 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

10 CFR Part 50 

[Docket No. PRM-50-109; NRC-2014-0257] 

[7590-01-P] 

Improved Identification Techniques Against Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Concrete 
Degradation at Nuclear Power Plants 

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

ACTION: Petition for rulemaking; denial. 

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is denying a petition for 

rulemaking (PRM), PRM-50-109, dated September 25, 2014, submitted by the C-10 

Research and Education Foundation (C-10 or the petitioner). The petitioner requests 

that the NRC amend its regulations to provide improved identification techniques for 

better protection against concrete degradation due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) at U.S. 

nuclear power plants. The petitioner asserts that reliance on visual inspection will not 

adequately identify ASR, confirm ASR, or provide the current state of ASR damage 

without petrographic examination. The NRC is denying the petition because existing 

NRC regulations and NRC oversight activities provide reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection of public health and safety. Specifically, existing NRC regulations 

are sufficient to ensure that concrete degradation due to ASR will not result in 

unacceptable reductions in the structural capacity of safety-related structures at nuclear 

power plants. 



DATES: The docket for the petition for rulemaking PRM-50-109 is closed on [INSERT 

DATE OF PUBLICATION IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER]. 

ADDRESSES: Please refer to Docket ID NRC-2014-0257 when contacting the NRC 

about the availability of information regarding this petition. You can obtain publicly

available documents related to the petition using any of the following methods: 

• Federal Rulemaking Web site: Go to http://www.regulations.gov and search 

on the petition Docket ID NRC-2014-0257. Address questions about NRC dockets to 

Carol Gallagher; telephone: 301-415-3463; e-mail: Carol.Gallagher@nrc.gov. For 

technical questions, contact the individual listed in the FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

CONT ACT section of this document. 

• NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System 

(ADAMS): You may obtain publicly-available documents online in the ADAMS Public 

Documents collection at http://www.nrc.gov/readinq-rm/adams.html. To begin the 

search, select "ADAMS Public Documents" and then select "Begin Web-based ADAMS 

Search." For problems with ADAMS, please contact the NRC's Public Document Room 

(PDR) reference staff at 1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or by e-mail to 

pdr.resource@nrc.gov. The ADAMS accession number for each document referenced 

(if it is available in ADAMS) is provided the first time that it is mentioned in the 

Supplementary Information section. For the convenience of the reader, instructions 

about obtaining materials referenced in this document are provided in Section V, 

Availability of Documents. 

• NRC's PDR: You may examine and purchase copies of public documents at 

the NRC's PDR, Room 01-F21 , One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, 

Maryland 20852. 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Meena Khanna, Office of Nuclear Material 

Safety and Safeguards, telephone: 301-415-2150, e-mail: Meena.Khanna@nrc.gov, 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington DC 20555-0001 . 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

I. The Petition 

II. Public Comments on the Petition 

Ill. Reasons for Denial 

IV. Conclusion 

V. Availability of Documents 

I. The Petition 

On September 25, 2014, C-10, with assistance from the Union of Concerned 

Scientists (UCS), submitted a petition for rulemaking to the NRC (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 14281A124). The NRC docketed the petition on October 8, 2014, and assigned 

Docket No. PRM-50-109 to the petition. The petitioner requests that the NRC amend its 

applicable regulations to provide improved identification techniques for better protection 

against concrete degradation due to ASR at U.S. nuclear power plants. Specifically, the 

petitioner requests that the NRC require that all licensees comply with American 

Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee Report 349.3R, "Evaluation of Existing Nuclear 

Safety-Related Concrete Structures" (ACI 349.3R), and American Society for Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) Standard C856-11 , "Standard Practice for Petrographic 

Examination of Hardened Concrete" (ASTM C856-1 1). 
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The petitioner previously submitted a request for enforcement action in 

accordance with§ 2.206 of title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), 

"Requests for action under this subpart,• specific to Seabrook Station (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML 16006A002). That petition was rejected by the NRC in a letter dated 

July 6, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16169A 172), because the request addressed 

deficiencies within existing NRC rules, similar to those raised In PRM-50-109. While 

discussion of Seabrook Station, which is fthe only nuclear power plant with a 

documented occurrence of ASRt- to date, is included below In response to the 

petitioner's comments, the NRC's focus in this denial is on the generic request that the 

NRC require that all licensees of nuclear power plants comply with ACI 349.3R and 

ASTM C856-11 . Tl'le ~JRC is condlclcting its licensing and o•,ersigl'lt resf)onsieilities fer 

Seaerook Station, insllclding f)erforming rolJtine insf)estions at tl'le Of)erating fasility and 

reviewing af)f)lications fer license renewal and an ASR related lisense amendment. 

Tl'lese resf)onsieilities are carried olJt tl'lrolclgl'l f)rocesses sef)arate from tl'le re•,iew of 

PRM §Q 1QQ. 

The petitioner raises the following three specific issues In PRM-50-109. 

Issue 1: Visual Inspections are not adequate to detect ASR,-aAEI confirm ASR~ 

provide the current state of ASR damage. 

The petitioner asserts that visual inspections are not capable of adequately 

identifying ASR, aoo-confirming ASR. or providing accurate information on the state of 

ASR damage (i.e., its effect on structural capacity). The petitioner also asserts that only 

petrographic examinations (the use of microscopes to examine samples of rock or 

concrete to determine their mineralogical and chemical characteristics) in accordance 

with ASTM C856-11 are capable of determining or confirming whether ASR is present 
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and determining the state of ASR damage. The petitioner offers additional information in 

five areas related to this issue. 

A. At an NRC public meeting at Seabrook Station on June 24, 2014, when C-10 

asked if the NRC was investigating U.S. nuclear power plants for ASR concrete 

degradation, the NRC staff responded that ASR concrete degradation could be 

adequately identified through visual examination. 

B. When structural degradation is occurring, the petitioner asserts that it is 

critical to determine the root cause and confirm the form of degradation. The petitioner 

also asserts that the NRC has rel)eatedly stated that ASR is confirmed only through 

petrographic examination, and that and in support the petitioner references an 

enclosure to this is senfirrned in a letter from the licensee for Seabrook Station, NextEra 

Energy Seabrook, LLC (NextEra) to the NRC, May 1, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 13151A328). 

C. Commentaries by materials science expert Dr. Paul Brown, provided by C-10 

and the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS}, challenge the central hypothesis in the 

report submitted by NextEra, "Seabrook Station: Impact of Alkali-Silica Reaction on 

Concrete Structures and Attachments" (ADAMS Accession No. ML 12151A397). As 

summarized in the petition, Dr. Brown challenges the conclusion in the report that 

"confinement reduces cracking, and taking a core bore test would no longer represent 

the context of the structure once removed from the structure.· 

D. The petitioner also asserts that the NRC memorandum titled, "Position Paper: 

In Situ Monitoring of Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Affected Concrete: A Study on Crack 

Indexing and Damage Rating Index to Assess the Severity of ASR and to Monitor ASR 

Progression" (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13108A047), supports the assertion that visual 

examination is insufficient to reliably identify ASR or evaluate Its state (including 

contribution to rebar stress). The petitioner cites portions of text frorn the paper, which 
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states that ASR can exist without indications of pattern cracking, visible surface cracking 

may be suppressed by heavy reinforcement while internal damage exists through the 

depth of the section, and crack mapping alone to determine ASR effects on the structure 

does not allow for the consideration of rebar stresses. 

E. Finally, the petitioner asserts that visual inspections are of limited scope and 

cannot identify areas of degradation in many portions of concrete structures, such as 

below-grade portions that cannot be visually examined but are most likely to be exposed 

to groundwater and be more vulnerable to ASR. Cracking in the concrete wall of the 

shield building of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station was cited as an exam pie. This 

condition was, discovered in 2011 , when a hole was cut through the building's wall to 

replace the reactor vessel head, remained undetected by visual inspections for a long 

period. 

Issue 2: ACI and ASTM codes and standards address the detection and evaluation 

of ASR damage. 

The petitioner asserts that ACI 349.3R provides an acceptable means of 

protecting against excessive ASR concrete degradation and is endorsed by the NRC in 

Information Notice (IN) 2011-20, "Concrete Degradation by Alkali-Silica Reaction" 

(ADAMS Accession No. ML 112241029). Quantitative criteria in ACI 349.3R can be 

used to evaluate inspection results. The petitioner also states that ASTM C856-11 is an 

acceptable means of conducting petrographic examination. The staff notes that 

although ACI :l4Q.:lR pFovises useful, general guisanGe for the sevelopfRent ans 

ifRplefRentation of a fROnitoring plan for GOnGrete struGtures, it is neither forfRally 

ensorses nor apprn•,es foF use ey the ~JRC. lnsteas, IN 2Q11 2Q mentions ACI :l4Q.:lR 

as a resouroe whern assitional infoFmation may ee fauns regarning visual inspeGtions 

(ADAMS AGG0SSion ~Jo. ML112241 Q2Q). 
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The petitioner also provided information specific to activities at Seabrook Station 

related to the implementation of ACI 349.3R and the American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section XI, 

Subsection IWL. The petitioner states that ACI 349.3R requires the formation of a 

"composite team," consisting of qualified civil or structural engineers, concrete 

inspectors, and technicians familiar with concrete degradation mechanisms and 

long-term performance issues, to effectively identify and evaluate concrete degradation, 

including degradation due to ASR. 

The petitioner claims that NextEra did not have a composite team as specified in 

ACI 349.3R, and since it became the owner of Seabrook Station, NextEra has not had a 

trained and dedicated ·responsible engineer" conducting the inspections to accurately 

record the results or take further action as required. The petitioner asserts that NextEra 

failed to test the concrete despite the extent of cracking visibly increasing, and that 

NextEra never had a code-certified "responsible engineer" doing the visual inspections 

of the Seabrook containment in accordance with ASME BPV Code, Section XI, 

Subsection IWL. 

Hie 1!J8liti0rier's 0leim reletee IB IRe im1!Jlemerileli0ri Bf ACI 34Q 3R el Geellr00l1 

Gtsti&R 1 iR&lwiiR~ tRe feF~ati&R sf a &&~~&site tea~1 i& ewt&iie tR& &&&~& ef tRe ~JRC's 

86RSidereti0A of 0~8 g&A8Fi6 H:AlemahiRg 9gti0R iR F8S~6RS8 to J;>(SU1 SQ 1QQ; R01tf8118F; 

O~is eppe1reRt glaim sf lie&R&ee rnrr0Rg60iRg re:es o&R&i&ereS by t~s MRC'& all8gatioRs 

steff iR Rs~ieA I Ofter Oi&8lsl88i0A8 rcritR O~e petitioRer, it rn:ee 8ordirme0 u~et U~e petitioRer 

eite& tRe isswes •dtR ~hnttEra 8S euamples &fits eeRi&FRS ttritf.l r;egwlstieR& aRd did R&t 

iRleRe 11::ie isswes le ee eeRsieeree es elle!jalieRs F1,1rtl:ler:more, tl:le NRG fo1,1Rd RO 

violatioR of this AaMe BPV Code req1,1ireFReRt iR its iRs13estioRs, as diss1,1ssed iR aestioR 

Ill , "ReaSORS fer DeRial ," of tl:lis d961,1FReRt. 
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Issue 3: Regulations should require compliance with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-

11. 

The petitioner states that, although both ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 are 

endorsed by the NRC as acceptable, the NRC does not require nuclear power plant 

licensees to implement either of these standards. However, although ACI 34Q.3R and 

ASTM C85e 11 pro•,ide userul general guidance fer the develepment and 

implementatien of a monitoring plan fer concrete structures, the ~JRC has neither 

fermally endorsed nor approved their use. l~J 2Q11 2Q mentions ACI 34Q.3R as a 

resource where additional information may ee found regarding visual inspections 

(ADAMS Accession No. ML112241Q2Q). 

To support its position that use of the standards should be required, the petitioner 

assert&offers #lat-Seabrook Station's ASR concrete degradation as an example that 

would have been identified before it caused moderate to severe degradation in seismic 

Category I structures if the NRC had required compliance, instead of merely 

encouraging compliance, with these existing standards. The petitioner claims that when 

NextEra determined 131 locations with "assumed" ASR visual signs within multiple 

power-block structures during 2012, further engineering evaluations were not done. The 

petitioner also claims that, since discovering the situation, the NRC has not required 

Seabrook Station to: 1) test a core bore taken from the containment; 2) use certified 

laboratory testing of key material properties to determine the extent of condition; or 3) 

obtain the data necessary to monitor the rate of progression. 

The petitioner's claims related to this sueject are outside the scope of U1e NRC's 

consideration of the generic rulemaking action in response to PRM 5Q 1 QQ; howe•,er, 

these apparent claims of ~JRC wrongdoing were forwarded to the NRC's Offioo of the 

Inspector General and suese11uenlly to the NRC's allegations staff in Region I. After 

discussions with the petitioner, the ~JRC sonfirmed that the petitioner cited the issues as 
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oxamfllos of tl'loir concerns witl'I tl'lo regulations and did not intend tl'lom to eo considered 

as allegations or claims of wrongdoing. furtl'lormoro, as noted in Section Ill of tl'lis 

document, l>loxtEra commented in roSflOnso to PRM aQ 109 tl'lat all 1 a1 locations wore 

included in tl'lo structural evaluation. 

II. Public Comments on the Petition 

The NRC published a notice of docketing of PRM-50-109 on January 12, 2015 

(80 FR 1476). The public comment period closed on March 30, 2015. Comment 

submissions on this petition are available electronically via https://www.regulations.gov 

using docket number NRC-2014-0257. 

Overview of Public Comments 

The NRC received 10 different comment submissions on the PRM. A comment 

submission mearu;-~a communication or document submitted to the NRC by an 

individual or entity, with one or more individual [comment~ addressing a subject or issue. 

Eight of the comment submissions were received during the public comment period. with 

afl4..two wore filed latosubmitted after it closed. The NRC determined that it was 

practical to consider the comment submissions received after the end of the public 

comment period and tl'lerefere considered all 10 comment suemissionsreceived. Key 

information for each comment submission is provided in the following table. 

ADAMS 
Submission Accession 

# Number Commenter Affiliation 
1 ML 15026A339 Josephine Donovan Private Citizen 
2 ML 15026A338 Lvnne Mason Private Citizen 
3 ML15027A178 Katherine Mendez Private Citizen 

Union of Concerned 
4 ML 15076A457 David Lochbaum Scientists 

Blue Ridge 
5 ML 15076A459 Garrv Morgan Environmental Defense 
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League - Bellefonte 
Efficiency and 
Sustainability Team/ 
Mothers Against 
Tennessee River 
Radiation 
(BREDUBEST/MATRR) 

6 ML 15076A460 G. Dudley Shepard Private Citizen 
Nuclear Energy Institute 

7 ML 15085A523 Jason Remer (NEI) 
8 ML 15089A284 James M. Petro, Jr. NextEra Energy 
9! ML 15097A337 Anonymous Anonymous 
10! ML 15112A265 Scott Bauer STARS Alliance 

*Comments S1cJl3m1ttea after Marsh JQ, 2Q15. 

Seven commenters expressed support for the PRM and proposed identification 

techniques, while the three remaining commenters (numbers 7, 8, and 10) opposed the 

PRM in part or in whole. Based on similarity of content, the public comments were 

~ into six bins. The NRC reviewed and considered the comments in 

making its decision to deny the PRM. Summaries of each bin and the NRC's responses 

are provided in the following discussion in an order that provides appropriate context for 

the response to each of the comment bins. 

NRC Responses to Comments on PRM-50-109 

Comment Bin 1: Existing inspection techniques will not adequately detect concrete 

degradation due to ASR, and C-10's proposed solutions (i.e., requiring compliance with 

AC/ 349. 3R and ASTM C856-11 via regulation) are appropriate to adequately detect 

ASR degradation. (Submission 4, Submission 5, Submission 6) 

NRC Response: Although the NRC agrees with the petitioner that visual inspections 

are not enough to positively confirm ASR, the staff finds visual inspection sufficient to 

detect ASR concrete degradation before the safety function of a structure or component 

would be significantly degraded. The NRC disagrees with the comments that ~ 

insf)estions ao not aaeq1cJately iaentify /\SR ans that ACI 349.3R and ASTM C~56-11 
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should be regulatory requirements. The current ASR literature and case history, as 

described in Section Ill and referenced in Section V, "Availability of Documents," of this 

document, provides no evidence that ASR would degrade the safety function of a 

structure or component before it expands to a degree that would cause visible 

symptoms, such as ~ crackingj . Existing regulations, such as those listed in the 

response to CoFRFRent Bin 4, _require inspection methods that can detect applicable 

degradation mechanisms (including ASR), and require that significant degradation.= 

fregardless of caus~ -= be appropriately addressed through additional plant-specific 

inspections or structural evaluations. Furthermore, the documents (ACI 349.3R and 

ASTM C856-11) that are being proposed for inclusion in the regulations do not provide 

specific guidance for identifying ASR degradation in structures-af1E(, _I therefore, 

requiring their use via regulation would not provide improved techniques for identifying 

ASR degradation. Additional details on the NRC's position can be found in Section Ill, 

"Reasons for Denial," of this document. 

Comment Bin 2: The NRC should grant the C-10 petition for rulemaking because visual 

inspection of ASR concrete degradation is insufficient. (Submission 1, Submission 2) 

NRC Response: The NRC disagrees. As ootee--indicated in the response to Comment 

Bin 1, there is-staff- no evidence in current ASR literature and case history that ASR 

would degrade the safety function of a structure or component before it expands to a 

degree that would cause visible symptoms. In addition. NRC staff finds visual inspection 

sufficient to detect ASR concrete degradation before the safety function of a structure or 

component would be degraded. Moreover, t+he commenters did not provide a basis for 

their position that visual inspection of concrete degradation is insufficient to identify ASR 

that would lead to unacceptable changes in concrete structural properties. 
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Comment Bin 3: The NRC should investigate the concrete cracks at Seabrook Station 

because the concrete degradation poses serious safety concerns. (Submission 3) 

NRC Response: The NRC views this comment as a request for regulatory action 

outside the scope of PRM-50-109. As discussed in Section 1 of this document, the NRC 

has referred this comment to its Region I allegations staff, and has advised the 

commenter of this request. Further details are discussed in Section I of this document. 

The NRG GORtiRlleS to llSe its OR9oiR9 oversight aREI liGeRSiR9 fi)roGesses to eRSllre the 

safe ofi)eralioR of aeaerook atalioR. 

Comment Bin 4: The nuclear industry does not believe that rulemaking is necessary to 

resolve issues related to inspecting concrete for ASR degradation. Following the 

issuance of NRC IN 2011-20, licensees took appropriate actions by: a) recording the 

issue in the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Operating Experience 

system; and b) updating their Structures Monitoring Program, improving procedures, and 

informing responsible indMduals concerning examination for conditions that could 

potentially indicate the presence of ASR. In addition, there already exist ample 

regulatory requirements to ensure appropriate attention is given to potentially degraded 

concrete, including due to ASR. (Submission 7, Submission 10) 

NRC Response: The NRC agrees with the comment. By issuing IN 2011-20, the NRC 

has-made the U.S. nuclear power industry aware of the operating experience related to 

ASR concrete degradation at Seabrook Station. Licensees are expected to evaluate INs 

in their operating experience programs and to incorporate, as appropriate and 

applicable, the information into their monitoring programs and procedures. For examfi)lo, 

NextEra has coRElllGteel filFOFRfilt ofi)eraeility evah,,atioRs for aeaerook atatioR aREI is takiR9 

OR!jOiR9 aGtiORS iR its Gorroctivo aGtiOR fi)rogram for loR9 term resollltiOR of the iSSlle. 

The NRG elOGllFReRtes the liGeRsee's GommitmeRtS iR a GoRfirmatory AGliOR Letter (GAL; 
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ADAMS Accession No. Mb12125A172) and has overseen the com13letion of these 

actions (see, for e*am13le, ins13ection re13ort (IR) 05000443/201201Q (ADAMS Accession 

No. Mb13221.A,172)). In addition, m_Multiple license renewal applications (LRA) 

submitted after the issuance of IN 2011-20 have included information that demonstrates 

their monitoring programs have been updated to Inspect for ASR degradation, 

regardless of the aggregate reactivity test results from construction (see, for example, 

Section 3.5.2.2.2.1.2 of LaSalle County Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 14343A849), Waterford Steam Electric Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 16088A324), or River Bend Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. ML 17153A282)). 

Existing regulations such as § 50.55a, "Codes and Standards"; § 50.65, 

"Requirements for monitoring the effectiveness of maintenance at nuclear power plants"; 

10 CFR part 50, appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and 

Fuel Reprocessing Plants"; 10 CFR part 50, appendix J, "Primary Reactor Containment 

Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors·: and 10 CFR part 54, 

"Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," require 

licensees to monitor the performance or condition of structures and take corrective 

action to address degraded or nonconforming conditions in a manner commensurate 

with the safety significance of the structures. Compliance with these regulations 

provides reasonable assurance that affected structures remain capable of performing 

their intended functions. Further, the NRC confirms the acceptability of licensees' 

approaches through processes such as the reactor oversight process, license renewal, 

and review of licensees' response to generic communications (e.g., bulletins, generic 

letters, and INs ~that address significant industry events, operating experience, and 

degradation-specific issues that may have generic applicability). The existing regulatory 

requirements and processes provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of 

public health and safety against the degradation of concrete structures; therefore, it is 
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not necessary to amend the NRC's regulations eA a Ele€JraElatieA Sfi3esifis easis te req1,1ire 

setter fi3FetestieA agaiAst the ElegraElatieA ef ooAsrete strnst1,1res. 

The technical comments and clarifications made by the commenters related to 

ACI 349.3R and the role of visual inspections are addressed in Section Ill of this 

document. 

Comment Bin 5: New rulemaking is not necessary to resolve issues related to inspecting 

concrete for ASR. The AC/ 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 have been used for 

investigation of ASR conditions at Seabrook Station; however, neither standard provides 

inspectors with new or improved means to identify, monitor, or assess ASR-impacted 

structures, as implied by the petition. The commenter questions the basis of the petition, 

including misconceptions and factual errors made in the petition concerning NextEra 

activities at Seabrook Station. (Submission 8) 

NRC Response: The NRC agrees with the comment that new rulemaking is not 

needed. The guidance in ACI 349.3R is primarily based on visual inspection,; addresses 

only commonly occurring degradation conditions in nuclear structures,; and provides 

very limited guidance with regard to ASR identification, monitoring, and evaluation. 

Therefore, it is not considered an authoritative document for ASR. ASTM C856-11 is a 

consensus standard that provides an established method for conducting petrography 

that can be used to confirm the diagnosis of ASR. Neither ACI 349.3R nor ASTM C856-

11 , however, provides a method for monitoring progression, or evaluating and 

quantifying observed ASR effects on structural capacity or performance. These 

documents have been in existence since 1996 (for ACI 349.3R) and 1977 (for ASTM 

C856-1 1) and do not provide any new or improved methods beyond what is already 

standard practice in the concrete industry. 

The portions of the comment concerning NextEra activities at Seabrook Station 
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aAa 13ossiBlo factual orrers iA tho 13otitioA are addressed in Section Ill of this document. 

Comment Bin 6: Current ASME testing protocols should be followed. Ultrasonic testing 

should be conducted for reactor pressure vessels to test for defects and radiation filters 

should be installed on pressure ~vents as a post-Fukushima precaution. 

(Submission 9) 

NRC Response: As stated in Section Ill of this document. Section 50.55a/q)/4) requires 

compliance with the ASME BPV Code Section XI. The ASME BPV Code, Section XI. 

Subsection IWL, describes examination and evaluation of concrete surfaces. which 

licensees follow in accordance with their license basis. Thgis comment§ pertaining to 

ultrasonic testing of reactor pressure vessels and installation of radiation filters are is-not 

related to ASR degradation and is-are outside the scope of PRM-50-109. 

Ill. Reasons for Denial 

The NRC has determined that rulemaking, as requested in the petition, is not 

needed for reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety at 

nuclear power plants with respect to ASR. The NRC's evaluation of the three issues 

raised in PRM-50-109 (s1a1mmarizea BY the NRG iA SeotioA I, "TRe PetitioA," of this 

aooumeAt aAa ooAstiMiA!l the l')etitioA's Basis for the reE11a1estea r1a1lemakiA!l) are set forth 

below. 

Issue 1: Visual Inspections are not adequate to detect ASR, 3f\d confirm ASR...gr 

provide the current state of ASR damage. 
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The NRC agrees with the petitioner that visual inspections are not enough to 

positively confirm ASR. However, given the slow progression of ASR, visual inspections 

are sufficient to identify manifestations of potentially damaging ASR before the safety 

function of a structure or component would be degradedthere woulel so sigAifioaAt 

structural impacts. Such results would be sufficient to inform whether further actions 

should be taken. Therefore, the NRC's position is that visual examination is acceptable 

for routinely monitoring concrete structures to identify areas of potential structural 

distress or degradation, induding degradation due to ASR. This position is supported by 

the current ASR literature and case history, as referenced in Section V of this document. 

The occurrence of ASR expansion results in one or more common visual indications 

(e.g., expansion causing deformation, movement, or displacement; cracking; surface 

staining; gel exudations; pop-outs) prior to causing significant structural degradation (as 

shown in Federal Highway Administration (FHWA} HIF-09-004 and Canadian Standards 

Association (CSA) A864-00, referenced in Section V of this document). However, the 

presence of one or more of these visual symptoms is not necessarily an indication that 

ASR is the main factor responsible for the observed symptoms. If suspocteelthere are 

visual indications, the presence or absence of ASR should be confirmed by an 

acceptable method, such as ~ petrographic examinationj . 

Based on this information, the NRC maintains that visual examination is an 

acceptable method for detecting indications of ASR degradation. Once ASR is 

suspected based on visual indications, the licensee would need to conduct additional 

inspections, testing (non-destructive or invasive), petrographic analysis, and structural 

evaluations, as appropriate to the specific case, to evaluate the effects of ASR on 

structural performance under design loads. This general approach is similar to and 

consistent with the approach recommended in literature related to ASR (e.g., 
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FHWA-HIF-09-004 and guidance by the Institution of Structural Engineers, referenced in 

Section V of this document). 

The NRC evaluated the following five areas in which the petitioner provided 

additional information related to this issue. 

A. The l>JRC Rotes that the petitioR does Rot provide the GORteld ofRegarding the 

statements made by the NRC staff re9ardiR9 the acceptal:lle lJSe of vis1Jal eMaFAiRatioR 

during the June 24, 2014, public meeting,. !-The NRC staff stated that it finds the use of 

visual examination acceptable for routine periodic monitoring, in implementing a 

structures monitoring program under the maintenance rule pursuant to § 50.65 and the 

containment inservice inspection program pursuant to § 50.55a, and in identifying the 

general condition of concrete structures and areas that are suspected to have 

deterioration or distress due to any degradation mechanism, including ASR. If the 

licensee identifies visual indications of ASR, the liceRsee's next step would be to confirm 

ASR by petrographic examination or other acceptable methods, and conduct further 

assessments, as necessary, to determine the impact on the structure's intended 

functions and the need for corrective actions, as required by 10 CFR part 50 appendix B. 

While visual inspections alone would not confirm the presence or absence of ASR, a 

petrographic examination of concrete is not necessary prior to manifestation of visual 

symptoms of ASR, given the minimal impact ASR has on structural performance of 

reinforced concrete structures at this stage, as disc1Jssod al:love. The NRC maintains its 

position that visual examination is an acceptable aRd adeei1Jate approach to-for 

assessln.g the concrete's general condition and identify areas of potential structural 

distress or deterioration, including areas where ASR is suspected. 

B. Specific to the petitioner's statement related to the need to determine the root 

cause of degradation, existing NRC regulations require that licensees promptly identify 

conditions adverse to quality, determine the cause, and take corrective actions. 
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Specifically. Criterion XVI , "Corrective Action ," of 10 CFR part 50, appendix B requires 

that conditions adverse to quality. such as failures. malfunctions. deficiencies. 

deviations, defective material and equipment. and nonconformances are promptly 

identified and corrected. In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality. the 

measures shall assure that the cause of the condition is determined and corrective 

action is taken to preclude repetition. Therefore, existiAg NRG regulatioAs reeiuiro tho 

iaoAtifisatioA of tho root cause of sigAificaAt GOAaitioAs aavorso to eiuality. The NRC 

agrees that. while other techniques may emerge, petrographic examination of the 

concrete sample under a microscope is a well-established technique to confirm the 

presence or absence of ASR at any stage. 

Once ASR is confirmed at a site by petrographic examination (conducted after 

manifestation of characteristic visual symptoms). it is conservative to assume that other 

structures exhibiting visible symptoms are also affected. based on similarity of materials 

and environmental exposure conditions. The degradation can then be addressed 

accordingly. Ti=toroforo, ii is Rot Aosossary to take sores froFA all potoAtially affestoa 

strusturos for GOAfirFAatory potrographis oxaFAiAatioA. GAGO iaoAtifioa ,•isually, ASR GaA 

00 vorifioa via potrography, or it GaA 00 soAsorvati·,ely assuFAoa 0asea OR soAfirFAatioA 

iA similar areas, aAa ti=to aograaatioA caA 00 aaarossea assordiAgly. 

Tho fllRC soAsiaoroa tho oxporioAso at Soa0rook StatioA as aA oxaFAplo iA 

ovaluatiAQ this goAoris roeiuost for regulatory astioA. Tho lisoAsoo for Soaerook StatioA 

Glassifioa ASR iA safety relates GOAGroto slrusturos as a sigAifisaAt GOAaitioA aa·,orso to 

eiuality. Tho liGOASOO first iaoAlifioa visual symptOFAS of ASR, aAa thoA GOAfirFAOB ti=to 

proSOAGe of ASR 0y GOABUGliAg potrographiG oxaFAiAatiOAS of a saFAplo of ooros takoA 

froFA safety relatoa strustures ti=tat exhi0itoa tho worst visual ASR syFAptoFAs. Tho 

lisoAsoo thoA soAsorvativoly assuFAea that oti=tor strusturos with visual syFAploFAs are 

also affostea 0y ASR, givoA siFAilar soAsroto FAix aAa exposure soAaitioAs. Basoa oA 
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this assllFRfllieA, the liceAsee 00Ad1o1cted a reel ca1o1se aAalysis ef the degFadalieA, made 

flF8FRfll 8fleFaeilily deteFFRiAalieAS ef affected strnGtllFeS, aAd OOAtiA1o1ed Ffl8AiteFiAg ta 

demeAstFate a FeaseAaele e)(JlectalieA that the affected str1o1ct1o1rns warn, aAd rnmaiA , 

8fl8Faele aAd Cafjaele ef fjerfeFFRiAg theiF iAleAded safety fllAClieAS. The liceAsee alse 

iAitiated eAgeiAg reseaFGh aAd testiAg te develefl teshAical eases feF a leAg teFm 

Fesel1o1tieA ef tl:le iss1o1e at the site, WAile CGAliAlliAg ta FflGAiteF tl:le degFadatieA. 

Tl:le MRC ceAcl1o1ded that !Appendix B of 10 CFR part 50 already requires the 

identification of a significant condition adverse to quality. the determination of the cause 

of the condition through root cause analyses and appropriate follow-up corrective actions 

are alFeady Fequirnd 1o1Ader 10 CFR J)art §0, aJ)fleAdi)( B aAd have eeeA iFRfllemeAted for 

affected strnct1o1res at SeaeFeek StatieA. Therefore, the NRC staff has concluded that a 

generic revision to the NRC's regulations is not necessary eased llflGA Seaereek StatieA 

as a geAeric e)(aFRflle. 

C. The NRC has previously responded to the statements referenced by the 

petitioner from Dr. Paul Brown, which were included in a letter from UCS to the NRC 

dated November 4, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 133098606). The NRG F0Sfl8Aded 

te the UCS letteF eA Decemeer e, 201 a (ADAMS AccessieA Me. ML1 aa40A40a). In the 

a December 6. 2013 response (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13340A405), the NRC noted 

that information from drilled cores may be valuable for assessing the Impact of ASR on 

concrete; however, the use of test data from cores alone may not be an appropriate, 

realistic indicator of overall structural performance. 

Additionally, the NRC notes that ASR literature and case history indicate that 

ASR has a much more detrimental effect on the mechanical properties of concrete cores 

and cylinders than on the structural behavior of reinforced concrete structural 

components and systems (as described In TXDOT Technical Report No. 12-8XXIA006 

and the ACI Structural Journal artide referenced in Section V of this lpocumen~. These 
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documents indicate that the empirical relationships in the ACI codes between concrete

cylinder compressive strength and other mechanical properties, induding structural 

capacity, may not necessarily remain valid for ASR-affected structures. Reinforced 

concrete structures and components respond to load as part of a composite structural 

system in which there are external restraints, internal confinement, and interaction 

between the steel reinforcement and the concrete. Therefore, an evaluation of the 

impact of ASR on stnwt1:1ral performance of affected reinforced concrete structural 

components and systems should consider the strnshiral context to obtain a realistic 

assessment of the impact on structural capacity. The use of core test data in the 

traditional manner, alone, may not be appropriate or realistic to assess structural 

performance of ASR-affected structures. 

D. Regarding the petitioner's reference to the NRC position paper (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML 13108A047), the NRC's G1:1rrent position on the role of vis1:1al 

inspeotions in identifying ft.SR is set foFlh aeo·,e. The referensea position that ~ 

document is not an official NRC position on the topic, but rather was prepared by an 

individual staff member to facilitate internal technical discussion aisoo1:1rse and inform 

staff review of an issue. The NRC's current position on the role of visual inspections in 

identifying ASR is set forth in this document. The referenced position paper does not 

state that visual examination is insufficient to identify indications of ASRj .J:!l:iowever, it 

does note that surface cracking or crack mapping, alone, may not indicate the severity of 

ASR degradation and is not adequate to determine structural effects of ASR. The NRC 

agrees that surface crack mapping alone is not adequate to monitor ASR progression 

and !Q_address its structural effects. In addition, petrographic examination provides very 

limited information to evaluate the structural effects of ASR. 

Addressing visual indications of a potential concrete-degradation issue does not 

end with the visual inspection. Under existing NRC regulations, M indications of distress 
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or deterioration are visually identified, unaer e)(isting NRG regulations, licensees are 

required to address the effects of the observed degradation and demonstrate that the 

structure remains capable of performing its safety functions. Depending on the 

observed conditions, this is-can be accomplished through additional inspections, testing , 

a-AEl-structural evaluations, or a combination thereof. 

Consideration of site-specific aspects of Seabrook Station is outside the scope of 

the generic requests made in PRM-50-109. However, &_§.pecific to the petitioner's 

example of Seabrook Station references by the petitionerthat plant, the licensee has 

submitted a license amendment request (LAR) proposing a method of evaluation and 

supporting technical bases to address the impact of ASR on structural performance of 

affected structures, and to ensure appropriate rnonitoring programs are in place to 

adequately monitor its progression, such that intended functions are maintained. This 

LAR is currently under review by the NRC staff. The ~JRC's ongoing oversight and 

licensing f')rocesses will enslire that the licensee takes af')f')rOJC)riate actions for long lerrn 

resollJtion of the ASR isslie al Seabrook Station. Consiaeration of these site specifis 

as pests is olilsiae the SGOJC)e of the generis reeiuests rnaae in PRM aQ 1 QQ. 

E. Specific to the petitioner's comment on the limited scope of visual inspections, 

the NRC agrees that visual inspections cannot directly identify degradation in 

inaccessible portions of concrete structures. However, many below-grade structures in 

nuclear power plants are accessible for visual inspection on the interior face of the 

concrete. For e)(arnf')le, visual syrnplorns of ASR were first aissovered on the interior 

surfases of e)(lerior below grade walls at Seabrook Station. FurtherrnoroAdditionally, 

ASR degradation or expansion in inaccessible areas would manifest visually in 

accessible areas, in the form of cracking, displacements, or deformations, before 

causing a significant structural impact. As noted previously, current ASR literature and 

case history show that visual inspections are sufficient to identify manifestations of 
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potentially damaging ASR before there would be significant structural impacts. For 

concrete containment structures, existing regulations in§ 50.55a(b)(2)(viii) require 

evaluation of the acceptability of inaccessible areas when conditions exist in accessible 

areas that could indicate the presence of, or could result in, degradation to such 

inaccessible areas. Therefore, existing regulations, regulatory guidance, and licensee 

programs have provisions to adequately address degradation in inaccessible areas. 

The issue of laminar cracking in the shield building at Davis-Besse, referenced 

by the petitioner, has no connection to ASR degradation or ASR detection. Davis-Besse 

presented was-a unique situation resulting from a combination of extreme environmental 

conditions and the design configuration of the shield building. The licensee evaluated 

the issue, including operability determinations and root cause analysis in its corrective 

action program; and the NRC's continued oversight of the issue has been documented 

in a series of NRC inspection reports, the latest of which is IR 05000346/2014008, dated 

May 28, 2015 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 15148A489). TRis issl!e has AB saAAestiaA ta 

ASR de§FadatiaA er ASR detectiaA. 
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Issue 2: Codes and standards exist for detecting and evaluating ASR damage. 

The NRC disagrees that there are consensus codes or standards sufficient to 

provide guidance for detecting and evaluating ASR damage. The scopes of both ACI 

349.3R and ASTM C856-11 are discussed separately below. 

A. The ACI 349.3R is an ACI committee technical report intended to provide 

recommended guidance for developing and implementing a procedure for inspection and 

evaluation of many common concrete degradation mechanisms In nuclear concrete 

structures. It contains only very limited general infonnation regarding ASR. ASR is not 

a common condition in nuclear power plants, and the quantitative evaluation criteria 

provided in the document have little or no specific applicability to ASR degradationj 

Itherefore, ACI 349.3R is not an authoritative document to address and evaluate the 

impact of ASR on intended functions of affected structures. 

The discussion of evaluation techniques in ACI 349.3R recommends visual 

Inspection as the initial technique used for any evaluation, and states that visual 

inspection can provide significant quantitative and qualitative data regarding structural 

performance and the extent of any degradation. The recommended approach places 

emphasis on the use of general condition survey practices (visual inspection) in the 

evaluation, supplemented by additional testing or analysis as needed, based on the 

results of the general survey. Chapter 5, "Evaluation Criteria." of ACI 349.3R states: 

"these guidelines focus on common conditions that have a higher probability of 

occurrence and are not meant to be all-inclusive. These criteria primarily address the 

classification and treatment of visual inspection findings because this technique will have 

the greatest usage." 

Although ACI 349.3R provides useful general guidance for the development and 

Implementation of a monitoring plan for concrete structures, iHs the NRC has neither 

formally endorsed nor approved l!..for use ey tf:le NRG. Instead, IN 2011-20 .fil!!lQ!y 
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mentions ACI 349.3R as a resource where additional information may be found 

regarding visual inspections (ADAMS Accession No. ML 112241029). Since ASR 

degradation would need to be addressed on a degradation-specific and plant-specific 

basis, requiring the use of ACI 349.3R would not provide better protection against ASR 

concrete degradation than the current NRC requirements. 

Related to the petitioner's comments on "composite teams," the NRC agrees that 

qualified personnel should be used to conduct activities relateEl-pertaining to safety

related functions of structures, systems, and components (SSCs)j this is covered in 

e.!;_xisting regulations provide for this in by-the quality assurance program requirements 

iR-under 10 CFR part 50, appendix B. This appendix requires applicants and licensees 

to establish and implement a quality assurance program that applies to all activities 

affecting the safety-related functions of SSCs. This program ensures that the activities 

are controlled and correctly ~erfermed executed to provide adequate confidence that 

SSCs will perform satisfactorily in service, including appropriate qualification and training 

of personnel to assure suitable proficiency to performiflg activities affecting quality-le 

ass1,Jre 61,Jitaelo ~rofisiency. This adequate confidence Is part of the a basis for 

concluding that reasonable assurance of adequate protection is provided. The ASME 

BPV Code, Section XI, Subsection IWL, defines specific qualifications and 

responsibilities of the "responsible engineer," who evaluates the examination results and 

the condition of the structural concrete related to the containment. Section 50.55a(g)(4) 

requires compliance with the ASME BPV Code, Section XI. In addition to § 50.55a 

requirements for containments, safety-related structures are monitored under § 50.65 

(the maintenance rule), and the associated qualification requirements are typically 

provided in the licensee's implementing procedures, based on their 10 CFR part 50, 

appendix B program. 

As for tfhe petitioner's claim related to the implementation of ACI 349 3R at 
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Seabrook Station indudinq the formation of a composite team, this topic is outside the 

scope of the NRC's consjderauon ot the aenerjc rylemakjng actjon io response to PRM

so-109.i, Hoowever this apparent daim of licensee wrongdoing was considered by the 

NRC's allegations staff in Region I After discussions with the petitioner it was 

confirmed that the petitioner cited the issues with NextEra as examples of its concerns 

with regulations and did not intend the issues to be considered as atleqalions. 

As netee aee·,e, the petitiener's slaims en the s11ejest ef persennel q11alifisalien 

are e11tsiee the ssepe ef the NRG's sensieeratien ef the generis r11lemaking aslien in 

respense te PRM 50 1 OQ. The NRG 11neerstanes the aeeve assertiens are easee en 

eMserpts frem the ~IRG biseAse ReAewal lnspestien Repert 05000443/2011007 (ADAMS 

AssessieA Ne. Mb111360432). 'A'hile this repert netee that the lisensee"s aging 

maAagemeAt pregram presee11res she11le insl11ee a mere eMplisit eefinitien ef 

"respensiele engineer." asseptaAse sriteria. ane the q11alifisatien req11irements ef the 

inspesters, tl:le NRG fe11Ae Re ·,ielatien ef the req11irement te have a q11alifiee 

"respensiele engineer" te airest inspestiens. as req11iree ey tl:le ASM!i l!iPV Geee aAe 

§ 50.55a. In a letter te tl:le NRG eateEI Desemeer 17, 2010 (AD-AMS AssessieA Ne. 

Mb1 Q354Q534). the liseAsee AeteEI that the asseptanse Gfiteria haEI eeeA 11pdateEI, anEI 

oommittee te alse 11pElate the presee11res ta insl11ee the Elefinitien ef "respensiele 

engineer.· prier te the periee ef e>EtenEleEI eperatieA. The lisensee alse semmeAted eA 

the petilien assertiens in S11emissieA 8 (ADAMS AssessieA ~le. Mb15Q89A.284), anEI 

stated that eash ef the 11.Alb iAspestieAs haEI a sertifieEI respensiele engiAeer, as req11ireEI 

ey ASM!a Sestien XI. 

B. Regarding the petitioner's comments on ASTM C856-11. although the NRC 

has neither formally endorsed nor approved its use. tThe NRC agrees that ASTM C856-

11 is a consensus standard that details how to conduct petrographic analysis of concrete 

bores, and provides an acceptable method to positively confirm the diagnosis of ASR. 
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However, it does not provide any guidance on when cores should be taken, from where 

cores should be taken, how many cores should be taken, or how frequently cores should 

be taken. Also, it does not provide a method to evaluate ASR damage for impact on 

structural performance. 

ASTM C856-11 outlines procedures for the petrographic examination of samples 

of hardened concrete for a variety of purposes. One of the purposes of this consensus 

standard is identifying visual evidence to establish whether ASR has taken place, what 

aggregate constituents were affected, and what evidence of the reaction exists. 

Petrographic examination provides an assessment of the extent of ASR gel development 

and its intrusion into the pores of the concrete sample; however, petrographic 

examination does not indicate the impact of the ASR reaction on the structural 

performance under design loads. Furthermore, ASTM C856-11 does not provide any 

guidance on monitoring or evaluating a concrete structure, such as when to take cores, 

or which portion of a structure should be evaluated via core bores. 

Materials laboratories that perform petrographic examination of hardened 

concrete samples typically follow the current ASTM C856 standard practice for the 

application,; unless another specific procedure is specified in the request. The standard 

to which a plant-specific petrographic examination is performed is specified by the 

licensee and not addressed in the regulations; however, 10 CFR part 50, appendix B 

requires licensees to ensure that activities affecting safety-related functions are G0fF8Stly 

performescontrolled to provide adequate confidence that SSCs will perform satisfactorily 

in service. Also, 10 CFR part 50, appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plants," General Design Criterion 1, "Quality standards and records," requires, in 

part, that "where generally recognized codes and standards are used, they shall be 

identified and evaluated to determine their applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency and 

shall be supplemented or modified as necessary to assure a quality product in keeping 
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with the required safety function. # Therefore, the licensee must ensure the analysis will 

is sufficient to adequately identify ASR. 

In summary, both ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 provide useful guidance and 

methods licensees may adopt, as applicable, to meet requirements in existing NRC 

regulations, such as§ 50.55a, § 50.65, and 10 CFR part 54j J:!1.owever, neither of the 

documents provide methods to comprehensively address the long-term structural impact 

and management of ASR degradation. 

Issue 3: Regulations should require compliance with ACI 349.3R and 

ASTM C856-11. 

The NRC disagrees that its regulations ~need to be revised to require 

compliance with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11. As aiss"'ssea JlFevie"'sly, tihe NRC's 

existing regulations are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of adequate 

protection of public health and safety due to concrete degradation, including ASR. 

The petition does not take into account the NRC's existing regulatory 

requirements that each nuclear power reactor licensee must meet to demonstrate the 

ongoing capability of structures to perform their intended safety functions. The NRC's 

regulatory requirements are programmatic and generic in nature, applicable to all 

operating reactors, and focused on overall structure and component performance 

requirements necessary to maintain intended safety functions. +J:le..While NRC's 

regulations do not generally prescribe how licensees must meet the requirements, nor 

do the regulations normally address degradation-specific issues-,-,.J+he following 

discussion identifies and briefly summarizes the relevant NRG-regulatory requirements 

and processes and e><J;Jlains how they require licensees to address ASR before it 

becomes a safety issue. 
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• Section 50.65 requires licensees to monitor the performance or cxmdition 

of SSCs under its scope, including safety-related structures, considering industry-wide 

operating experience, in a manner sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that these 

SSCs are capable of fulfilling their intended functions. For structures, this requirement is 

normally met by periodically monitoring their condition of strustures on a frequency that 

is commensurate with their safety significance ef the strusture and its-condition. If the 

basic assessments identify degradation, additional degradation-specific condition 

monitoring is required, along with more frequent assessments until the degradation is 

addressed. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.160, "Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance 

at Nuclear Power Plants,• provides guidance on methods acceptable to the NRC staff for 

implementation of the maintenance rule and includes the attributes of an acceptable 

structural monitoring program. The NRC will consider taking a formal regulatory position 

on the use of ACI 349.3R guidelines in the next revision of RG 1.160j J:!l=mwever, the 

existing regulation already requires structural assessments that are adequate to detect 

visual indications of ASR before it would pose a significant structural concern. 

Accordingly,§ 50.65 is a regulatory requirement that forms ~art ef the NRC's re!Julatery 

iRfrastrustureprovides for the identification and further technical evaluation of ASR, 

before there would be significant degradation of structural integrity of safety-related 

concrete structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," of 10 CFR part 50, appendix B requires 

licensees to implement a corrective action program to assure that conditions adverse to 

quality and non-conformances are promptly identified and corrected. In the case of 

significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures shall assure that the cause of the 

condition is determined, and corrective action is taken to preclude repetition. ~ 

CFR ~art 50,This a~~eRdix B requirement, iR this re!Jard , _applies to all degradation 

mechanisms, including ASR. In the case of ASR, a licensee would have to identify the 
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root cause of the degradation and address the degradation, such that intended safety 

functions are not impacted. Accordingly, Criterion XVI is an NRC regulatory requirement 

that is part ef tt:1e ~JRC's reg1,Jlatery iAfraslr1,Jc;t1,Jreprovides for the identification and 

further technical evaluation of ASR, before there would be significant degradation of 

structural integrity of safety-related concrete structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Section 50.55a(g)(4) requires licensees to inspect concrete containments 

in accordance with the ASME BPV Code, Section XI, Subsection IWL, as incorporated 

by reference and subject to conditions. Subsection IWL requires that a general visual 

examination of all accessible containment conaete surfaces be conducted every 5 years 

by qualified personnel under the direction of the "responsible engineer." Further, 

Subsection IWL requires a detailed visual examination to determine the magnitude and 

extent of deterioration and distress of suspect containment conaete surfaces initially 

detected by general visual examinations. Subsection IWL specifies acceptance 

standards based on acceptance by examination, acceptance by engineering evaluation 

(requires preparation of an engineering evaluation report including cause of the 

condition), or acceptance by repair/replacement. In accordance with the condition on 

use of Section XI in§ 50.55a(b)(2)(viii)(E), licensees must evaluate the acceptability of 

inaccessible areas when conditions exist in accessible areas that could indicate the 

presence of or result in degradation to such inaccessible areas. These requirements are 

designed to ensure that visual indications of ASR will be detected prior to causing 

significant structural degradation that could impact the intended safety function of the 

containment. Accordingly, § 50.55a is a regulatory requirement that is part ef tt:ie ~JRC's 

reg1,Jlatery iAfrastrnsl1,Jreprovides for the identification and further technical evaluation of 

ASR, before there would be significant degradation of structural integrity of concrete 

containment structures at nuclear power plants. 
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• Appendix J to 10 CFR part 50, "Primary Reactor Containment Leakage 

Testing Requirements for Water Cooled Reactors," requires that primary reactor 

containments periodically meet the leakage-rate test requirements to ensure that a) 

leakage does not exceed allowable leaka9&-rates sJ,JeGified listed in the technical 

specifications; and b) Integrity of the containment structure Is maintained during its 

service life. This regulation requires periodic performance monitoring of the containment 

to demonstrate that the containment can perform its intended safety function, regardless 

of identified degradation. If the containment were unable to meet the requirements of 10 

CFR part 50, appendix J, it would be declared inoperable and the plant could not retum 

to operation until the issue was addressed. Accordingly, appendix J of 10 CFR part 50 

is a regulatory requirement that provides is 13art of tlie ~lRC's reglllatory infrastrnstllre for 

the identification and technical evaluation of ASR, before there would be significant 

degradation of structural Integrity of concrete containment structures at nuclear power 

plants. 

• Section 54.21(a)(3) requires applicants for license renewal to 

demonstrate that the effects of aging will be adequately managed, such that the 

intended functions of structures and components subject to aging management are 

maintained, consistent with the current licensing basis for the period of extended 

operation. Regulatory guidance for developing aging management programs, including 

for ASR aging effects on concrete structures, is provided in NUREG-1801, "Generic 

Aging Lessons Learned Report" (GALL Report). Any licensee applying for license 

renewal must have a structural aging management program in place that can identify 

indications of concrete degradation, including degradation due to ASR, before it 

becomes an issue that could Impact an intended safety function. Accordingly, 

§ 54.21(a)(3) Is a regulatory requirement that is 13art of tlie NRC's reglllatory 

infrastrnst1,1reprovides for the Identification and further technical evaluation of ASR, 
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before there is significant degradation to the structural integrity of safety-related concrete 

structures at nuclear power plants. 

• The Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) is the process that the NRC uses 

to verify that power reactors are operating in accordance with NRC rules and 

regulations. FallawiRg Under the ROP, the NRC conducts routine baseline inspections, 

problem identification and resolution Inspections, reactive inspections, and other 

assessments of plant performance. If licensees are not property meeting the 

regulations, the NRC can take actions to protect public health and safety. Inspection 

Manual Chapter (IMC) 0326, "Operability Determinations and Functionality Assessments 

for Conditions Adverse to Quality or Safety" (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13274A578), 

provides inspectors with guidance to assist their review, under the ROP, of operability 

and resolution of degraded or nonconforming conditions, such as degradation due to 

ASR. Section 07.04, "Final Corrective Action; of IMC 0326 states that a licensee's 

range of corrective action may involve: 1) full restoration to the Updated Final Safety 

Analysis Report (UFSAR) described condition; 2) a change to the current licensing basis 

(CLB) to accept the as-found condition as is; or 3) some modification of the facility or 

CLB other than restoration to the condition as described in the UFSAR. In items 2 and 

3, the final corrective action requires a review in accordance with § 50.59, "Changes, 

tests, and experiments," to determine if it requires NRC approval via a license 

amendment pursuant to § 50.90, "Application for amendment of license, construction 

permit, or early site permit." 

• The generic communications process is used to address potential generic 

issues that are safety significant and may necessitate action by licensees to resolve. 

Generic communications, which include bulletins, generic letters, and INs, are used to 

samri:wRisate convey safety significant issues and operating experience, including 

degradation-specific issues, iRGli,.iEle BlllletiRs, geReris letters, aREI l~Js. The NRC has 
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issued a generic communication (IN 2011-20) to inform the Industry of the generic 

impacts of ASR. Information about the NRC's Generic Communications Program is 

available at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/gencomms.html. 

• The enforcement process may be used if licensees fail to adequately 

address safety-significant issues, consistent with the regulatory requirements as outlined 

above. The NRC may use enforcement actions, Including issuing orders pursuant to § 

2.202, "Orders," to modify, suspend, or revoke a license if ASR becomes a safety

significant issue that a licensee is not adequately addressing. 

In addition to these generic requirements and processes, the GALL Report 

(NUREG-1801 ) makes specific reference to ACI 349.3R in its guidance for aging 

management programs (AMPs). AMP Xl.56, "Strudures Monitoring," recommends that 

visual inspection be used to identify structural distress or deterioration of concrete, such 

as that described in ACI 201 .1R and ACI 349.3R. In addition, the GALL Report notes 

that the personnel qualifications in Chapter 7 and the evaluation criteria in Chapter 5 of 

ACI 349.3R are acceptable for concrete structures. However, the GALL Report also 

notes that use of plant-specific criteria may also be justified. Although ACI 349.3R is 

one acceptable method to monitor concrete structures for degradation, it is not the only 

method, and so there Is no basis-need for the NRC to require its exclusive use via 

regulation. 

With respect to ASTM C856-11 , the NRC agrees that it is an acceptable and 

established consensus testing standard for conducting petrographic examination of 

hardened concrete that can be used to confirm the diagnosis of ASR. However, as 

discussed previously, the NRC's existing regulations in 10 CFR part 50, appendix A and 

appendix B, ensure appropriate methods or standards are used when conducting tests 

associated with safety-related structures. Therefore, there is no need to require the use 

of ASTM C856-11 through regulation. 
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Specif.is ta 01e petitieRer's claims FS!lareiR!I Sealareek StatieR, the liseAsee fer 

Sealareek StatieA aeeressee, iA its ASR rest sa11se aAalysis, tl:le perfermaAse aAe 

er!laRizalieAal fasteF6 tl:lat seAlrila11tee le iAalleq11asies iA its StNGt11res MeRileriR!I 

Pre!lram aA!l the fail11re ef liGeAsee staff le l:lave illeAtif.iee ASR El9!1rallalieA seeAer. 

Tl:le liseAsee l:las takeA oorrestive aGtieA ta precluee repetitieA (see liGeAsee respeAse le 

tl:le NRG's GAL, ADAMS AssessieA Ne. ML13151A328). Tl:le liseAsee alse eetermiAee 

tl:lal tl:lere weule l:lave laeeA AO si!IAif.isaAt iAcrease iA safety if the liseAsee l:lae ieeAtifiee 

tl:le eegraeatioA earlier. IA GemmeAt SulamissioA 8 (ADAMS AcsessioA No. 

ML15089A284), ll:le liceAsee eirectly respeAElee te 11:le petilioAer's assertioA Fe!larlliA!I 

slFYclural evaluatieA aAd stated tl:lat all of tl:le 131 losalieAs witl:l ·,is11al iA!lisatioAs of 

ASR were iAclueee iA tl:le slruslural evalualioA. 

SiAse ASR l:las laeeA illeAtifiee at Sealareok, tl:le NRG l:las iAspeGled tl:le 

liceAsee's sorrestive aGtioAs multiple times, iRclulliAg ~·to GAL follew 11p iAspectioAs, 

wl:licl:l are summarizee iA IR 05000443.£2012009 aAd IR 05000443/2012010 (/'.DAMS 

/1,csessieA Nos. ML12338.A.283 aAe ML13221A172, respeGtively). Tl:le reports eetail the 

aclioAs takeA lay tl:le liceAsee a~er tl:le eissovery of ASR, iAslueiAg tl:le iAterim stNstural 

assessmeAI, aAEl Role tl:lat tl:le NRG ·,erifiee tl:lal tl:le liseAsee l:lae evaluatee all lesalioAs 

with-Yisual iRdisatioAs of ASR aAd eelermiAell tl:lat all ASR affeGled structures, iAsludiA!I 

ooAlaiAmeAt, remaiA operalale. Tl:le staff also Roted that tl:le liceAsee weuld ROI e1<clude 

aAy reiAforsed soAsrete struGlure from ASR moAitoriA!I uAtil a satisfactory petro!l(-apl:lis 

e1<amiRatioA coAf.irmed the alaseAse of ASR; tl:lerefere, all stNstures, iAsludiAg the 

OOAlaiRmeAt, weuld lae assYmed le e1<perieAce ASR UAtil petrograpl:lis e1<amiAaliOA 

determiAed otl:leFWise. AllhOY!ll:l sores l:lave Rot laeeA lakeA frem the soAlaiAmeAI, the 

liceRsee l:las ass11med 11:lat local pertioRs of tl:le seAlaiAmeAI witl:l vis11al iAdisalieAs are 

affected lay ASR, aAEl e\•aluated tl:le structures, aGG0r!liAgly. 

Tl:le NRG's OA!IOiRg eversigl:ll aREl liceRSiRg pr8686S86 will 8A6Yfe that the 
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lisensee takes a1313re13riate astions for long terrn resolution of the ASR issue at Sealarook 

Station. Dis13osition of these site s13esifis as13ests is outside the soo13e of the generis 

re(luests rnaete in PRM 50 109. 

The NRC also considered whether ASR concrete degradation raises new safety 

concerns that would Justify additional regulatory requirements for all licensees beyond 

those already included in NRC regulations, as etessrilaeet alaove. While it is possible that 

there could be plants that used a potentially reactive aggregate in their concrete, the 

NRC is not aware of any U.S. nuclear power plants, other than Seabrook Station, that 

have a documented occurrence of ASR. The NRC notes that the use of a potentially 

reactive aggregate does not necessarily result in the occurrence of ASR. In addition to 

reactive aggregates, relatively high alkali content in the cement, and high relative 

humidity levels are necessary for ASR to occur. Through the issuance of IN 2011-20, 

the NRC has informed licensees of the occurrence of ASR-lnduced concrete 

degradation at Seabrook Station, with the expectation that the operating experience 

would be evaluated by licensees and considered for appropriate action. Thus, the 

nuclear power industry is aware of the potential for ASR to occur, even if aggregates 

were screened out based on reactivity or other tests or other tests conducted at the time 

of construction . For the reasons outlined above, the NRC has determined that the 

agency's existing regulatory structure is sufficient for the identification and technical 

evaluation of ASR before there is significant degradation to the structural integrity of 

safety-related concrete structures at nuclear power plants. Therefore. a-new or 

amended regulation.§. is-are not needed to require industry-wide compliance with ACI 

349.3R and ASTM C856-11 . 

The petitioner's claims related to Seabrook Station are outside the scope of the 

NRC's consideration of the generic rulemaking action in response to PRM-50-109; 

however. the apparent claims of NRC wrongdoing were forwarded to the NRC's Office of 
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the Inspector General and subsequently to the NRC's allegations staff in Region I. After 

discussions with the petitioner. the NRC confirmed that the petitioner cited the issues as 

examples of their concerns with the regulations and did not intend them to be considered 

as allegations or claims of wrongdoing. 

IV. Conclusion 

For the reasons cited in Section Ill of this document. the NRC is denying PRM-

50-109 under§ 2.803. Existing NRC regulations establish programmatic and design 

basis requirements that are adequate to address the effects of concrete degradation 

mechanisms, including ASR. in safety-related structures. Compliance with these 

regulations. verified through NRC licensing and oversight processes, provide reasonable 

assurance of adequate protection. Specifically. existing NRC regulations ensure that 

conaete degradation due to ASR will not result in unacceptable reductions in structural 

capacity of safety-related structures at nuclear power plants. Therefore. new or 

amended regulations to require the use of the documents identified in the PRM 

(ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 ) to provide better protection against conaete 

degradation due to ASR are not needed in order to provide reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection at U.S. nuclear power plants. 

V. Availability of Documents 

The documents identified in the following table are available to interested 

persons through one or more of the following methods. as indicated. For more 

infonnation on accessing ADAMS. see the ADDRESSES section of this document. 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number I Federal 
Register Citation I 

Report Number and 
Document Date Link to Publication 

PRM Documents 

PRM from the C-10 Research and ADAMS Accession htt12://12badu12ws.nrc. 
Education Foundation No. gov/docs/ML 1428/M 

ML14281A124 L 14281A124.Qdf 
September 25, 2014 

Federal Register notice for PRM, Federal Register / httQ://www.gQo.gov/f 
notice of docketing, and request for Vol. 80, No. 7 / dS}'.S/Qkg/FR-2015-
comment Monday, January 12, 01-12/html/2015-

2015/ 00199.htm 
Proposed Rules 

SECY-18-XXXX, "Denial of Petition ADAMS Accession httQ://QbaduQws.nrc. 
for Rulemaking Submitted by the C- No. Ml 15301 A084 gov/docs/ML 1530/M 
10 Foundation (PRM-50-109) [date] L 15301A084.odf 

Public Comments on PRM 

(see table under the heading, I. Public Comments on the Petition) 

ASR-Related Technical Materials 
"Standard Practice for Petrographic ASTM C856-11 Available for 
Examination of Hardened Concrete· 2011 purchase: 

htt12://www.astm .org/ 
ASTM International Standards/C856.htm 

ASTM C856-1 4 Available for 
2014 purchase: 

"Standard Practice for Petrographic httQ://www.astm.org/ 
Examination of Hardened Concrete· DATABASE.CART/H 

1STORICAUC856-
ASTM International 11 .htm 
"Evaluation of Existing Nuclear Safety ACI 349.3R-02 Available for 
Related Concrete Structures· June 2002 purchase: 

htt12s://www.concrete 
American Concrete Institute .org/store/Qroductdet 

ail.as12x?ltem I 0=349 
302&Format=D0WN 

LOAD 
"Effect of Alkali Silica Reaction Title no. 95-S44 Available for 
Expansion and Cracking on Structural September-October purchase: 
Behavior of Reinforced Concrete 1998 httQs ://www .concrete 
Beams· .org/Qublications/inte 

rnationalconcreteabs 
ACI Structural Journal tracts12ortal?m=detail 

s&i=564 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

Report Number and 
Document Date Link to Publication 

"Guide to the Evaluation and CSAA864-00 Available for 
Management of Concrete Structures Reaffirmed 2005 purchase: 
Affected by Alkali-Aggregate htti:1://shoi:1.csa.ca/en 
Reaction· /canada/concrete/a8 

64-00-
CSA Group r2005/invt/27010172 

000 
"Report on Alkali-Aggregate ACI 221.1 R-98 Available for 
Reactivity" Reaffirmed 2008 purchase: 

htt1:1s://www.concrete 
American Concrete Institute .org/store/1:1roductdet 

ail.as1:1x?ltemlD=221 
198&Format=DOWN 

LOAD 
"ASR/DEF Damaged Bent Caps: Technical Report htti:1://library.ctr.utexa 
Shear Tests and Field Implications· No. 12-8XXIA006 s.edu/digitized/lACre 

August2009 QOrts/lAC-12-
Texas Department of Transportation 8XXIA006.Qdf 
"Report on the Diagnosis, Prognosis, FHWA-H I F-09-004 htt1:1s ://www.fhwa.dot 
and Mitigation of Alkali-Silica Reaction January 2010 .gov/1:1avemenVconcr 
(ASR) in Transportation Structures· ete/Qubs/hif09004/hif 

09004.Qdf 
Federal Hiahwav Administration 
"Structural effects of alkali-silica April 2010 Available for 
reaction - technical guidance for the purchase: 
appraisal of existing structures" htti:1://shoQ.istructe.or 

g/structural-effects-
The Institution of Structural Engineers of-alkali-silica-

reaction.html 
NRC Information Notice 2011 -20: ADAMS Accession htt1:1://www.nrc.gov/d 
Concrete Degradation by Alkali-Silica No. ML112241029 ocs/ML 1122/ML 1122 
Reaction November 18, 2011 41029.Qdf 

NRC 
"Position Paper: In Situ Monitoring of ADAMS Accession httQ://www.nrc.gov/d 
Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Affected No. ML 13108A047 ocs/ML 1310/ML 1310 
Concrete: A Study on Crack Indexing April 30, 2013 8A047.Qdf 
and Damage Rating Index to Assess 
the Severity of ASR and to Monitor 
ASR Progression" 

NRC 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

Report Number and 
Document Date Link to Publication 

Referenced Documents Specific to Seabrook Station 

"Seabrook Station - Response to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Request for Additional Information - No. ML 103540534 ocs/ML 1035/ML 1035 
NextEra Energy Seabrook License December 17, 2010 40534.pdf 
Renewal Application - Aging 
Management Programs• 

NextEra 
"Confirmatory Action Letter, Seabrook ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Station, Unit 1 - Information Related No. ML12125A172 ocs/ML 1212/ML 1212 
to Concrete Degradation Issues· May 16, 2012 5A172.pdf 

NRC 
"Seabrook Station Response to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter 1-2012-002 No. ML 12151A396 ocs/ML 1215/ML 1215 
and Information Related to Concrete May 24, 2012 1A396.pdf 
Degradation Issues· 

NextEra 
"Seabrook Station: Impact of Alkali- ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Silica Reaction on Concrete No. ML 12151A397 ocs/ML 1215/ML 1215 
Structures and Attachments" May 2012 1A397.pdf 

MPR Associates Inc. 
"Seabrook Station Response to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter" No. ML13151A328 ocs/ML 1315/ML 1315 

May 1, 2013 1A328.pdf 
NextEra 
"Seabrook Station, Unit No. 1 - ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter Follow-Up No. ML13221A172 ocs/ML 1322/ML 1322 
Inspection - NRC Inspection Report August9,2013 1A172.pdf 
050004431201201 o· 

NRC 
Letter from David Wright, UCS, to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
NRC Commissioners No. ML 133098606 ocs/ML 1330/ML 1330 

November 4, 2013 98606.pdf 
ucs 
Letter from William M. Dean, NRC, to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
David Wright, UCS No. ML 13340A405 ocs/ML 1334/ML 1334 

December 6, 2013 OA405.pdf 
NRC 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

Report Number and 
Document Date Link to Publication 

Letter from Robert M. Taylor, NRC, to ADAMS Accession htt1r//www.nrc.gov/d 
Sandra Gavutis, C-10 No. ML16169A172 ocs/ML 1616/ML 1616 

July 6, 2016 9A172.pdf 
NRC 

Additional Referenced Documents 

NUREG-1801 , "Generic Aging December 2010 http://www.nrc.gov/re 
Lessons Learned Report," Revision 2 adi ng-rm/doc-

collections/nuregs/st 
aff/sr1 801 / 

RG 1.1 60, "Monitoring the ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Effectiveness of Maintenance at No. ML 113610098 ocs/ML 1136/ML 1136 
Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 3 Mav 2012 10098.odf 
IMC 0326, "Operability Determinations ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
and Functionality Assessments for No. ML 13274A578 ocs/ML 1327/ML 1327 
Conditions Adverse to Quality or January 31, 2014 4A578.pdf 
Safety" 

NRC 
"Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station - ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Inspection of Apparent Cause No. ML 15148A489 ocs/ML 1514/ML 1514 
Evaluation Efforts for Propagation of May 28, 2015 8A489.pdf 
Laminar Cracking in Reinforced 
Concrete Shield Building and Closure 
of Unresolved Item Involving Shield 
Building Laminar Cracking Licensing 
Basis - Inspection 
Report 05000346/2014008" 

NRC 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of , 2018. 

For the Nudear Regulatory Commission. 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, 
Secretary of the Commission. 
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JMB edits 

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

Sandra Ga'lutisNatalie Hildt Treat, Executive Director 
C-10 Research and Education Foundation 
44 Merrimac Street 
Newburyport, MA 01950 

Dear Ms. Gavutis Hildt Treat: 

I am responding to the C-10 Research and Education Foundation's (C-10's) petition for 
rulemaking (PRM) dated September 25, 2014 (Accession No. ML14281A124 in the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRG) Agoncywido Documents Access and Managornont 
System). In this petition, C-10 requested that the NRC amend its regulations to provide better 
protection against concrete degradation due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) at U.S. nuclear power 
plants. Specifically, t+he petition requested that the NRC require all licensees to comply with 
American Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee Report ACI 349.3R, "Evaluation of Existing 
Nuclear Safety-Related Concrete Structures," and American Society for Testing and Materials 
Standard C856-11 , "Standard Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete." C-
1 O's request asserted that reliance on visual inspection does not adequately identify ASR, and 
does not confirm ASR or provide the current state of ASR damage without petrographic 
examination. 

The NRC PRM 'Nas docketed ey-the NRG--PRM on October 8, 2014 , and •.+Jas assignod_{Docket 
No. PRM-50-109}. The notice of docketing was published on January 12, 2015 (80 FR 1476), 
and the public comment period closed on March 30, 2015. The NRC has determined that the 
PRM failed todid not present information or arguments not already considered by the NRC when 
addressing ASR at a-nuclear power plants. The NRC staff agrees that visual inspections are 
not enough to positively confirm ASR. However, given the slow progression of ASR, visual 
inspections are sufficient to identify manifestations of potentially damaging ASR before there 
would be significant structural impacts. Additionally, existing NRC regulations and oversight 
activities provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety. 
Specifically, existing NRC regulations are sufficient to ensure that concrete degradation due to 
ASR will not result in unacceptable reductions in structural capacity of safety-related structures 
at nuclear power plants. As a result, no new or amended regulations are required., and that 
requirements already in place provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public 
health and safety at nuclear power plants, including in tho case of ASR related degradation. 
The NRC is, therefore, denying the petition. The reasons for the denial are discussed in detail 
in the enclosed notice, which will be published in the Federal Register. Upon publication of the 
notice, the NRC will close PRM-50-109. 

You may direct any questions regarding this matter to Meena Khanna, by calling 301 -415-2150 
or by e-mailing Meena.Khanna@nrc.gov. 

Sincerely, 



Enclosure: 
Federal Register notice 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook 
Secretary of the Commission 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

RESPONSE SHEET 

Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

Commissioner Caputo 

SECY-18-0036: Denial of Petition for Rulemaking 
Submitted by the C-10 Research and Education 
Foundation (PRM-50-109) 

Approved XX Disapproved Abstain Not Participating -- --

COMMENTS: Below XX Attached XX None 

I approve publication of the Federal Register Notice in which the staff is denying the petition for 
rulemaking PRM-50-109 subject to the attached edits. I support the staff view that the existing 
body of regulations provides the necessary assurance that concrete structures are being 
appropriately monitored, degradation would be identified in a timely manner, and corrective 
actions taken before any degradation would undermine the structural integrity of safety-related 
structures. 

Entered in STARS 
Yes X 

No 

Si ature 
091 R.r ,2019 
Date 



[7590-01-P] 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

10 CFR Part 50 

[Docket No. PRM-50-109; NRC-2014-0257] 

Improved Identification Techniques Against Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Concrete 
Degradation at Nuclear Power Plants 

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

ACTION: Petition for rulemaking; denial. 

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is denying a petition for 

rulemaking (PRM), PRM-50-109, dated September 25, 2014, submitted by the C-10 

Research and Education Foundation (C-10 or the petitioner). The petitioner requests 

that the NRC amend its regulations to provide improved identification techniques for 

better protection against concrete degradation due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) at U.S. 

nuclear power plants. The petitioner asserts that reliance on visual inspection will not 

adequately identify ASR, confim, ASR, or provide the current state of ASR damage 

without petrographic examination. The NRC is denying the petition because existing 

NRC regulations and NRC oversight activities provide reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection of public health and safetv. Specifically, existing NRC regulations 

are sufficient to ensure that concrete degradation due to ASR will not result in 

unacceptable reductions in the structural capacity of safety-related structures at nuclear 

power plants. 



DATES: Th~ docket for the petition for rulemaking PRM-50-109 is closed on [INSERT 

DATE OF PUBLICATION IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER] . 

ADDRESSES: Please refer to Docket ID NRC-2014-0257 when contacting the NRC 

about the availability of information regarding this petition. You can obtain publicly

available documents related to the petition using any of the following methods: 

• Federal Rulemaking Web site: Go to http://www.regulations.gov and search 

on the petition Docket ID NRC-2014-0257. Address questions about NRC dockets to 

Carol Gallagher; telephone: 301-415-3463; e-mail : Carol.Gallagher@nrc.gov. For 

technical questions, contact the individual listed in the FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

CONT ACT section of this document. 

• NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System 

(ADAMS): You may obtain publicly-available documents online in the ADAMS Public 

Documents collection at http://www.nrc.gov/readinq-rm/adams.html. To begin the 

search, select "ADAMS Public Documents" and then select "Begin Web-based ADAMS 

Search." For problems with ADAMS, please contact the NRC's Public Document Room 

(PDR) reference staff at 1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or by e-mail to 

pdr.resource@nrc.gov. The ADAMS accession number for each document referenced 

(if it is available in ADAMS) is provided the first time that it is mentioned in the 

Supplementary Information section. For the convenience of the reader, instructions 

about obtaining materials referenced in this document are provided in Section V, 

Availabil ity of Documents. 

• NRC's PDR: You may examine and purchase copies of public documents at 

the NRC's PDR, Room 01 -F21 , One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, 

Maryland 20852. 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Meena Khanna, Office of Nuclear Material 

Safety and Safeguards, telephone: 301-415-2150, e-mail : Meena.Khanna@nrc.gov, 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington DC 20555-0001 . 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

I. The Petition 

II. Public Comments on the Petition 

Ill. Reasons for Denial 

IV. Conclusion 

V. Availability of Documents 

I. The Petition 

On September 25, 2014, C-10, with assistance from the Union of Concerned 

Scientists (UCS), submitted a petition for rulemaking to the NRC (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 14281A124). The NRC docketed the petition on October 8, 2014, and assigned 

Docket No. PRM-50-109 to the petition. The petitioner requests that the NRC amend its 

applicable regulations to provide improved identification techniques for better protection 

against concrete degradation due to ASR at U.S. nuclear power plants. Specifically, the 

petitioner requests that the NRC require that all licensees comply with American 

Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee Report 349.3R, "Evaluation of Existing Nuclear 

Safety-Related Concrete Structures" (ACI 349.3R), and American Society for Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) Standard C856-11 , "Standard Practice for Petrographic 

Examination of Hardened Concrete" (ASTM C856-11 ). 
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The petitioner previously submitted a request for enforcement action in 

accordance with § 2.206 of title 1 O of the Code of Federal Regulations ( 10 CFR), 

"Requests for action under this subpart," specific to Seabrook Station (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML 16006A002). That petition was rejected by the NRC in a letter dated 

July 6, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16169A 172), because the request addressed 

deficiencies within existing NRC rules, similar to those raised in PRM-50-109. While 

discussion of Seabrook Station, which is -fthe only nuclear power plant with a 

documented occurrence of ASRL is included below in response to the petitioner's 

comments, the NRC's focus in this denial is on the generic request that the NRC require 

that all licensees of nuclear power plants comply with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 . 

The NRG is conducting its licensing and oversight responsibilities for Seabrook Station , 

including performing routine inspections at tho operating facility and reviewing 

applications for license renewal and an ASR related license amendment. Those 

responsibilities are carried out through processes separate from tho review of PRM 50 

400,-

The petitioner raises the following three specific issues in PRM-50-109. 

Issue 1: Visual inspections are not adequate to detect ASR, and confirm ASR, or 

provide the current state of ASR damage. 

The petitioner asserts that visual inspections are not capable of adequately 

identifying ASR, aRG-confirming ASR .. or providing accurate information on the state of 

ASR damage (i.e., its effect on structural capacity). The petitioner also asserts that only 

petrographic examinations (the use of microscopes to examine samples of rock or 

concrete to determine their mineralogical and chemical characteristics) in accordance 

with ASTM C856-11 are capable of determining or confirming whether ASR is present 
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and determining the state of ASR damage. The petitioner offers additional information in 

five areas related to this issue. 

A. At an NRC public meeting at Seabrook Station on June 24, 2014, when C-10 

asked if the NRC was investigating U.S. nuclear power plants for ASR concrete 

degradation, the NRC staff responded that ASR concrete degradation could be 

adequately identified through visual examination. 

B. When structural degradation is occurring, the petitioner asserts that it is 

critical to determine the root cause and confirm the form of degradation. The petitioner 

also asserts that the NRC has repeatedly stated that ASR is confirmed only through 

petrographic examination, and in support the petitioner references an enclosure to tAat 

this is confirmed in a letter from the licensee for Seabrook Station, NextEra Energy 

Seabrook, LLC (NextEra) to the NRC, May 1, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 13151A328). 

C. Commentaries by materials science expert Dr. Paul Brown, provided by C-10 

and Union of Concerned Scientists ( UY.CS} , challenge the central hypothesis in the 

report submitted by NextEra, "Seabrook Station: Impact of Alkali-Silica Reaction on 

Concrete Structures and Attachments" (ADAMS Accession No. ML 12151A397). As 

summarized in the petition, Dr. Brown challenges the conclusion in the report that 

"confinement reduces cracking, and taking a core bore test would no longer represent 

the context of the structure once removed from the structure." 

D. The petitioner also asserts that the NRC memorandum titled, "Position Paper: 

In Situ Monitoring of Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Affected Concrete: A Study on Crack 

Indexing and Damage Rating Index to Assess the Severity of ASR and to Monitor ASR 

Progression" (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13108A047), supports the assertion that visual 

examination is insufficient to reliably identify ASR or evaluate its state (including 

contribution to rebar stress). The petitioner cites portions of text from the paper, which 
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states that ASR can exist without indications of pattern cracking, visible surface cracking 

may be suppressed by heavy reinforcement while internal damage exists through the 

depth of the section, and crack mapping alone to determine ASR effects on the structure 

does not allow for the consideration of rebar stresses. 

E. Finally, the petitioner asserts that visual inspections are of limited scope and 

cannot identify areas of degradation in many portions of concrete structures, such as 

below-grade portions that cannot be visually examined but are most likely to be exposed 

to groundwater and be more vulnerable to ASR. Cracking in the concrete wall of the 

shield building of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station was cited as an example. This 

condition was, discovered in 2011 , when a hole was cut through the building's wall to 

replace the reactor vessel head, remained undetected by visual inspections for a long 

period. 

Issue 2: ACI and ASTM codes and standards address the detection and evaluation 

of ASR damage. 

The petitioner asserts that ACI 349.3R provides an acceptable means of 

protecting against excessive ASR concrete degradation and is endorsed by the NRC in 

Information Notice (IN) 2011-20, "Concrete Degradation by Alkali-Silica Reaction" 

(ADAMS Accession No. ML 112241029). Quantitative criteria in ACI 349.3R can be 

used to evaluate inspection results. The petitioner also states that ASTM C856-11 is an 

acceptable means of conducting petrographic examination. The staff notes that 

although ACI 34Q.3R provides useful, general guidance for the de•.ielopment and 

implementation of a monitoring plan for concrete structures, it is neither formally 

endorsed nor approved for use by the NRG. Instead, IN 2011 20 mentions ACI 34Q.3R 

as a resource where additional information may be found regarding visual inspections 

(ADAMS Accession No. ML112241029). 
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The petitioner also provided information specific to activities at Seabrook Station 

related to the implementation of ACI 349.3R and the American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section XI, 

Subsection IWL. The petitioner states that ACI 349.3R requires the formation of a 

"composite team," consisting of qualified civil or structural engineers, concrete 

inspectors, and technicians familiar with concrete degradation mechanisms and 

long-term performance issues, to effectively identify and evaluate concrete degradation, 

including degradation due to ASR. 

The petitioner claims that NextEra did not have a composite team as specified in 

ACI 349.3R, and since it became the owner of Seabrook Station, NextEra has not had a 

trained and dedicated "responsible engineer" conducting the inspections to accurately 

record the results or take further action as required. The petitioner asserts that NextEra 

failed to test the concrete despite the extent of cracking visibly increasing, and that 

NextEra never had a code-certified "responsible engineer" doing the visual inspections 

of the Seabrook containment in accordance with ASME BPV Code, Section XI, 

Subsection IWL. 

The petitioner's claim related to the implementation of ACI 34Q.3R at Seabrook 

Station , including the formation of a composite team, is outside the scope of the NRC's 

consideration of tho generic rulomaking action in response to PRM 50 1 OQ; howo\•or, 

this apparent claim of liconsoo wrongdoing was considered by the NRC's allegations 

staff in Rogian I. After discussions with tho petitioner, it 1.vas confirmed that tho petitioner 

cited tho issues with NoxtEra as examples of its concerns 1.vith regulations and did not 

intend tho issues to bo considered as allegations. Furthermore, tho ~JRC found no 

violation of this ASME BPV Godo requirement in its inspections, as discussed in Section 

111 , "Reasons for Denial ," of this document. 
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Issue 3: Regulations should require compliance with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-

11. 

The petitioner states that, although both ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 are 

endorsed by the NRC as acceptable, the NRC does not require nuclear power plant 

licensees to implement either of these standards. Hm\1e1,er, although AGI 349.3R and 

ASTM G856 11 provide useful general guidance for the development and 

implementation of a monitoring plan for concrete structures, the· NRG has neither 

formally endorsed nor approved their use. IN 2011 20 mentions AGI 349.3R as a 

resource where additional information may be found regarding visual inspections 

(ADAMS Accession No. ML112241029). 

To support its position that use ·of the standards should be required, the petitioner 

offersasserts that Seabrook Station~ ASR concrete degradation as an example that 

ASR concrete degradation would have been identified before it caused moderate to 

severe degradation in seismic Category I structures if the NRC had required compliance 

, instead of merely encouraging compliance, with these existing standards. The 

petitioner claims that when NextEra determined 131 locations with "assumed" ASR 

visual signs within multiple power-block structures during 2012, further engineering 

evaluations were not done. The petitioner also claims that, since discovering the 

situation, the NRC has not required Seabrook Station to: 1) test a core bore taken from 

the containment; 2) use certified laboratory testing of key material properties to 

determine the extent of condition; or 3) obtain the data necessary to monitor the rate of 

progression. 

The petitioner's claims related to this subject are outside the scope of the NRG's 

consideration of the generic rulemaking action in response to PRM 50 109; however, 

these apparent claims of NRG wrongdoing were forwarded to the NRG's Office of the 

Inspector General and subsequently to the NRG's allegations staff in Region I. After 
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discussions with tho petitioner, tho NRG confirmed that tho petitioner cited tho issues as 

o>Eamplos of their concerns with tho regulations and did not intend them to be considered 

as allegations or claims of wrongdoing. Furthermore, as noted in Section Ill of this 

document, No>EtEra commented in response to PRM 50 109 that all 131 locations wore 

included in tho structural evaluation. 

II. Public Comments on the Petition 

The NRC published a notice of docketing of PRM-50-109 on January 12, 2015 

(80 FR 1476). The public comment period closed on March 30, 2015. Comment 

submissions on this petition are available electronically via https://www.regulations.gov 

using docket number NRC-2014-0257. 

Overview of Public Comments 

The NRC received 10 different comment submissions on the PRM. A comment 

submissionj§_ moans a communication or document submitted to the NRC by an 

individual or entity, with one or more individual comments sofflfflants addressing a 

subject or issue. Eight of the comment submissions were received during the public 

comment period and two were submitted after the comment period closed filed late. The 

NRC determined that it was practical to consider the comment submissions received 

after tho end of the public comment period closed and therefore considered all 10 

comment submissions received. Key information for each comment submission is 

provided in the following table. 

ADAMS 
Submission Accession 

# Number Commenter Affiliation 
1 ML 15026A339 Josephine Donovan Private Citizen 
2 ML 15026A338 Lynne Mason Private Citizen 
3 ML 15027A178 Katherine Mendez Private Citizen 
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Union of Concerned 
4 ML 15076A457 David Lochbaum Scientists 

Blue Ridge 
Environmental Defense 
League - Bellefonte 
Efficiency and 
Sustainability Team/ 
Mothers Against 
Tennessee River 
Radiation 

5 ML 15076A459 Garry Morgan (BREDUBEST/MATRR) 
6 ML 15076A460 G. Dudley Shepard Private Citizen 

Nuclear Energy Institute 
7 ML 15085A523 Jason Remer (NEI) 
8 ML 15089A284 James M. Petro, Jr. NextEra Enerav 
9! ML 15097 A337 Anonymous Anonymous 
10! ML 15112A265 Scott Bauer STARS Alliance 

*Comments submitted after March 30, 2015. 

Seven commenters expressed support for the PRM and proposed identification 

techniques, while the three remaining commenters {numbers 7, 8, and 10) opposed the 

PRM in part or in whole. Based on similarity of content, the public comments were 

groupedbinnod into six bins. The NRC reviewed and considered the comments in 

making its decision to deny the PRM. Summaries of each bin and the NRC's responses 

are provided in the following discussion in an order that provides appropriate context for 

the response to each of the comment bins. 

NRC Responses to Comments on PRM-50-109 

Comment Bin 1: Existing inspection techniques will not adequately detect concrete 

degradation due to ASR, and C-10's proposed solutions (i.e., requiring compliance with 

AC/ 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 via regulation) are appropriate to adequately detect 

ASR degradation. (Submission 4, Submission 5, Submission 6) 

NRC Response: Although the NRC agrees with the petitioner that visual inspections 

are not enough to positively confirm ASR, the staff finds visual inspections sufficient to 

detect ASR concrete degradation before the safety function of a structure or component 
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would be significantly degraded. The NRC disagrees with the comments that ~ 

inspeotions do not adequately identify ASR and that ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 

should be regulatory requirements. The current ASR literature and case history, as 

described in Section Ill and referenced in Section V, "Availability of Documents," of this 

document, provides no evidence that ASR would degrade the safety function of a 

structure or component before it expands to a degree that would cause visible symptoms 

(e.g. , cracking). Existing regulations, such as those listed in the response to Comment 

Bin 4, require inspection methods that can detect applicable degradation mechanisms 

(including ASR), and require that significant degradation (regardless of cause) be 

appropriately addressed through additional plant-specific inspections or structural 

evaluations. Furthermore, the documents (ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11) that are 

being proposed for inclusion in tlie regulations do not provide specific guidance for 

identifying ASR degradation in structures and, therefore, requiring their use via 

regulation would not provide improved techniques for identifying ASR degradation. 

Additional details on the NRC's position can be found in Section Ill, "Reasons for 

Denial," of this document. 

Comment Bin 2: The NRG should grant the C-10 petition for rulemaking because visual 

inspection of ASR concrete degradation is insufficient. (Submission 1, Submission 2) 

NRC Response: The NRC disagrees. As noted in the response to Comment Bin 1, the 

staff finds visual inspection sufficient to detect ASR concrete degradation before the 

safety function of a structure or component would be degraded. The commenters did 

not provide a basis for their position that visual inspection of concrete degradation is 

insufficient to identify ASR that would lead to unacceptable changes in concrete 

structural properties. 
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Comment Bin 3: The NRG should investigate the concrete cracks at Seabrook Station 

because the concrete degradation poses serious safety concerns. (Submission 3) 

NRC Response: The NRC views this comment as a request for regulatory action 

outside the scope of PRM-50-109. As discussed in Section 1 of this document, the NRC 

has referred this comment to its Region I allegations staff, and has advised the 

commenter of this request. Further details are discussed in Section I of this document. 

The NRG continues to use its ongoing oversight and licensing processes to ensure the 

safe operation of Seabrook Station. 

Comment Bin 4: The nuclear industry does not believe that rulemaking is necessary to 

resolve issues related to inspecting concrete for ASR degradation. Following the 

issuance of NRG IN 2011-20, licensees took appropriate actions by: a) recording the 

issue in the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Operating Experience 

system; and b) updating their Structures Monitoring Program, improving procedures, and 

informing responsible individuals concerning examination for conditions that could 

potentially indicate the presence of ASR. In addition, there already exist ample 

regulatory requirements to ensure appropriate attention is given to potentially degraded 

concrete, including due to ASR. (Submission 7, Submission 10) 

NRC Response: The NRC agrees with the comment. By issuing IN 2011-20, the NRC 

flas made the U.S. nuclear power industry aware of the operating experience related to 

ASR concrete degradation at Seabrook Station. Licensees are expected to evaluate INs 

in their operating experience programs and !Q_incorporate, as appropriate and 

applicable, the information into their monitoring programs and procedures. For example, 

NextEra has conducted prompt operability evaluations for Seabrook Station and is taking 

ongoing actions in its corrective action program for long term resolution of the issue. 

The NRG documented the licensee's commitments in a Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL; 
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ADAMS Accession No. ML12125A172) and has overseen tho completion of those 

actions (see, for example, inspection report (IR) 05000443/2012010 (ADAMS Accession 

No. ML13221A172)). In addition, Mmultiple license renewal applications (LRA) 

submitted after the issuance of IN 2011-20 have included information that demonstrates 

their monitoring programs have been updated to inspect for ASR degradation, 

regardless of the aggregate reactivity test results from construction (see, for example, 

Section 3.5.2.2.2.1.2 of LaSalle County Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 14343A849), Waterford Steam Electric Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 16088A324), or River Bend Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. ML 17153A282)). 

Existing regulations such as§ 50.55a, "Codes and Standards";§ 50.65, 

"Requirements for monitoring the effectiveness of maintenance at nuclear power plants"; 

10 CFR part 50, appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and 

Fuel Reprocessing Plants"; 10 CFR part 50, appendix J, "Primary Reactor Containment 

Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors"; and 10 CFR part 54, 

"Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," require 

licensees to monitor the performance or condition of structures and take corrective 

action to address degraded or nonconforming .conditions in a manner commensurate 

with the safety significance of the structures. Compliance with these regulations 

provides reasonable assurance that affected structures remain capable of performing 

their intended functions. Further, the NRC confirms the acceptability of licensees' 

approaches through processes such as the reactor oversight process, license renewal, 

and review of licensee responses to generic communications (e.g., bulletins, generic 

letters, and INs to address significant industry events, operating experience, and 

degradation-specific issues that may have generic applicability). The existing regulatory 

requirements and processes provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of 

public health and safety against the degradation of concrete structures; therefore, it is 
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not necessary to amend the NRC's regulations.:.... on a degradation specific basis to 

require better protection against the degradation of concrete structures. 

+Re T -technical comments and clarifications made by the commenters related to 

ACI 349.3R and the role of visual inspections are addressed in Section Ill of this 

document. 

Comment Bin 5: New rulemaking is not necessary to resolve issues related to inspecting 

concrete for ASR. The AC/ 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 have been used for 

investigation of ASR conditions at Seabrook Station; however, neither standard provides 

inspectors with new or improved means to identify, monitor, or assess ASR-impacted 

structures, as implied by the petition. The commenter questions the basis of the petition, 

including misconceptions and factual errors made in the petition concerning NextEra 

activities at Seabrook Station. (Submission 8) 

NRC Response: The NRC agrees with the comment that new rulemaking is not 

needed. The guidance in ACI 349.3R is primarily based on visual inspection; addresses 

only commonly occurring degradation conditions in nuclear structures; and provides very 

limited guidance with regard to ASR identification, monitoring, and evaluation. 

Therefore, it is not considered an authoritative document for ASR. ASTM C856-11 is a 

consensus standard that provides an established method for conducting petrography 

that can be used to confirm the diagnosis of ASR. Neither ACI 349.3R nor ASTM C856-

11 , however, provides a method for monitoring progression, or evaluating and 

quantifying observed ASR effects on structural capacity or performance. These 

documents have been in existence since 1996 (for ACI 349.3R) and 1977 (for ASTM 

C856-11 ) and do not provide any new or improved methods beyond what is already 

standard practice in the concrete industry. 

The portions of the comment concerning NextEra activities at Seabrook Station 
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and possible factual errors in the petition are addressed in Section Ill of this document. 

Comment Bin 6: Current ASME testing protocols should be followed. Ultrasonic testing 

should be conducted for reactor pressure vessels to test for defects and radiation filters 

should be installed on pressure vessels as a post-Fukushima precaution. (Submission 

9) 

NRC Response: This comment is not related to ASR degradation and is outside the 

scope of PRM-50-109. 

Ill. Reasons for Denial 

The NRG has determined that rulemaking, as requested in the petition, is not 

needed for reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety at 

nuclear power plants with respect to ASR. The NRC's evaluation of the three issues 

raised in PRM-50-109 (summarized by the NRG in Section I, "The Petition," of this 

document and constituting the petition's basis for the requested rulemaking) are set forth 

below. 

Issue 1: Visual Inspections are not adequate to detect ASR-aRd1 confirm ASR or 

provide the current state of ASR damage. 

The NRC agrees with the petitioner that visual inspections are not enough to 

positively confirm ASR. However, given the slow progression of ASR, visual inspections 

are sufficient to identify manifestations of potentially damaging ASR before the safety 

function of a structure would be degradedthere would be significant structural impacts. 

Such results would be sufficient to inform whether further actions should be taken. 
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Therefore, the NRC's position is that visual examination is acceptable for routinely 

monitoring concrete structures to identify areas of potential structural distress or 

degradation, including degradation due to ASR. This position is supported by the 

current ASR literature and case history, as referenced in Section V of this document. 

The occurrence of ASR expansion results in one or more common visual indications 

(e.g., expansion causing deformation, movement, or displacement; cracking; surface 

staining; gel exudations; pop-outs) prior to causing significant structural degradation (as 

shown in Federal Highway Administrateion(-FHWA} _HIF-09-004 and Canadian 

Standards Association (CSA) A864-00, referenced in Section V of this document). 

However, the presence of one or more of these visual symptoms is not necessarily an 

indication that ASR is the main factor responsible for the observed symptoms. If there 

are visual indicationssuspoctod, the presence or absence of ASR should be confirmed 

by an acceptable method, such as~ petrographic examinationj . 

Based on this information, the NRC maintains that visual examination is an 

acceptable method for detecting indications of ASR degradation. Once ASR is 

suspected based on visual indications, the licensee would need to conduct additional 

inspections, testing (non-destructive or invasive), petrographic analysis, and structural 

evaluations, as appropriate to the specific case, to evaluate the effects of ASR on 

structural performance under design loads. This general approach is similar to and 

consistent with the approach recommended in literature related to ASR (e.g. , 

FHWA-HIF-09-004 and guidance by the Institution of Structural Engineers, referenced in 

Section V of this document). 

The NRC evaluated the five areas in which the petitioner provided additional 

information related to this issue. 

A. With regard to Tho NRG notes that tho petition does not pro11ido tho context 

of tho statements made by the NRC staff regarding tho acceptable use of 'lisual 
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examination during the June 24, 2014, public meeting.,...J--+he NRC staff stated that it 

finds the use of visual examination acceptable for routine periodic monitoring, in 

implementing a structures monitoring program under the maintenance rule pursuant to 

50.65 and the containment inservice inspection program pursuant to§ 50.55a, and in 

identifying the general condition of concrete structures and areas that are suspected to 

have deterioration or distress due to any degradation mechanism, including ASR. If the 

licensee identifies visual indications of ASR, the licensee's next step would be to should 

confirm ASR by petrographic examination or other acceptable methods, and conduct 

further assessments, as necessary, to determine the impact on the structure's intended 

functions and the need for corrective actions as required by 10 CFR 50 appendix B. 

While visual inspections alone would not confirm the presence or absence of ASR, a 

petrographic examination of concrete is not necessary prior to manifestation of visual 

symptoms of ASR, given the minimal impact ASR has on structural performance of 

reinforced concrete structures at this stage.:., as discussed above. The NRC maintains 

its position that visual examination is an acceptable and adequate approach to assess 

the concrete's general condition and identify areas of potential structural distress or 

deterioration, including areas where ASR is suspected. 

B. Specific to the petitioner's statement related to the need to determine the root 

cause of degradation, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action, " of 10 CFR part 50, appendix B 

requires that conditions adverse to quality such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, 

deviations, defective material and equipment, and nonconformances are promptly 

identified and corrected. In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, the 

measures shall assure that the cause of the condition is determined and corrective 

action i§_taken to preclude repetition. Therefore, existing NRG regulations require the 

identification of the root cause of significant conditions adverse to quality. The NRC 

agrees that, while other techniques may emerge, petrographic examination of the 
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concrete sample under a microscope is a well-established technique to confirm the 

presence or absence of ASR at any stage. 

Once ASR is confirmed at a site by petrographic examination (conducted after 

manifestation of characteristic visual symptoms), it is conservative to assume that other 

structures exhibiting visible symptoms are also affected, based on similarity of materials 

and environmental exposure conditions. ThoFeforo, it is not necessary to take GoFes 

from all potentially affected structures for confirmatory petrographic examination. Once 

identified Yisually, ASR can bo Yorified Yia petrography, or it can bo conservatively 

assumed based on confirmation in similar aFeas, and Ithe degradation can then be 

addressed accordingly. 

Tho NRG considered the experience at Seabrook Station as an example in 

evaluating this generic request for regulatory action. The licensee for Seabrook Station 

classified ASR in safety Felated concFete structuFes as a significant condition adverse to 

quality. Tho licensee first identified visual symptoms of ASR, and then confirmed the 

pFesonce of ASR by conducting petrographic examinations of a sample of GoFes taken 

from safety related structures that e>Ehibited the worst visual ASR symptoms. The 

licensee then conservati¥oly assumed that other structuFes \tJith visual symptoms are 

also affected by ASR, gi¥on similar concFete mix and exposure conditions. Based on 

this assumption, tho licensee oonduotod a root cause analysis of the degradation, made 

prompt operability determinations of affooted struotuFes, and continued monitoring to 

demonstrate a reasonable expectation that the affooted structuFes were, and Femain, 

operable and capable of performing their intended safety functions. Tho licensee also 

initiated ongoing research and testing to develop technical bases for a long term 

resolution of tho issue at the site, while continuing to monitor tho degradation. 

The NRC concluded that root cause analyses and appropriate follow-up actions 

are already required under 1 O CFR part 50, appendix B and haYO been implemented for 
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affested structures at Seabrook Station. Therefore, the NRC staff has concluded that a 

revision to the NRC's regulations is not necessary.,_ based upon Seabrook Station as a 

generis e*ample. 

C. The NRC has previously responded to the statements referenced by the 

petitioner from Dr. Paul Brown, which were included in a letter from UCS to the NRC 

dated November 4, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 133096606). The NRC responded 

to the UCS letter on December 6, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13340A405). In the 

response, the NRC noted that information from drilled cores may be valuable for 

assessing the impact of ASR on concrete; however, the use of test data from cores 

alone may not be an appropriate, realistic indicator of overall structural performance. 

Additionally, the NRC notes that ASR literature and case history indicate that 

ASR has a much more detrimental effect on the mechanical properties of concrete cores 

and cylinders than on the structural behavior of reinforced concrete structural 

components and systems (as described in TXDOT Technical Report No. 12-8XXIA006 

and the ACI Structural Journal article referenced in Section V of this document 

deoomeRt). These documents indicate that the empirical relationships in the ACI codes 

between concrete-cylinder compressive strength and other mechanical properties, 

including structural capacity, may not necessarily remain valid for ASR-affected 

structures. Reinforced concrete structures and components respond to load as part of a 

composite structural system in which there are external restraints, internal confinement, 

and interaction between the steel reinforcement and the concrete. Therefore, an 

evaluation of the impact of ASR on structural performance of affected reinforced 

concrete structural components and systems should consider the structural context to 

obtain a realistic assessment of the impact on structural capacity. The use of core test 

data in the traditional manner, alone, may not be appropriate or realistic to assess 

structural performance of ASR-affected structures. 
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D. Regarding the petitioner's reference to the NRC position paper (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML 13108A047), the NRC's current position on the role of visual 

inspections in identifying ASR is sot forth above. +!he referenced position 

~ocument is not an official NRC position on the topic, but rather was prepared by 

an individual staff member to facilitate internal technical discussioneHfSe and inform staff 

review of an issue. The NRC's current position on the role of visual inspections in 

identifying ASR is set forth in this document. The referenced position paper document 

does not state that visual examination is insufficient to identify indications of ASR; 

however, it does note that surface cracking or crack mapping, alone, may not indicate 

the severity of ASR degradation and is not adequate to determine structural effects of 

ASR. The NRC agrees that surface crack mapping alone is not adequate to monitor 

ASR progression and address its structural effects. In addition, petrographic 

examination provides very limited information to evaluate the structural effects of ASR. 

Addressing visual indications of a potential concrete-degradation issue does not 

end with the visual inspection. If indications of distress or deterioration are visually 

identified, under existing NRC regulations, licensees are required to address the effects 

of the observed degradation and demonstrate that the structure remains capable of 

performing its safety functions. Depending on the observed conditions, this can -IBbe 

accomplished through additional inspections, testing, and structural evaluations. 

Specific to tho example of Seabrook Station referenced by tho petitioner, tho 

licensee has submitted a license amendment request (LAR) proposing a method of 

evaluation and supporting technical bases to address tho impact of ASR on structural 

performance of affected structures, and to ensure appropriate monitoring programs are 

in place to adequately monitor its progression, such that intended functions are 

maintained. This LAR is currently under review by tho NRG staff. Tho NRC's ongoing 

oversight and licensing processes will ensure that tho licensee takes appropriate actions 
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for long term resolution of the ASR issue at Seabrook Station. Consideration of these 

site specific aspects is outside the scope of the generic requests made in PRM 50 109. 

E. Specific to the petitioner's comment on the limited scope of visual inspections, 

the NRC agrees that visual inspections cannot directly identify degradation in 

inaccessible portions of concrete structures. However, many below-grade structures in 

nuclear power plants are accessible for visual inspection on the interior face of the 

concrete. For example, visual symptoms of ASR were first discovered on the interior 

surfaces of exterior below grade walls at Seabrook Station. Furthermore, ASR 

degradation or expansion in inaccessible areas would manifest visually in accessible 

areas, in the form of cracking, displacements, or deformations, before causing a 

significant structural impact. As noted previously, current ASR literature and case 

history show that visual inspections are sufficient to identify manifestations of potentially 

damaging ASR before there would be significant structural impacts. For concrete 

containment structures, existing regulations in§ 50.55a(b)(2)(viii) require evaluation of 

the acceptability of inaccessible areas when conditions exist in accessible areas that 

could indicate the presence of, or could result in, degradation to such inaccessible 

areas. Therefore, existing regulations, regulatory guidance, and licensee programs have 

provisions to adequately address degradation in inaccessible areas. 

The issue of laminar cracking in the shield building at Davis-Besse, referenced 

by the petitioner, has no connection to ASR degradation or ASR detection. Davis-Besse 

was a unique situation resulting from a combination of extreme environmental conditions 

and the design configuration of the shield building. The licensee evaluated the issue, 

including operability determinations and root cause analysis in its corrective action 

program; and the NRC's continued oversight of the issue has been documented in a 

series of NRC inspection reports, the latest of which is IR 05000346/2014008, dated 

May 28, 2015 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 15148A489). This issue has no connection to 
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ASR. degradation or ASR. detection. 

Issue 2: Codes and standards exist for detecting and evaluating ASR damage. 

The NRC disagrees that there are consensus codes or standards sufficient to 

provide guidance for detecting and evaluating ASR damage. The scopes of ACI 349.3R 

and ASTM C856-11 are discussed separately below. 

A. The ACI 349.3R is an ACI committee technical report intended to provide 

recommended guidance for developing and implementing a procedure for inspection and 

evaluation of many common concrete degradation mechanisms in nuclear concrete 

structures. It contains only very limited general information regarding ASR. ASR is not 

a common condition in nuclear power plants, and the quantitative evaluation criteria 

provided in the document have little or no specific applicability to ASR degradation; 

therefore, ACI 349.3R is not an authoritative document to address and evaluate the 

impact of ASR on intended functions of affected structures. 

The discussion of evaluation techniques in ACI 349.3R recommends visual 

inspection as the initial technique used for any evaluation, and states that visual 

inspection can provide significant quantitative and qualitative data regarding structural 

performance and the extent of any degradation. The recommended approach places 

emphasis on the use of general condition survey practices (visual inspection) in the 

evaluation, supplemented by additional testing or analysis as needed, based on the 

results of the general survey. Chapter 5, "Evaluation Criteria," of ACI 349.3R states: 

"these guidelines focus on common conditions that have a higher probability of 

occurrence and are not meant to be all-inclusive. These criteria primarily address the 

classification and treatment of visual inspection findings because this technique will have 

the greatest usage." 

Although ACI 349.3R provides useful general guidance for the development and 
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implementation of a monitoring plan for concrete structures, the NRC has iHs neither 

formally endorsed nor approved i!_for use.:. by the NRG._ Instead, IN 2011-20 simply 

mentions ACI 349.3R as a resource where additional information may be found 

regarding visual inspections (ADAMS Accession No. ML 112241029). Since ASR 

degradation would need to be addressed on a degradation-specific and plant-specific 

basis, requiring the use of ACI 349.3R would not provide better protection against ASR 

concrete degradation than the current NRC requirements. 

Related to the petitioner's comments on "composite teams," the NRC agrees that 

qualified personnel should be used to conduct activities related to safety-related 

functions of structures, systems, and components (SSCs).,_; this is covered in el;xisting 

regulations provide for this in by-tRe quality assurance program requirements in 

10 CFR part 50, appendix B. This appendix requires applicants and licensees to 

establish and implement a quality assurance program that applies to all activities 

affecting the safety-related functions of SSCs. This program ensures that the activities 

are controlled and correctly performed to provide adequate confidence that SSCs will 

perform satisfactorily in service, including appropriate qualification and training of 

personnel performing activities affecting quality to assure suitable proficiency. This 

adequate confidence is part of the-a basis for concluding that reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection is provided. The ASME BPV Code, Section XI, Subsection IWL, 

defines specific qualifications and responsibilities of the "responsible engineer," who 

evaluates the examination results and the condition of the structural concrete related to 

the containment. Section 50.55a(g)(4) requires compliance with the ASME BPV Code, 

Section XI. In addition to§ 50.55a requirements for containments, safety-related 

structures are monitored under§ 50.65 (the maintenance rule), and the associated 

qualification requirements are typically provided in the licensee's implementing 

procedures, based on their 10 CFR part 50, appendix B program. 
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As noted above, the petitioner's claims on the s1.1bject of personnel q1.1alification 

are 01.1tside the scope of the NRG's consiEleration of the generic r1.1lemaking aotion in 

response to PRM 50 109. The NRG 1.1nderstands the above assertions are based on 

ex.cerpts from the NRG Lioense Renewal lnspeotion Report 06000443/2011007 (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML111360432). While this report noteEI that the licensee's aging 

management program preced1.1res sho1.1ld incl1.1de a more ex.plicit definition of 

"responsible engineer," acceptance criteria, and the q1.1alification req1.1irements of the 

inspectors, the NRG fo1.1nd no violation of the req1.1irement to ha'.<e a q1.1alified 

"responsible engineer'' to direct inspections, as req1.1ired by the ASME 8PV GoEle and 

§ 60.66a. In a letter to the NRG dated December 17, 2010 (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML103540534 ), the licensee noted that the aooeptanoe criteria had been 1.1pdated, and 

oommitted to also 1.1pdate the proced1.1res to incl1.1de the definition of "responsible 

engineer," prior to the period of extended operation. The licensee also oommented on 
. 

the petition assertions in S1.1bmission 8 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1508QA284 ), and 

stated that each of the IWL inspections had a certified responsible engineer, as req1.1ired 

by ASME Section XI. 

B. With regard to the petitioner's comments on ASTMC856-11 . although the 

NRC has neither formally endorsed nor approved its use. tThe NRC agrees that ASTM 

C856-11 is a consensus standard that details how to conduct petrographic analysis of 

concrete bores, and provides an acceptable method to positively confirm the diagnosis 

of ASR. However, it does not provide any guidance on when cores should be taken, 

from where cores should be taken, how many cores should be taken, or how frequently 

cores should be taken. Also, it does not provide a method to evaluate ASR damage for 

impact on structural performance. 

ASTM C856-11 outlines procedures for the petrographic examination of samples 

of hardened concrete for a variety of purposes. One of the purposes of this consensus 
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standard is identifying visual evidence to establish whether ASR has taken place, what 

aggregate constituents were affected, and what evidence of the reaction exists. 

Petrographic examination provides an assessment of the extent of ASR gel development 

and its intrusion into the pores of the concrete sample; however, petrographic 

examination does not indicate the impact of the ASR reaction on the structural 

performance under design loads. Furthermore, ASTM C856-11 does not provide any 

guidance on monitoring or evaluating a concrete structure, such as when to take cores, 

or which portion of a structure should be evaluated via core bores. 

Materials laboratories that perform petrographic examination of hardened 

concrete samples typically follow the current ASTM C856 standard practice for the 

application; unless another specific procedure is specified in the request. The standard 

to which a plant-specific petrographic examination is performed is specified by the 

licensee and not addressed in the regulations; however, 10 CFR part 50, appendix B 

requires licensees to ensure that activities affecting safety-related functions are correctly 

performed. Also, 1 O CFR part 50, appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plants," General Design Criterion 1, "Quality standards and records," requires, in 

part, that "where generally recognized codes and standards are used, they shall be 

identified and evaluated to determine their applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency and 

shall be supplemented or modified as necessary to assure a quality product in keeping 

with the required safety function. " Therefore, the licensee must ensure the analysis is 

sufficient to will adequately identify ASR. 

In summary, both ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 provide useful guidance and 

methods licensees may adopt, as applicable, to meet requirements in existing NRC 

regulations, such as § 50.55a, § 50.65, and 10 CFR part 54; however, neither of the 

documents provide methods to comprehensively address the long-term structural impact 

and management of ASR degradation. 
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Issue 3: Regulations should require compliance with ACI 349.3R and 

ASTM C856-11. 

The NRC disagrees that its regulations need to should be revised to require 

compliance with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 . As discussed previously, Ithe NRC's 

existing regulations _are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of adequate 

protection of public health and safety due to concrete degradation, including ASR. 

The petition does not take into account the NRC's existing regulatory 

requirements that each nuclear power reactor licensee must meet to demonstrate the 

ongoing capability of structures to perform their intended safety functions. The NRC's 

regulatory requirements are programmatic and generic in nature, applicable to all 

operating reactors, and focusea on overall structure and component performance 

requirements necessary to maintain intended safety functions. The NRC's regulations 

do not generally prescribe how licensees must meet the requirements, nor do the 

regulations normally address degradation-specific issues. The following discussion 

identifies and briefly summarizes the relevant NRC regulatory requirements and 

processes and explains how they require licensees to address ASR before it becomes a 

safety issue. 

• Section 50.65 requires licensees to monitor the performance or condition 

of SSCs under its scope, considering industry-wide operating experience, in a manner 

sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that these SSCs are capable of fulfilling their 

intended functions. For structures, this requirement is normally met by periodically 

monitoring the![ condition of structures on a frequency that is commensurate with the![ 

safety significance of the structure and HS-condition. If the basic assessments identify 

degradation, additional degradation-specific condition monitoring is required, along with 

more frequent assessments until the degradation is addressed. Regulatory Guide (RG) 
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1.160, "Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants," provides 

guidance on methods acceptable to the NRC staff for implementation of the 

maintenance rule and includes the attributes of an acceptable structural monitoring 

program. The NRG will consider taking a formal regulatory position on tho use of ACI 

349.3R guidelines in the next revision of RG 1.160; however, Ithe existing regulation 

already requires structural assessments that are adequate to detect visual indications of 

ASR before it would pose a significant structural concern. Accordingly, § 50.65 is a 

regulatory requirement that provides forms part of tho NRC's regulatory infrastructure for 

the identification and further technical evaluation of ASR, before there would be 

significant degradation of structural integrity of safety-related concrete structures at 

nuclear power plants. 

• Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," of 10 CFR part 50, appendix B requires 

licensees to implement a corrective action program to assure that conditions adverse to 

quality and non-conformances are promptly identified and corrected. In the case of 

significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures shall assure that the cause of the 

condition is determined, and corrective action is taken to preclude repetition. Thise-40 

CFR part 50, appendix B requirement, in this regard , applies to all degradation 

mechanisms, including ASR. In the case of ASR, a licensee would have to identify the 

root cause of the degradation and address the degradation, such that intended safety 

functions are not impacted. Accordingly, Criterion XVI is an NRC regulatory requirement 

that provides is part of tho NRC's regulatory infrastructure for the identification and 

further technical evaluation of ASR, before there would be significant degradation of 

structural integrity of safety-related concrete structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Section 50.55a(g)(4) requires licensees to inspect concrete containments 

in accordance with the ASME BPV Code, Section XI, Subsection IWL, as incorporated 

by reference and subject to conditions. Subsection IWL requires that a general visual 
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examination of all accessible containment concrete surfaces be conducted every 5 years 

by qualified personnel under the direction of the "responsible engineer." Further, 

Subsection IWL requires a detailed visual examination to determine the magnitude and 

extent of deterioration and distress of suspect containment concrete surfaces initially 

detected by general visual examinations. Subsection IWL specifies acceptance 

standards based on acceptance by examination, acceptance by engineering evaluation 

(requires preparation of an engineering evaluation report including cause of the 

condition), or acceptance by repair/replacement. In accordance with the condition on 

use of Section XI in§ 50.55a(b)(2)(vi ii)(E), licensees must evaluate the acceptability of 

inaccessible areas when conditions exist in accessible areas that could indicate the 

presence of or result in degradation to such inaccessible areas. These requirements are 

designed to ensure that visual indications of ASR will be detected prior to causing 

significant structural degradation that could impact the intended safety function of the 

containment. Accordingly, § 50.55a is a regulatory requirement that provides is part of 

the NRC's regulatory infrastructure for the identification and further technical evaluation 

of ASR, before there would be significant degradation of structural integrity of concrete 

containment structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Appendix J to 10 CFR part 50, "Primary Reactor Containment Leakage 

Testing Requirements for Water Cooled Reactors," requires that primary reactor 

containments periodically meet the leakage-rate test requirements to ensure that a) 

leakage does not exceed allowable leakage rates listed specified in the technical 

specifications; and b) integrity of the containment structure is maintained during its 

service life. This regulation requires periodic performance monitoring of the containment 

to demonstrate that the containment can perform its intended safety function, regardless 

of identified degradation. If the containment were unable to meet the requirements of 10 

CFR part 50, appendix J, it would be declared inoperable and the plant could not return 
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to operation until the issue was addressed. Accordingly, appendix J of 10 CFR part 50 

is a regulatory requirement that provides is part of the NRC's regulatory infrastructure for 

the identification and technical evaluation of ASR, before there would be significant 

degradation of structural integrity of concrete containment structures at nuclear power 

plants. 

• Section 54.21(a)(3) requires applicants for license renewal to 

demonstrate that the effects of aging will be adequately managed, such that the 

intended functions of structures and components subject to aging management are 

maintained, consistent with the current licensing basis for the period of extended 

operation. Regulatory guidance for developing aging management programs, including 

for ASR aging effects on concrete structures, is provided in NUREG-1801 , "Generic 

Aging Lessons Learned Report" (GALL Report). Any licensee applying for license 

renewal must have a structural aging management program in place that can identify 

indications of concrete degradation, including degradation due to ASR, before it 

becomes an issue that could impact an intended safety function. Accordingly, 

§ 54.21(a)(3) is a regulatory requirement that provides is part of the NRC's regulatory 

infrastructure for the identification and further technical evaluation of ASR, before there 

is significant degradation to the structural integrity of safety-related concrete structures 

at nuclear power plants. 

• The Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) is the process that the NRC uses 

to verify that power reactors are operating in accordance with NRC rules and 

regulations. UnderFollowing the ROP, the NRC conducts routine baseline inspections, 

problem identification and resolution inspections, reactive inspections, and other 

assessments of plant performance. If licensees are not properly meeting the 

regulations, the NRC can take actions to protect public health and safety. Inspection 

Manual Chapter (IMC) 0326, "Operability Determinations and Functionality Assessments 
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for Conditions Adverse to Quality or Safety" (ADAMS Accession No. ML13274A578), 

provides inspectors with guidance to assist their Fe'.'iew, under the ROP, of operability 

and resolution of degraded or nonconforming conditions, such as degradation due to 

ASR Section 07.04, "Final Corrective Action," of IMC 0326 states that a licensee's 

range of corrective action may involve: 1) full restoration to the Updated Final Safety 

Analysis Report (UFSAR) described condition; 2) a change to the current licensing basis 

(CL8) to accept the as found condition as is; or 3) some modification of the facility or 

CL8 other than restoration to the condition as described in the UFSAR In items 2 and 

3, the final correcti'..1e action requires a review in accordance with § 50.59, "Changes, 

tests, and experiments," to determine if it requires NRG approval via a license 

amendment pursuant to§ 50.QO, "Applioation for amendment of license, construotion 

permit, or early site permit." 

• The generic communications process is used to address potential generic 

issues that are safety significant and may necessitate action by licensees to resolve. 

Generic communications. which includes bulletins. generic letters. and information 

notices, are used to communicate safety significant issues and operating experience, 

including degradation-specific issues, inolude bulletins, generic letters, and INs. The 

NRC has issued a generic communication (IN 2011-20) to inform the industry of the 

generic impacts of ASR. Information about the NRC's Generic Communications 

Program is available at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/gencomms.html. 

• The enforcement process may be used if licensees fail to adequately 

address safety-significant issues, consistent with the regulatory requirements as outlined 

above. The NRC may use enforcement actions, including issuing orders pursuant to § 

2.202, "Orders," to modify, suspend, or revoke a license if ASR becomes a safety

significant issue that a licensee is not adequately addressing. 

In addition to these generic requirements and processes, the GALL Report 
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(NUREG-1801) makes specific reference to ACI 349.3R in its guidance for aging 

management programs (AMPs). AMP XI.S6, "Structures Monitoring," recommends that 

visual inspection be used to identify structural distress or deterioration of concrete, such 

as that described in ACI 201 .1 Rand ACI 349.3R. In addition, the GALL Report notes 

that the personnel qualifications in Chapter 7 and the evaluation criteria in Chapter 5 of 

ACI 349.3R are acceptable for concrete structures. However, the GALL Report also 

notes that use of plant-specific criteria may also be justified. Although ACI 349.3R is 

one acceptable method to monitor concrete structures for degradation, it is not the only 

method, and so there is no need ba6fS for the NRC to require its exclusive use via 

regulation. 

With respect to ASTM C856-1 1, the NRC agrees that it is an acceptable and 

established consensus testing standard for conducting petrographic examination of 

hardened concrete that can be used to confirm the diagnosis of ASR. However, as 

discussed previously, the NRC's existing regulations in 1 O CFR part 50, appendix A and 

appendix B, ensure appropriate methods or standards are used when conducting tests 

associated with safety-related structures. Therefore, there is no need to require the use 

of ASTM C856-11 through regulation. 

Specific to the petitioner's claims regarding Seabrook Station , tho licensee for 

Seabrook Station addressed, in its ASR root cause analysis, tho performance and 

organizational factors that contributed to inadequacies in its Structures Monitoring 

Program and tho failure of licensee staff to have identified ASR degradation sooner. 

Tho licensee has taken corrective action to preclude repetition (see licensee response to 

tho NRC's CAL, ADAMS Accession No. ML13151A328). Tho licensee also determined 

that there would have boon no significant increase in safety if tho licensee had identified 

tho degradation earlier. In Comment Submission 8 (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML1508QA284 ), tho licensee directly responded to tho petitioner's assertion regarding 
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structural evaluation and stated that all of the 131 locations with visual indications of 

ASR were included in the structural evaluation. 

Since ASR has been identified at Seabrook, the NRG has inspected the 

licensee's corrective actions multiple times, including two CAL follow up inspections, 

which are summarized in IR 05000443/2012009 and IR 05000443/2012010 (ADAMS 

Ao_oession Nos. ML12338A283 and ML13221A172, respeoth,•ely). The reports detail the 

actions taken by the licensee after the discovery of ASR, including the interim structural 

assessment, and note that the NRG verified that the licensee had evaluated all locations 

with visual indications of ASR and determined that all ASR affected structures, including 

containment, remain operable. The staff also noted that the licensee would not e>mlude 

any reinforoed concrete structure from ASR monitoring until a satisfactory petrographic 

examination confirmed the absence of ASR; therefore, all structures, including the 

containment, would be assumed to experience ASR until petrographic examination 

determined otherwise. Although sores have not been taken from the containment, the 

licensee has assumed that local portions of the containment with visual indications are 

affected by ASR, and evaluated the structures, accordingly. 

The NRC's ongoing oversight and licensing processes will ensure that the 

licensee takes appropriate actions for long term resolution of the ASR issue at Seabrook 

Station. Disposition of these site specific aspects is outside the scope of the generic 

requests made in PRM 50 109. 

The NRC also considered whether ASR concrete degradation raises new safety 

concerns that would justify additional regulatory requirements for all licensees beyond 

those already included in NRC regulations.,_, as described above. While it is possible 

that there could be plants that used a potentially reactive aggregate in their concrete, the 

NRC is not aware of any U.S. nuclear power plants, other than Seabrook Station, that 

have a documented occurrence of ASR. The NRC notes that the use of a potentially 
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reactive aggregate does not necessarily result in the occurrence of ASR. In addition to 

reactive aggregates, relatively high alkali content in the cement, and high relative 

humidity levels are necessary for ASR to occur. Through the issuance of IN 2011-20, 

the NRC has informed licensees of the occurrence of ASR-induced concrete 

degradation at Seabrook Station, with the expectation that the operating experience 

would be evaluated by licensees and considered for appropriate action. Thus, the 

nuclear power industry is aware of the potential for ASR to occur, even if aggregates 

were screened out based on reactivity or other tests or other tests conducted at the time 

of construction. For the reasons outlined above, the NRC has determined that the 

existing regulatory structure is sufficient for the identification and technical evaluation of 

ASR before there is significant degradation to the structureal integrity of safety-related 

concrete structures at nuclear power plants. Therefore, new or amended-a regulation 

are-is not needed to require industry-wide compliance with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-

11. The petitioners claims related to Seabrook Station are outside the scope of the 

NRC's consideration of the generic rulemaking action in response to PRM-50-109, 

however, the apparent claims of NRC wrongdoing were forwarded to the NRC's Office of 

the Inspector General and subsequently to the NRC's allegations staff in Region 1. After 

discussions with the petitioner, the NRC confirmed that the petitioner cited the issues as 

examples of their concerns with the regulations and did not intend them to be considered 

as allegations or claims of wrongdoing. 

IV. Conclusion 

For the reasons cited in Section Ill of this document, the NRC is denying PRM-

50-109 under§ 2.803. Existing NRC regulations establish programmatic and design 

basis requirements that are adequate to address the effects of concrete degradation 

mechanisms, including ASR, in safety-related structures. Compliance with these 
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regulations, verified through NRC licensing and oversight processes, provide reasonable 

assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety. Specifically, existing NRC 

regulations ensure that concrete degradation due to ASR will not result in unacceptable 

reductions in structural capacity of safety-related structures at nuclear power plants. 

Therefore, new or amended regulations to require the use of the documents identified in 

the PRM (ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11) to provide better protection against concrete 

degradation due to ASR are not needed in order to provide reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection of public health and safety at U.S. nuclear power plants. 

V. Availability of Documents 

The documents identified in the following table are available to interested 

persons through one or more of the following methods, as indicated. For more 

information on accessing ADAMS, see the ADDRESSES section of this document. 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

Report Number and 
Document Date Link to Publication 

PRM Documents 

PRM from the C-10 Research and ADAMS Accession httg://Qbadu12ws. nrc. 
Education Foundation No. gov/docs/ML 1428/M 

ML 14281A124 L 14281A124.gdf 
September 25, 2014 

Federal Register notice for PRM, Federal Register/ httg://www.gQo.gov/f 
notice of docketing, and request for Vol. 80, No. 7 I ds~s/Qkg/FR-2015-
comment Monday, January 12, 01-12/html/2015-

2015 / 00199.htm 
Proposed Rules 

SECY-18-XXXX, "Denial of Petition ADAMS Accession httg://gbadugws.nrc. 
for Rulemaking Submitted by the C- No. ML 15301A084 gov/docs/ML 1530/M 
10 Foundation (PRM-50-109) rdatel L 15301A084.Pdf 

Public Comments on PRM 

(see table under the heading, I. Public Comments on the Petition) 

ASR-Related Technical Materials 

"Standard Practice for Petrographic ASTM C856-11 Available for 
Examination of Hardened Concrete" 2011 purchase: 

httg://www.astm.org/ 
ASTM International Standards/C856.htm 

ASTM C856-14 Avai lable for 
2014 purchase: 

"Standard Practice for Petrographic httg://www.astm.org/ 
Examination of Hardened Concrete" DATABASE.CART/H 

ISTORICAUC856-
ASTM International 11.htm 
"Evaluation of Existing Nuclear Safety ACI 349.3R-02 Available for 
Related Concrete Structures" June 2002 purchase: 

httgs://www.concrete 
American Concrete Institute .org/store/Qroductdet 

ail.as12x?ltemlD=349 
302&Format=DOWN 

LOAD 
"Effect of Alkali Silica Reaction Title no. 95-S44 Available for 
Expansion and Cracking on Structural September-October purchase: 
Behavior of Reinforced Concrete 1998 htt12s://www .concrete 
Beams" .org/gublications/inte 

rnationalconcreteabs 
ACI Structural Journal tractsgortal?m=detail 

s&i=564 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

Report Number and 
Document Date Link to Publication 

"Guide to the Evaluation and CSA A864-00 Available for 
Management of Concrete Structures Reaffirmed 2005 purchase: 
Affected by Alkali-Aggregate htt12://sho12.csa.ca/en 
Reaction" /canada/concrete/a8 

64-00-
CSA Group r2005/invt/27010172 

000 
"Report on Alkali-Aggregate ACI 221 .1 R-98 Avai lable for 
Reactivity" Reaffirmed 2008 .purchase: 

htt12s://www.concrete 
American Concrete Institute . org/store/12rod uctdet 

ail.as12x?ltemlD=221 
198&Format=DOWN 

LOAD 
"ASR/DEF Damaged Bent Caps: Technical Report htt12://libra[Y.ctr.utexa 
Shear Tests and Field Implications" No. 12-8XXIA006 s.edu/digitized/lACre 

August 2009 12orts/lAC-12-
Texas Department of Transportation 8XXIA006.(2df 
"Report on the Diagnosis, Prognosis, FHWA-H IF-09-004 htt12s://www.fhwa.dot 
and Mitigation of Alkali-Silica Reaction January 2010 .gov/12avement/concr 
(ASR) in Transportation Structures" ete/12ubs/hif09004/hif 

09004.(2df 
Federal Hiohwav Administration 
"Structural effects of alkali-silica April 2010 Available for 
reaction - technical guidance for the purchase: 
appraisal of existing structures" htt12://sho12. istructe. or 

g/structural-effects-
The Institution of Structural Engineers of-alkali-silica-

reaction.html 
NRC Information Notice 2011-20: ADAMS Accession htt12://www.nrc.gov/d 
Concrete Degradation by Alkali-Silica No. ML 112241029 ocs/ML 1122/ML 1122 
Reaction November 18, 2011 41029.(2df 

NRC 
"Position Paper: In Situ Monitoring of ADAMS Accession htt12://www.nrc.gov/d 
Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Affected No. ML 13108A047 ocs/ML 1310/ML 1310 
Concrete: A Study on Crack Indexing April 30, 2013 8A047.12df 
and Damage Rating Index to Assess 
the Severity of ASR and to Monitor 
ASR Progression" 

NRC 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation / 

Report Number and 
Document Date Link to Publication 

Referenced Documents Specific to Seabrook Station 

"Seabrook Station - Response to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Request for Additional Information - No. ML 103540534 ocs/ML 1035/ML 1035 
NextEra Energy Seabrook License December 17, 2010 40534.pdf 
Renewal Application - Aging 
Management Programs" . 
NextEra 
"Confirmatory Action Letter, Seabrook ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Station, Unit 1 - Information Related No. ML 12125A172 ocs/ML 1212/ML 1212 
to Concrete Degradation Issues" May 16, 2012 5A172.pdf 

NRC 
"Seabrook Station Response to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter 1-2012-002 No. ML 12151A396 ocs/ML 1215/ML 1215 
and Information Related to Concrete May 24, 2012 1A396.pdf 
Degradation Issues" 

NextEra 
"Seabrook Station: Impact of Alkali- ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Silica Reaction on Concrete No. ML 12151A397 ocs/ML 1215/ML 1215 
Structures and Attachments" May 2012 1A397.pdf 

MPR Associates Inc. · 
"Seabrook Station Response to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter'' No. ML 13151A328 ocs/ML 1315/ML 1315 

May 1, 2013 1A328.pdf 
NextEra 
"Seabrook Station, Unit No. 1 - ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter Follow-Up No. ML 13221A172 ocs/ML 1322/ML 1322 
Inspection - NRC Inspection Report August 9, 2013 1A172.pdf 
05000443/201201 O" 

NRC 
Letter from David Wright, UCS, to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
NRC Commissioners No. ML 13309B606 ocs/ML 1330/ML 1330 

November 4, 2013 9B606.pdf 
ucs 
Letter from William M. Dean, NRC, to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
David Wright, UCS No. ML 13340A405 ocs/ML 1334/ML 1334 

December 6, 2013 OA405.pdf 
NRC 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number/ Federal 
Register Citation / 

Report Number and 
Document Date Link to Publication 

Letter from Robert M. _Taylor, NRC, to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Sandra Gavutis, C-10 No. ML16169A172 ocs/ML 1616/ML 1616 

July 6, 2016 9A172.pdf 
NRC 

Additional Referenced Documents 

NUREG-1801 , "Generic Aging December 2010 http://www.nrc.gov/re 
Lessons Learned Report," Revision 2 ading-rm/doc-

collections/nuregs/st 
aff/sr1801/ 

RG 1.160, "Monitoring the ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Effectiveness of Maintenance at No. ML 113610098 ocs/ML 1136/ML 1136 
Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 3 May 2012 10098.odf 
IMC 0326, "Operability Determinations ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
and Functionality Assessments for No. ML 13274A578 ocs/ML 1327/ML 1327 
Conditions Adverse to Quality or January 31 , 2014 4A578.pdf 
Safety" 

NRC 
"Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station - ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Inspection of Apparent Cause No. ML 15148A489 ocs/ML 1514/ML 1514 
Evaluation Efforts for Propagation of May 28, 2015 8A489.pdf 
Laminar Cracking in Reinforced 
Concrete Shield Building and Closure 
of Unresolved Item Involving Shield 
Building Laminar Cracking Licensing 
Basis - Inspection 
Report 05000346/2014008" 

NRC 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of , 2018. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, 
Secretary of the Commission. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

RESPONSE SHEET 

Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

Commissioner Wright 

SECY-18-0036: Denial of Petition for Rulemaking 
Submitted by the C-10 Research and Education 
Foundation (PRM-50-109) 

Approved X Disapproved Abstain Not Participating -- --

COMMENTS: Below X Attached X None 

I approve the staff's recommendation that the Commission deny PRM-50-109. I also approve 
publication of the notice in the Federal Register and the letter to the petitioner, subject to the 
attached edits. 

Entered in STARS 
Yes / 

No Date 



DAW Edits 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

10 CFR Part 50 

[Docket No. PRM-50-109; NRC-2014-0257] 

[7590-01-P] 

Improved Identification Techniques Against Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Concrete 
Degradation at Nuclear Power Plants 

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

ACTION: Petition for rulemaking; denial. 

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is denying a petition for 

rulemaking (PRM), PRM-50-109, dated September 25, 2014, submitted by the C-10 

Research and Education Foundation (C-10 or the petitioner). The petitioner requests 

that the NRC amend its regulations to provide Improved identification techniques for 

better protection against concrete degradation due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) at U.S. 

nuclear power plants. - The petitioner asserts that reliance on visual inspection will not 

adequately identify ASR, confirm ASR, or provide the current state of ASR damage 

without petrographic examination. The NRC is denying the petition because existing 

NRC regulations and NRC oversight activities provide reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection of public health and safety. Specifically, existing NRC regulations 

are sufficient to ensure that concrete degradation due to ASR will not result in 

unacceptable reductions in the structural capacity of safety-related structures at nuclear 

power plants. 



DATES: The docket for the petition for rulemaking PRM-50-109 is closed on PNSERT 

DATE OF PUBLICATION IN THE FEDERAL REGISTERJ. 

ADDRESSES: Please refer to Docket ID NRC-2014-0257 when contacting the NRC 

about the availability of information regarding this petition. You can obtain publicly

available documents related to the petition using any of the following methods: 

• Federal Rulemaklng Web site: Go to https://www.regulations.gov and 

search on the petition Docket ID NRC-2014-0257. Address questions about NRC 

dockets to Carol Gallagher; telephone: 301-415-3463; e-mail: Carol.Gallagher@nrc.gov. 

For technical questions, contact the individual listed in the FOR FURTHER 

INFORMATION CONTACT section of this document. 

• NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System 

(ADAMS): You may obtain publicly-available documents online in the ADAMS Public 

Documents collection at https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html. To begin the 

search, select "ADAMS Public Documents" and then select "Begin Web-based ADAMS 

Search." For problems with ADAMS, please contact the NRC's Public Document Room 

(PDR) reference staff at 1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or by e-mail to 

pdr.resource@nrc.gov. The ADAMS accession number for each document referenced 

(if it is available in ADAMS) Is provided the first time that it is mentioned in the 

Supplementary Information section. For the convenience of the reader, instructions 

about obtaining materials referenced in this document are provided in Section V, 

Availability of Documents. 

• NRC's PDR: You may examine and purchase copies of public documents at 

the NRC's PDR, Room 01-F21, One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, 

Maryland 20852. 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Meena Khanna, Office of Nuclear Material 

Safety and Safeguards, telephone: 301-415-2150, e-mail: Meena.Khanna@nrc.gov, 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington DC 20555-0001 . 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

I. The Petition 

II. Public Comments on the Petition 

Ill. Reasons for Denial 

IV. Conclusion 

V. Availability of Documents 

I. The Petition 

On September 25, 2014, C-10, with assistance from the Union of Concerned 

Scientists (UCS), submitted a petition for rulemaking to the NRC (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 14281A124). The NRC docketed the petition on October 8, 2014, and assigned 

Docket No. PRM-50-109 to the petition. The petitioner requests that the NRC amend its 

applicable regulations to provide improved identification techniques for better protection 

against concrete degradation due to ASR at U.S. nuclear power plants. Specifically, the 

petitioner requests that the NRC require that all licensees comply with American 

Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee Report 349.3R, "Evaluation of Existing Nuclear 

Safety-Related Concrete Structures" (ACI 349.3R), and American Society for Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) Standard C856-1 1, "Standard Practice for Petrographic 

Examination of Hardened Concrete· (ASTM CS56-1 1). 
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The petitioner previously submitted a request for enforcement action in 

accordance with § 2.206 of title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), 

"Requests for adion under this subpart," specific to Seabrook Station (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML 16006A002). That petition was rejected by the NRC in a letter dated 

July 6, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16169A172), because the request addressed 

deficiencies within existing NRC rules, similar to those raised in PRM-50-109. While 

discussion mention of Seabrook Station (the only nuclear power plant with a 

documented occurrence of ASR) is included below in response to the petitioner's 

comments, the NRC's focus in this denial is on the generic request that the NRC require 

that all licensees of nuclear power plants comply with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 . 

The ~IRC is cenducting its licensing and oversight responsil:lilities for Seal:lreok Station, 

including perferming routine inspections at the operating facility and reviewing 

applications for license renewal and an JI.SR related license amendment. These 

responsil:liiities are carried out through processes separate from the review of PRM 50 

4w.-

The petitioner raises the following three specific issues in PRM-50-109. 

Issue 1: Visual Inspections are not adequate to detect and confinn ASR. 

The petitioner asserts that visual inspections are not capable of adequately 

identifying and confinnlng ASR or providing accurate information on the state of ASR 

damage (I.e., its effect on structural capacity). The petitioner also asserts that only 

petrographic examinations (the use of microscopes to examine samples of rock or 

concrete to detennine their mineralogical and chemical characteristics) in accordance 

with ASTM C856-11 are capable of detennining or confinnlng whether ASR is present 

and detennining the state of ASR damage. The petitioner offers additional infonnation in 

five areas related to this issue. 
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A. At an NRC public meeting at Seabrook Station on June 24, 2014, when C-10 

asked if the NRC was investigating U.S. nuclear power plants for ASR concrete 

degradation, the NRC staff responded that ASR concrete degradation could be 

adequately identified through visual examination. 

8. When structural degradation is occurring, the petitioner asserts that it is 

critical to determine the root cause and confirm the form of degradation. The petitioner 

also asserts that the NRC has repeatedly stated that ASR is confirmed only through 

petrographic examination, and truit-in support the petitioner references an enclosure to 

this is senfirmed in a letter from the licensee for Seabrook Station, NextEra Energy 

Seabrook, LLC (NextEra) to the NRC, May 1, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 13151A328). 

C. Commentaries by materials science expert Dr. Paul Brown, provided by C-10 

and UCS, challenge the central hypothesis in the report submitted by NextEra, 

"Seabrook Station: Impact of Alkali-Silica Reaction on Concrete Structures and 

Attachments" (ADAMS Accession No. ML 12151A397). As summarized in the petition, 

Dr. Brown challenges the conclusion in the report that "confinement reduces cracking, 

and taking a core bore test would no longer represent the context of the structure once 

removed from the structure.• 

D. The petitioner also asserts that the NRC memorandum titled, "Position Paper: 

In Situ Monitoring of Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Affected Concrete: A Study on Crack 

Indexing and Damage Rating Index to Assess the Severity of ASR and to Monitor ASR · 

Progression• (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13108A047), supports the assertion that visual 

examination is insufficient to reliably identify ASR or evaluate its state (including 

contribution to rebar stress). The petitioner cites portions of tei1t from the paper, which 

states that ASR can exist without indications of pattern cracking, visible surface cracking 

may be suppressed by heavy reinforcement while internal damage exists through the 
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depth of the section, and crack mapping alone to determine ASR effects on the structure 

does not allow for the consideration of rebar stresses. 

E. Finally, the petitioner asserts that visual inspections are of limited scope and 

cannot identify areas of degradation in many portions of concrete structures, such as 

below-grade portions that cannot be visually examined but are most likely to be exposed 

to groundwater and be more vulnerable to ASR. Relatedly. the petitioner notes that 

Gfracking in the concrete wall of the shield building of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power 

Station, discovered in 2011 , when a hole was cut through the building's wall to replace 

the reactor vessel head, remained undetected by visual inspections for a long period. 

Issue 2: ACI and ASTM codes and standards address the detection and evaluation 

of ASR damage. 

The petitioner asserts that ACI 349.3R provides an acceptable means of 

protecting against excessive ASR concrete degradation and is endorsed by the NRC in 

Information Notice (IN) 2011-20, "Concrete Degradation by Alkali-Silica Reaction· 

(ADAMS Accession No. ML 112241029). Quantitative criteria in ACI 349.3R can be 

used to evaluate inspection results. The petitioner also states that ASTM C856-11 is an 

acceptable means of conducting petrographic examination. Tl:le staff notes tl:lat 

altl:le1,191:l ACI J4Q.JR pFSvides 1,1sef1,1i, 9eneral 91,1idance fer tl=le develepFAent and 

iFApleFAentatien ef a FAeniterin9 plan fer cencrete struct1,1res, it is neitl=ler ferFAally 

endersed ner appreved fer 1,1se by tl=le NRC. Instead, IN 2011 20 FAentiens ACI J4Q.JR 

as a rese1,1rce wl:lere additienal infermatien FAay be fe1,1nd re9ardin9 vis1,1al inspections 

(AOAMS AGGessien Ne. Mb11224102Q). 

The petitioner also provided information specific to activities at Seabrook Station 

related to the implementation of ACI 349.3R and the American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section XI, 
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Subsection IWL. The petitioner states that ACI 349.JR requires the formation of a 

"composite team," consisting of qualified civil or structural engineers, concrete 

inspectors, and technicians familiar with concrete degradation mechanisms and 

long-term performance issues, to effectively identify and evaluate concrete degradation, 

including degradation due to ASR. 

The petitioner claims that NextEra did not have a composite team as specified in 

ACI 349.JR, and since it became the owner of Seabrook Station, NextEra has not had a 

trained and dedicated "responsible engineer" conducting the inspections to accurately 

record the results or take further action as required. The petitioner asserts that NextEra 

failed to test the concrete despite the extent of cracking visibly increasing, and that 

NextEra never had a code-certified "responsible engineer" doing the visual inspections 

of the Seabrook containment in accordance with ASME BPV Code, Section XI, 

Subsection IWL. 

The petitiener's claiFR related te the iFRpleFRentatien efACI J4Q.JR at Seallreek 

Statien , incl1a1din9 the ferFRatien ef a ceFRpesite teaFR , is e1a1tside !Re scape ef the NRC's 

oonsidei:atien ef the generic rulemaking actien in respense te PRM 50 10Q; hewe11er, 

this apparent claiFR ef licensee wrengdeing was censidered lly the NRC's allegatiens 

staff in Regien I. After disc1a1ssiens with the petitiener, it was cenfirFRed that the petitiener 

cited the iss1a1es with NextEra as exaFRples ef its cencerns with reg1a1latiens and did net 

intend the iss1a1es te Ile censidered as allegatiens. F1a1rtheFFRere, the f>lRC fe1a1nd ne 

•;ielatien ef this ,A,SME BPV Cede req1a1ireFRent in its inspections, as disc1a1ssed in Sectien 

Ill , "Reasens fer Oenial," ef this decuFRent. 

Issue 3: Regulatlons should require compliance with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-

11. 

The petitioner states that, although both ACI 349.JR and ASTM C856-11 are 
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endorsed by the NRC as acceptable, the NRC does not require nuclear power plant 

licensees to implement either of these standards. However, altho1:1gh .'\Cl 34Q.3R ana 

.A.STM C85e 11 proviae 1:1sefHI general g1:1iaance for the aevelopment ana 

implementation of a monitoring plan for concrete strnct1:1res, the NRG has neither 

formally enaorsea nor approvea their 1:1se. IN 2Q11 2Q mentions .A.Cl 34Q.3R as a 

f86Gl:lrce where aaaitional information may be fowna regaraing vis1:1al inspections 

(,A.DAMS Accession No. ML112241Q2Q). 

To support its position that use of the standards should be required, the petitioner 

asserts that Seabrook Station's ASR concrete degradation would have been identified 

before it caused moderate to severe degradation in seismic Category I structures if the 

NRC had required compliance, insteaa of merely enco1:1raging compliance, with these 

existing standards. The petitioner claims that when NextEra determined 131 locations 

with "assumed" ASR visual signs within multiple power-block structures during 2012, 

further engineering evaluations were not done. The petitioner also claims that, since 

discovering the situation, the NRC has not required Seabrook Station to: 1) test a core 

bore taken from the containment; 2) use certified laboratory testing of key material 

properties to determine the extent of condition; or 3) obtain the data necessary to 

monitor the rate of progression. 

The petitioner's claims relatea to this s1:19ject are 01:1tsiae the scope of tl:le NRC's 

consiaeration of tRe generic rnlemaking action in response to PRM 5Q 1QQ; however, 

these apparent claims of NRG wrongaoing were forwaraea to the NRC's Office of tt:ie 

Inspector General ana s1:1ese(11:1ently to tl:le NRC's allegations staff in Region I. After 

aisc1:1ssions with the petitioner, the NRG confirmea tl:lat tt:ie petitioner citea the issloles as 

examples of their concerns with the reglollations ana aia not intena tt:iem to be consiaerea 

as allegations or claims of wrongaoing . Flolrthermore, as notea in Section Ill of this 

aoclolment, NextEra commentea in response to PRM 5Q 1QQ that all 131 locations were 
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iAGh,,Eled iA tl:le stn1Gt1c1ral eval1c1atioA. 

II. Public Comments on the Petition 

The NRC published a notice of docketing of PRM-50-109 on January 12, 2015 

(80 FR 1476). The public comment period dosed on March 30, 2015. Comment 

submissions on this petition are available electronically via https://www.regulations.gov 

using docket number NRC-2014-0257. 

Overview of Public Comments 

The NRC received 10 different comment submissions on the PRM. A comment 

submission means a communication or document submitted to the NRC by an individual 

or entity, with one or more individual comments addressing a subject or issue. Eight of 

the comment submissions were received during the comment period and two were filed 

late. The NRC determined that it was practical to consider comment submissions 

received after the end of the public comment period and therefore considered all 10 

comment submissions. Key information for each comment submission is provided in the 

following table. 

ADAMS 
Submission Accession 

# Number Commenter Affiliation 
1 ML 15026A339 Josephine Donovan Private Citizen 
2 ML 15026A338 Lynne Mason Private Citizen 
3 ML 15027A178 Katherine Mendez Private Citizen 

Union of Concerned 
4 ML15076A457 David Lochbaum Scientists 

Blue Ridge 
Environmental Defense 
League - Bellefonte 
Efficiency and 
Sustainability Team / 
Mothers Against 
Tennessee River 

5 ML 15076A459 Garry Moraan Radiation 
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(BREDUBEST/MATRR) 
6 ML 15076A460 G. Dudley Shepard Private Citizen 

Nuclear Energy Institute 
7 ML 15085A523 Jason Remer (NEI) 
8 ML 15089A284 James M. Petro, Jr. NextEra Energy 
g• ML 15097 A337 Anonymous Anonymous 
10• ML 15112A265 Scott Bauer STARS Alliance 

*Comments submitted after March 30, 2015. 

Seven commenters expressed support for the PRM and proposed identification 

techniques, while the three remaining commenters (numbers 7, 8, and 10) opposed the 

PRM in part or in whole. Based on similarity of content, the public comments were 

~ into six bins. The NRC reviewed and considered the comments in 

making its decision to deny the PRM. Summaries of each bin and the NRC's responses 

are provided in the following discussion in an order that provides appropriate context for 

the response to each of the comment bins. 

NRC Responses to Comments on PRM-50-109 

Comment Bin 1: Existing inspection techniques will not adequately detect concrete 

degradation due to ASR, and C-10's proposed solutions (i.e., requiring compliance with 

AC/ 349. 3R and ASTM C856-11 via regulation) are appropriate to adequately detect 

ASR degradation. (Submission 4, Submission 5, Submission 6) 

NRC Response: The staff finds visual inspections sufficient to detect ASR concrete 

degradation before the safety function of a structure or component would be degraded. 

Therefore, +!he NRC disagrees with the comments that visual insi::iection6-GG-flGI 

adequately identify .A.SR and that ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 should be regulatory 

requirements. The current ASR literature and case history, as described in Section Ill 

and referenced in Section V, "Availability of Documents," of this document, provides no 

evidence that ASR would degrade the safety function of a structure or component before 

it expands to a degree that would cause visible symptoms, such as~ cracking). 
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Existing regulations, s11sl=I as tl=lese lisles iR ll=le resi:ieRse le CemmeRt BiR 4, require 

inspection methods that can detect applicable degradation mechanisms (including ASR), 

and require that significant degradation (regardless of cause) be appropriately 

addressed through additional plant-specific inspections or structural evaluations. 

Furthermore, the documents (ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 ) ll=lat are eeiRg proposed 

for inclusion in the regulations do not provide specific guidance for identifying ASR 

degradation in structures, aR4; 1Iherefore, requiring their use via regulation would not 

provide improved techniques for identifying ASR degradation. Additional details on the 

NRC's position can be found in Section Ill, "Reasons for Denial," of this document. 

Comment Bin 2: The NRC should grant the C-10 petition for rulemaking because visual 

inspection of ASR concrete degradation is insufficient. (Submission 1, Submission 2) 

NRC Response: The NRC disagrees. As noted in the response to Comment Bin 1, the 

staff finds visual inspection sufficient to detect ASR concrete degradation before the 

safety function of a structure or component would be degraded. The commenters did 

not provide a basis for their position that visual inspection of concrete degradation is 

insufficient to identify ASR that would lead to unacceptable changes in concrete 

structural properties. 

Comment Bin 3: The NRC should investigate the concrete cracks at Seabrook Station 

because the concrete degradation poses serious safety concerns. (Submission 3) 

NRC Response: The NRC views this comment as a request for regulatory action 

outside the scope of PRM-50-109. As discussed in Section ~!!Lof this document, the 

NRC has referred this comment to its Region I allegations staff, and has advised the 

commenter of this request. Furtl=ler setaiis are sissusses iR SestieR I ef tl=lis sesumeRt. 

Tl=le fllRC seRliRues te use ils eRgeiRg eversigl=II aRS liseRSiRg i:iresesses le eRsure ll=le 
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safe e13er=atieA ef Seal:lreek StatieA. 

Comment Bin 4: The nuclear industry does not believe that rulemaking is necessary to 

resolve issues related to inspecting concrete for ASR degradation. Following the 

issuance of NRC IN 2011-20, licensees took appropriate actions by: a) recording the 

issue in the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Operating Experience 

system; and b) updating their Structures Monitoring Program, improving procedures, and 

informing responsible individuals concerning examination for conditions that could 

potentially indicate the presence of ASR. In addition, there already exist ample 

regulatory requirements to ensure appropriate attention is given to potentially degraded 

concrete, including due to ASR. (Submission 7, Submission 10) 

NRC Response: The NRC agrees with the comment. By issuing IN 2011-20, the NRC 

f:la&.made the U.S. nuclear power industry aware of the operating experience related to 

ASR concrete degradation at Seabrook Station. Licensees are expected to evaluate INs 

in their operating experience programs and incorporate, as appropriate and applicable, 

the information into their monitoring programs and procedures. f'er exam13le, ~JextEr=a 

has GOAEhjstee 13rem13t e13eral:lility evah,1atieAs fer Seal:lreek StatieA aAe is takiAg eAgeiAg 

astieAs iA its serrestive astieA 13regram fer le Ag term reseho1tieA ef the isslle. The NRG 

eesllmentee the lisensee's semmitments in a Cenfirmatery Astien better (CAL; ADAMS 

Assessien Me. Mb12125A172) ane has everseen the sem13letien ef these astiens (see, 

fer exam13le, ins13estien re13ert (IR) 05000443/2012010 (ADAMS Ascessioo 

~le . Mb13221A172)). In aeeitien , Mrnultiple license renewal applications (LRA) 

submitted after the issuance of IN 2011-20 have-included information that demonstrates 

theif..that licensees' monitoring programs have been updated to inspect for ASR 

degradation, regardless of the aggregate reactivity test results from construction (see, 

for example, Section 3.5.2.2.2.1.2 of LaSalle County Station LRA (ADAMS Accession 
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No. ML 14343A849), Waterford Steam Electric Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 16088A324), Of-and River Bend Station LRA (ADAMS Accession No. 

ML 17153A282)). 

Existing regulations such as§ 50.55a, "Codes and Standards";§ 50.65, 

"Requirements for monitoring the effectiveness of maintenance at nuclear power plants"; 

10 CFR part 50, appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and 

Fuel Reprocessing Plants"; 10 CFR part 50, appendix J, "Primary Reactor Containment 

Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors"; and 10 CFR part 54, 

"Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," require 

licensees to monitor the perfonnance or condition of structures and take corrective 

action to address degraded or nonconfonnlng conditions in a manner commensurate 

with the safety significance of the structures. Compliance with these regulations 

provides reasonable assurance that affected structures remain capable of perfonning 

their intended functions. Further, the NRC confinns the acceptability of licensees' 

approaches through processes such as the reactor oversight process, license renewal, 

and review of licensee responses to generic communications (e.g., bulletins, generic 

letters, and INs tohat address significant industry events, operating experience, and 

degradation-specific issues that may have generic applicability). The existing regulatory 

requirements and processes provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of 

public health and safety against the degradation of concrete structures; therefore, it is 

not necessary to amend the NRC's regulations on a degradation SJ:JeGifis basis to require 

better J:Jrotestion against tl=le degradation of concrete structures. 

The technical comments and clarifications made by the commenters related to 

ACI 349.3R and the role of visual inspections are addressed in Section Ill of this 

document. 
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Comment Bin 5: New rulemaking is not necessary to resolve issues related to inspecting 

conaete for ASR. The AC/ 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 have been used for 

investigation of ASR conditions at Seabrook Station; however, neither standard provides 

inspectors with new or improved means to identify, monitor, or assess ASR-impacted 

structures, as implied by the petition. The commenter questions the basis of the petition, 

including misconceptions and factual errors made in the petition concerning NextEra 

activities at Seabrook Station. (Submission 8) 

NRC Response: The NRC agrees with the comment that new rulemaking is not 

needed. The guidance in ACI 349.3R is primarily based on visual inspection; addresses 

only commonly occurring degradation conditions in nuclear structures; and provides very 

limited guidance with regard to ASR identification, monitoring, and evaluation. 

Therefore, it is not considered an authoritative document for ASR. ASTM C856-11 is a 

consensus standard that provides an established method for conducting petrography 

that can be used to confirm the diagnosis of ASR. Neither ACI 349.3R nor ASTM C856-

11 , however, provides a method for monitoring progression, or evaluating and 

quantifying observed ASR effects on structural capacity or performance. These 

documents have been in existence since 1996 (for ACI 349.3R) and 1977 (for ASTM 

C856-11) and do not provide any new or improved methods beyond what is already 

standard practice in the concrete industry. 

The portions of the comment concerning NextEra activities at Seabrook Station 

and possible factual errors in the petition are addressed in Section Ill of this document. 

Comment Bin 6: Current ASME testing protocols should be followed. Ultrasonic testing 

should be conducted for reactor pressure vessels to test for defects and radiation filters 

should be installed on pressure ~vents as a post-Fukushima precaution. 

(Submission 9) 
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NRC Response: As discussed further in Section Ill of this document. § 50.55a(g)(4) 

requires compliance with the ASME BVP Code. Section XI. Section XI. Subsection IWL. 

describes examination and evaluation of concrete surfaces. which licensees follow. as 

required by their licensing bases. Thg_is comments pertaining to ultrasonic testing of 

reactor pressure vessels and installation of radiation filters are-i&-_not related to ASR 

degradation and is-are outside the scope of PRM-50-109. 

Ill. Reasons for Denial 

The NRC has determined that rulemaking. as requested in the petition. is not 

needed for reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety at 

nuclear power plants with respect to ASR. The NRC's evaluation of the three issues 

raised in PRM-50-109 (summarized by the NRC in Section I, "The Petition," of this 

document and constituting the petition's basis for the requested rulemaking) are set forth 

below. 

Issue 1: Visual Inspections are not adequate to detect and confirm ASR. 

The NRC agrees with the petitioner that visual inspections are not enough to 

positively confirm ASR. However, given the slow progression of ASR, visual inspections 

are sufficient to identify manifestations of potentially damaging ASR before the safety 

function of a structure, system, or component would be degradedre weule be significant 

strnstural im13asts. Such resultsThis would be sufficient to inform whether further actions 

should be taken. Therefore, the NRC's position is that visual examination is acceptable 

for routinely monitoring concrete structures to identify areas of potential structural 

distress or degradation, including degradation due to ASR. This position is supported by 
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the current ASR literature and case history, as referenced in Section V of this document. 

The occurrence of ASR expansion results in one or more common visual indications 

(e.g., expansion causing deformation, movement, or displacement; cracking; surface 

staining; gel exudations; pop-outs) prior to causing significant structural degradation (as 

shown in Federal Highway Administration (FHWA}-HIF-09-004 and Canadian Standards 

Association (CSA) A864-00, referenced in Section V of this document). However, the 

presence of one or more of these visual symptoms is not necessarily an indication that 

ASR is the main factor responsible for the observed symptoms. If suspected, the 

presence or absence of ASR should be confirmed by an acceptable method (e.g., 

petrographic examination). 

Based on this information, the NRC maintains that visual examination is an 

acceptable method for detecting indications of ASR degradation. Once ASR Is 

suspected based on visual Indications, the licensee would need to conduct additional 

inspections, testing (non-destructive or invasive), petrographic analysis, and structural 

evaluations, as appropriate to the specific case, to evaluate the effects of ASR on 

structural performance under design loads. This general approach is similar to and 

oonsistent with the approach recommended in literature related to ASR (e.g., 

FHWA-HIF-09-004 and guidance by the Institution of Structural Engineers, referenced In 

Section V of this document). 

The NRC evaluated the following five areas in which the petitioner provided 

additional information related to this issue. 

A TRe t>lRC Rates that the ~etitioR eoes Rot ~Foviee the soRteKt ofReqardinq the 

statements made by the NRC staff FegaFeiRg the asse~tal31e 1ise of vis1ial e~aFRiRatioR 

during the June 24, 2014, public meeting,~ !+he NRC staff stated that it finds the use of 

visual examination acceptable for routine periodic monitoring, In Implementing a 

structures monitoring program under the maintenance rule pursuant to § 50.65 and the 
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containment inservice inspection program pursuant to § 50.55a, and in identifying the 

general condition of concrete structures and areas that are suspected to have 

deterioration or distress due to any degradation mechanism, including ASR. If the 

licensee identifies visual indications of ASR, the liGeAsee's next step would be to confinn 

ASR by petrographic examination or other methods, and conduct further assessments, 

as necessary, to detennine the impact on the structure's intended functions and the 

need for corrective actions. While visual inspections alone would not confinn the 

presence or absence of ASR, a petrographic examination of concrete is not necessary 

prior to manifestation of visual symptoms of ASR, given the minimal impact ASR has on 

structural perfonnance of reinforced concrete structures at this stage, as discussed 

above. The NRC maintains its position that visual examination is an acceptable aRG 

ade€juate approach te-for assessin.9 the concrete's general condition and identify areas 

of potential structural distress or deterioration, including areas where ASR is suspected. 

8. Specific to the petitioner's statement related to the need to determine the root 

cause of degradation, existing NRC regulations require that licensees promptly identify 

conditions adverse to quality, determine the cause. and take correction actions. 

Specifically, Criterion XVI , "Corrective Action ," of 10 CFR part 50, appendix B requires 

that conditions adverse to quality and nonconformances are promptly identified and 

corrected. In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures shall 

assure that the cause of the condition is determined and corrective action i§.. taken to 

preclude repetition. Therefore, existing NRG regulations re€Juire the identifisation of the 

root sause of sigAifisant GoAditions adverse to €Juality. The NRC agrees that, while other 

techniques may emerge, petrographic examination of the concrete sample under a 

microscope is a well-established technique to confirm the presence or absence of ASR 

at any stage. 

Once ASR is confirmed at a site by petrographic examination (conducted after 
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manifestation of characteristic visual symptoms), it Is conservative to assume that other 

structures exhibiting visible symptoms are also affected, based on similarity of materials 

and environmental exposure conditions. Therefore, it is not necessary to take cores 

from all potentially affected structures for confinnatory petrographic examination. Once 

identified visually, ASR can be verified via petrography, or it can be conservatively 

assumed based on confinnation In similar areas, and the degradation can be addressed 

accordingly. 

The ~JRC consieeree the exJ;Jerience at Seabrook Station as an exaFRJ;Jle in 

eval1c1ating this generic reei1c1est for reg1c1latory action. The licensee for Seabrook Station 

slassifiee ASR in safety relatee sonsrete strust1c1res as a significant soneition aeverse to 

~ality. The licensee first ieentifiee vis1c1al syFRJ;Jtorns of ASR, ane then confirrnee the 

J;)resence of ASR ey sone1c1cting J;JetrograJ;Jhic exarninations of a sarnJ;Jle of sores taken 

frorn safety relatee str1c1ct1c1res that exhieitee the worst vis1c1al ASR syFRJ;)torns. The 

licensee then conservatively ass1c1rnee that other str1c1ct1c1res with vis1c1al syrnJ;Jtorns are 

also affectee ey ASR, given sirnilar concrete rnix ane exJ;)os1c1re coneitions. Basse on 

this ass1c1rnJ;Jtion , the licensee sone1c1ctee a root sa1c1se analysis of the Elegraeation, rnaee 

JlrornJ;Jt OJleraeility Eleterrninations of affestee strnct1c1res, ane contin1c1ee rnonitoring to 

Elernonstrate a reasonable exJlectation that the affectee str1c1ct1c1res were, ane rernain, 

OJleraele ane caJlaele of JlSr:foFming their inteneee safety f1c1nctions. The licensee also 

initiates ongoing research ane testing to Ele•,elop technical eases for a long terrn 

resol1c1tion of the iss1c1e at the site, while contin1c1ing to rnonitor the Elegraeation. 

Appendix B of 10 CFR part 50 already requires the identification of a significant 

condition adverse to quality, the determination of the cause of the condition through TM 

NRG concl1c1Elee that root cause analyses and appropriate follow-up corrective actions 

are alreaey reei1c1ireEl41Reer 10 CFR part 50, appeneix Bane have ee&R-irnplernentee for 

affectee str1c1ct1c1res-at--Seaerook Station. Therefore, the NRC staff has concluded that a 
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revision to the NRC's regulations is not necessary eased 1,1poR Seaerook StalioR as a 

geReriG example. 

C. The NRC has previously responded to the statements referenced by the 

petitioner from Dr. Paul Brown, which were included in a letter from UCS to the NRC 

dated November 4, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 133098606). Tl=le MRC respoRded 

to the UCS letter OR Desemeer €1, 201 J (ADAMS AssessioR ~lo. Mb1 JJ4QA4Q5). In the 

December 61 2013, response (ADAMS Accession No. ML 13340A405), the NRC noted 

that infonnation from drilled cores may be valuable for assessing the impact of ASR on 

concrete; however, the use of test data from cores alone may not be an appropriate, 

realistic indicator of overall structural perfonnance. 

Additionally, the NRC notes that ASR literature and case history indicate that 

ASR has a much more detrimental effect on the mechanical properties of concrete cores 

and cylinders than on the structural behavior of reinforced concrete structural 

components and systems (as described in TXDOT Technical Report No. 12-8XXIA006 

and the ACI Structural Journal article referenced in Section V of this ocument): These 

documents indicate that the empirical relationships in the ACI codes between concrete

cylinder compressive strength and other mechanical properties, including structural 

capacity, may not necessarily remain valid for ASR-affected structures. Reinforced 

concrete structures and components respond to load as part of a composite structural 

system in which there are external restraints, internal confinement, and interaction 

between the steel reinforcement and the concrete. Therefore, an evaluation of the 

impact of ASR on structural perfonnance of affected reinforced concrete structural 

components and systems should consider the structural context to obtain a realistic 

assessment of the impact on structural capacity. The use of core test data in the 

traditional manner, alone, may not be appropriate or realistic to assess structural 

perfonnance of ASR-affected structures. 
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D. Regarding the petitioner's reference to the NRC position paper (ADAMS 

Accession No. ML 13108A047), the NRC's current pesitien en the rele et >Jisual 

inspeGtiens in iElentifying ASR is set ferth aee>Je. The referenseEl pesilien paper that 

document is not an official NRC position on the topic, but rather was prepared by an 

individual staff member to facilitate internal technical Elisceurse discussion and inform 

staff review of an issue. The NRC's current position on the role of visual inspections in 

identifying ASR is set forth in this document. The referenced position paper does not 

state that visual examination is insufficient to identify indications of ASR; however, it 

does note that surface cracking or crack mapping, alone, may not indicate the severity of 

ASR degradation and is not adequate to detennine structural effects of ASR. The NRC 

agrees that surface crack mapping alone is not adequate to monitor ASR progression 

and !Q_address its structural effects. In addition, petrographic examination provides very 

limited infonnation to evaluate the structural effects of ASR. 

Addressing visual indications of a potential concrete-degradation issue does not 

end with the visual inspection. Under existing NRC regulations. ilf indications of distress 

or deterioration are visually identified , under existing NRG regulatieA&;-licensees are 

required to address the effects of the observed degradation and demonstrate that the 

structure remains capable of perfonning its safety functions. Depending on the 

observed conditions, this is-may be accomplished through additional inspections, testing, 

aR4-structural evaluations. or a combination thereof. 

Consideration of site-specific aspects of Seabrook Station is outside the scope of 

the generic requests made in PRM-50-109. However. a§.pecific to the petitioner's 

example of Seaereek Statien referenced ey the petitienerthat plant, the licensee l:la6 

submitted a license amendment request (LAR) proposing a method of evaluation and 

supporting technical bases to address the impact of ASR on structural perfonnance of 

affected structures, and to ensure appropriate rnenilering programs are in place to 
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adequately monitor its progression , such that intended functions are maintained. The 

NRC staff approved the LAR on March 11, 2019. This bAR is currently under review l:ly 

the ~IRC staff. The NRC's engeing e•1ersight and licensing pFecesses will ensure that 

the licensee takes appropriate actions fer Ieng terrn reselutien ef the .«\SR issue at 

Seal:lreek Station. Censideratien ef these site specific aspects is outside the scape ef 

the generic requests rnade in PRM 50 10Q. 

E. Specific to the petitioner's comment on the limited scope of visual inspections, 

the NRC agrees that visual inspections cannot directly identify degradation in 

inaccessible portions of concrete structures. However, many below-grade structures in 

nuclear power plants are accessible for visual inspection on the interior face of the 

concrete. ~rnple, visual syrnpterns ef .«\SR were first discovered en the interior 

surfaces ef eiderier l:lelew grade walls at Seal:lreek Station. Furthermore, ASR 

degradation or expansion in inaccessible areas would manifest visually in accessible 

areas, in the form of a-acking, displacements, or deformations, before causing a 

significant structural impact. As noted previously, current ASR literature and case 

history show that visual inspections are sufficient to identify manifestations of potentially 

damaging ASR before there would be significant structural impacts. For concrete 

containment structures, existing regulations in § 50.55a(b)(2)(viii) require evaluation of 

the acceptability of inaccessible areas when conditions exist in accessible areas that 

could indicate the presence of, or could result in, degradation to such inaccessible 

areas. Therefore, existing regulations, regulatory guidance, and licensee programs have 

provisions to adequately address degradation in inaccessible areas. 

The issue of laminar cracking in the shield building at Davis-Besse, referenced 

by the petitioner, is unrelated to ASR degradation or ASR detection. Davis-Besse was a 

unique situation resulting from a combination of extreme environmental conditions and 

the design configuration of the shield building. The licensee evaluated the issue, 
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including operability determinations and root cause analysis in Its corrective action 

program; and the NRC's continued oversight of the issue has been documented in a 

series of NRC inspection reports, the latest of which is IR 05000346/2014008, dated 

May 28, 2015 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 15148A489). This iss1a1e has Re ooAAeotioA to 

ASR ae!JraeatioA or ASR aeteotioA. 

Issue 2: Codes and standards exist for detecting and evaluating ASR damage. 

The NRC disagrees that there are consensus codes or standards sufficient to 

provide guidance for detecting and evaluating ASR damage. The scopes of both ACI 

349.3R and ASTM C856-11 are discussed separately below. 

A. The ACI 349.3R is an ACI committee technical report intended to provide 

recommended guidance for developing and implementing a procedure for inspection and 

evaluation of many common concrete degradation mechanisms in nuclear concrete 

structures. It contains only very limited general information regarding ASR. ASR is not 

a common condition in nuclear power plants, and the quantitative evaluation criteria 

provided in the document have litUe or no specific applicability to ASR degradationj 

tiherefore, ACI 349.3R is not an authoritative document to address and evaluate the 

impact of ASR on intended functions of affected structures. 

The discussion of evaluation techniques in ACI 349.3R recommends visual 

inspection as the initial technique used for any evaluation,; aA4-!Lstates that visual 

inspection can provide significant quantitative and qualitative data regarding structural 

performance and the extent of any degradation. The recommended approach places 

emphasis on the use of general condition survey practices (visual inspection) in the 

evaluation, supplemented by additional testing or analysis as needed, based on the 

results of the general survey. Chapter 5, "Evaluation Criteria," of ACI 349.3R states: 

"these guidelines focus on common conditions that have a higher probability of 
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occurrence and are not meant to be all-inclusive. These criteria primarily address the 

classification and treatment of visual inspection findings because this technique will have 

the greatest usage." 

Although ACI 349.3R provides useful general guidance for the development and 

implementation of a monitoring plan for concrete structures, iHs the NRC has neither 

fonnally endorsed nor approved rt.for use by the NRG. Instead, IN 2011-20 simply 

mentions ACI 349.3R as a resource where additional infonnation may be found 

regarding visual inspections (ADAMS Accession No. ML 112241029). Since ASR 

degradation would need to be addressed on a degradation-specific and plant-specific 

basis, requiring the use of ACI 349.3R would not provide better protection against ASR 

concrete degradation than the current NRC requirements. 

Related to the petitioner's comments on "composite teams," the NRC agrees that 

qualified personnel should be used to conduct activities ffilatea-pertaining to safety

related functions of structures, systems, and components (SSCs)j this is severed iR 

egxisting regulations provide for this in ey the quality assurance program requirements 

in 10 CFR part 50, appendix B. This appendix requires applicants and licensees to 

establish and implement a quality assurance program that applies to all activities 

affecting the safety-related functions of SSCs. This program 8Fl6W'e&-specifies controls 

that the activities are seRtrelled aRd serrestly 13erferFRed to provide adequate confidence 

that SSCs will perfonn satisfactorily in service, including appropriate qualification and 

training of personnel perfonning activities affecting quality to assure suitable proficiency. 

This adequate confidence is apart of the basis for concluding that reasonable assurance 

of adequate protection is provided. The ASME BPV Code, Section XI, Subsection IWL, 

defines specific qualifications and responsibilities of the "responsible engineer,• who 

evaluates the examination results and the condition of the structural concrete related to 

the containment. Section 50.55a(g)(4) requires compliance with the ASME BPV Code, 
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Section XI. In addition to § 50.55a requirements for containments, safety-related 

structures are monitored under§ 50.65 (the maintenance rule), and the associated 

qualification requirements are typically provided in the licensee's implementing 

procedures, based on their 10 CFR part 50, appendix B program . 

As for ReteEI abeve, the petitioner's claim related to the implementation of ACI 

349.3R at Seabrook Station, including the formation of a composite team, this topic is 

outside the scope of the NRC's consideration of generic rulemaking action in response 

to PRM-50-109. However. this apparent claim of licensee wrongdoing was considered 

by the NRC's allegations staff in Region I. After discussions with the petitioner. it was 

confirmed that the petitioner cited the issues with NextEra as examples of its concerns 

with regulations and did not intend the issues to be considered as allegations. &-00--the 

s1,19je61 ef peFS8RRel ElYalilisatieR are 01,1tsiEle the soope ef tl=le NRC's seRsiEleratieR ef 

ti-le geReris rulemakiRg astieR iR respeRse 18 PRM 50 109. Tl=le NRG YRElerstaREls ti-le 

abeve assertieRs are baseEI 8R e11sel'f)ts frern tl=le ~JRG biseRse ReRewal IRspestieR 

Repert 05000443,12011007 (ADAMS AssessieR Ne. Mb111360432). Wl=lile tl=lis repert 

ReteEI tl=lat tl=le lisensee's aging maRagernent pregram prGGeEIYres sl=le11IEI inslYEle a mere 

e11plisit ElefiRitieR ef "respensible engineer,· asseptanse sriteria , anEI tl=le ii11alifisatien 

reii1,1irerneRls ef tl=le iRspesteFS, tl=le NRG f9ynEI ne vielatien ef tl=le reii1,1irernent 18 !=lave a 

ElYalifieEI "respensible engineer" te ElireGt inspeGtiens, as fe!lllireEI by tl=le ASMli BPV 

CeEle anEI § 50.55a. In a letter 18 ti-le NRG ElateEI Desernber 17, 2010 (ADAMS 

Assessien Ne. Mb103540534), ti-le lisensee neteEI tl=lat ti-le asseptanse sriteria l=laEI been 

YpElateEI, anEI sernrnitteEI te alse 1,1pElate tl=le preseE111res te in6111Ele tl=le Elelinitien ef 

"respensible engineer,· prier te tl=le perieEI ef elltenEleEI eperatien. Tl=le lisensee alse 

sernrneRteEI en ti-le petilien assertiens in S11brnissien 8 (ADAMS Assessien 

Ne. Mb15089A284), anEI stateEI tl=lat easl=I ef tl=le IWb inspeGtiens l=laEI a sertilieEI 

respensible engineer, as reii1,1ireEI by ASMli Sestien XI. 
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B. Regarding the petitioner's comments on ASTM C856-11, although the NRC 

has neither formally endorsed nor approved its use, +!he NRC agrees that ASTM C856-

11 is a consensus standard that details how to conduct petrographic analysis of concrete 

bores, and provides an acceptable method to positively confirm the diagnosis of ASR. 

However, it does not provide any guidance on when cores should be taken, from where 

cores should be taken, how many cores should be taken, or how frequently cores should 

be taken. Also, it does not provide a method to evaluate ASR damage for impact on 

structural performance. 

ASTM C856-11 outlines procedures for the petrographic examination of samples 

of hardened concrete for a variety of purposes. One of the purposes of this consensus 

standard is identifying visual evidence to establish whether ASR has taken place, what 

aggregate constituents were affected, and what evidence of the reaction exists. 

Petrographic examination provides an assessment of the extent of ASR gel development 

and its intrusion into the pores of the concrete sample; however, petrographic 

examination does not indicate the impact of the ASR reaction on the structural 

performance under design loads. Furthennore, ASTM C856-11 does not provide any 

guidance on monitoring or evaluating a concrete structure, such as when to take cores, 

or which portion of a structure should be evaluated via core bores. 

Materials laboratories that perform petrographic examination of hardened 

concrete samples typically follow the current ASTM C856 standard practice for the 

application; unless another specific procedure is specified in the request. The standard 

to which a plant-specific petrographic examination is performed is specified by the 

licensee and not addressed in the regulations,+ _A]:!owever, 10 CFR part 50, appendix B 

requires licensees to ensure that activities affecting safety-related functions are correctly 

J:Jerfermeecontrolled to provide adequate confidence that SSCs will perform satisfactorily 

in service. Also, 10 CFR part 50, appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
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Power Plants," General Design Criterion 1, "Quality standards and reoords," requires, In 

part, that "where generally recognized codes and standards are used, they shall be 

identified and evaluated to determine their applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency and 

shall be supplemented or modified as necessary to assure a quality product In keeping 

with the required safety function. · Therefore, the licensee must ensure the analysis will 

is sufficient to adequately Identify ASR. 

In summary, both ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 provide useful guidance and 

methods licensees may adopt, as applicable, to meet requirements in existing NRC 

regulations, such as § 50.55a, § 50.65, and 10 CFR part 54,, h!::[owever, neither of the 

documents provide methods to comprehensively address the long-term structural impact 

and management of ASR degradation. 

Issue 3: Regulations should require compliance with ACI 349.3R and 

ASTM C856-1 1. 

The NRC disagrees that its regulations should be revised to require compliance 

with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11. As discussed previously, the NRC's existing 

regulations are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of 

public health and safety 01,10 te GenGrete ae§raaatien, incl1,1ain§ A~R. 

The petition does not take into account the NRC's existing regulatory 

requirements that each nuclear power reactor licensee must meet to demonstrate the 

ongoing capability of structures to perform their intended safety functions. The NRC's 

regulatory requirements are programmatic and generic in nature, applicable to all 

operating reactors, and focused on overall structure. system. and component (SSC\ 

performance requirements necessary to maintain intended safety functions. The NRC's 

regulations do not !Jenerally typically prescribe how licensees must meet the 

requirements, nor do the regulations normally address degradation-specific issues. 
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Rather. they use a performance-based approach to ensure that SSCs can perform their 

intended safety functions. The following discussion identifies and briefly summarizes the 

relevant NRC regulatory requirements and processes and explains how they require 

licensees to address ASR before it becomes a safety issue. The NRC uses its Reactor 

Oversight Process to independently verify compliance with these requirements. 

• Section 50.65 requires licensees to monitor the performance or condition 

of SSCs under its scope, including safety-related structures. considering industry-wide 

operating experience, in a manner sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that these 

SSCs are capable of fulfilling their intended functions. For structures, this requirement is 

normally met by periodically monitoring theiJ: condition of stnrntures on a frequency that 

is commensurate with theiJ: safety significance of the strusture and ~ ndition. If the 

basic assessments identify degradation, additional degradation-specific condition 

monitoring is required, along with more frequent assessments until the degradation is 

addressed. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.160, "Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance 

at Nuclear Power Plants,• provides guidance on methods acceptable to the NRC staff for 

implementation of the maintenance rule and includes the attributes of an acceptable 

structural monitoring program . The ~JRC will sonsider taking a formal regulatory ~osition 

on the use of ACI 34Q.3R guidelines in the next re•,ision of RG 1.100; t:lowever, the 

existing regulationln summary. § 50.65 already requires structural assessments that are 

adequate to detect visual indications of ASR before it would pose a significant structural 

concern. Accordingly, § 50.65 is a regulatory requirement that forms part of the NRC's 

regulatory infrastructure for the identification and further technical evaluation of ASR, 

before there would be significant degradation Gf-to structural integrity of safety-related 

concrete structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," of 10 CFR part 50, appendix B requires 

licensees to implement a corrective action program to assure that conditions adverse to 
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quality and non--confonnances are promptly identified and corrected. In the case of 

significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures shall assure that the cause of the 

condition is detennined, and corrective action is taken to preclude repetition. ~ 

CFR !)art 50, a!)!)0Rf.fo< BThis requirement_, iR this regara , applies to all degradation 

mechanisms, including ASR. In the case of ASR, a licensee would have to identify the 

root cause of the degradation and address the degradation, such that intended safety 

functions are not impacted. Accordingly, Criterion XVI is a_R-NRG-regulatory 

requirement that is part of the NRC's regulatory infrastructure for the identification and 

further technical evaluation of ASR, before there would be significant degradation af--!Q 

the structural integrity of safety-related concrete structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Section 50.55a(g)(4) requires licensees to inspect concrete containments 

in accordance with the ASME BPV Code, Section XI, Subsection IWL, as incorporated 

by reference and subject to conditions. Subsection IWL requires that a general visual 

examination of all accessible containment conaete surfaces be conducted every 5 years 

by qualified personnel under the direction of the "responsible engineer.• Further, 

Subsection IWL requires a detailed visual examination to detennine the magnitude and 

extent of deterioration and distress of suspect containment conaete surfaces initially 

detected by general visual examinations. Subsection IWL specifies acceptance 

standards based on acceptance by examination, acceptance by engineering evaluation 

(requires preparation of an ~ngineering evaluation report including cause of the 

condition), or acceptance by repair/replacement. In accordance with the condition on 

use of Section XI in§ 50.55a(b)(2)(viii)(E), licensees must evaluate the acceptability of 

inaccessible areas when conditions exist in accessible areas that could indicate the 

presence of or result in degradation to such inaccessible areas. These requirements are 

designed to ensure that visual indications of ASR will be detected prior to causing 

significant structural degradation that could impact the intended safety function of the 
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containment. Accordingly, § 50.55a is a re911latei:y requirement that is part of the NRC's 

regulatory infrastructure for the identification and further technical evaluation of ASR, 

before there would be significant degradation et-to the structural Integrity of concrete 

containment structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Appendix J to 10 CFR part 50, "Primary Reactor Containment Leakage 

Testing Requirements for Water Cooled Reactors,· requires that primary reactor 

containments periodically meet the leakage-rate test requirements to ensure that a) 

leakage does not exceed allowable leakage-rates sl')ecified set forth in the technical 

specifications; and b) integrity of the containment structure is maintained during its 

service life. This regulation requires periodic performance monitoring of the containment 

to demonstrate that the containment can perform its intended safety function, regardless 

of identified degradation. If the containment were unable to meet the requirements of 10 

CFR part 50, appendix J, it would be declared inoperable and the plant could not return 

to operation until the issue was addressed. Accordingly, appendix J of 10 CFR part 50 

is a re911latery requirement that is part of the NRC's regulatory infrastructure for the 

identification and technical evaluation of ASR, before there would be significant 

degradation ef-to the structural integrity of concrete containment structures at nuclear 

power plants. 

• Section 54.21(a)(3) requires applicants for license renewal to 

demonstrate that the effects of aging will be adequately managed, such that the 

intended functions of structures and components subject to aging management are 

maintained, consistent with the rurrent licensing basis for the period of extended 

operation. Regulatory guidance for developing aging management programs, including 

for ASR aging effects on concrete structures, is provided in NUREG-1801 , "Generic 

Aging Lessons Learned Report" (GALL Report). Any licensee applying for license 

renewal must have a structural aging management program in place that can identify 
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.----------------------------------------------- --------- ----- --

indications of concrete degradation, including degradation due to ASR, before it 

becomes an issue that could impact an intended safety function. Accordingly, 

§ 54.21(a)(3) is a regulateF)' requirement that is part of the NRC's regulatory 

infrastructure for the identification and further technical evaluation of ASR, before there 

is-would be significant degradation to the structural integrity of safety-related concrete 

structures at nuclear power plants. 

• Tile Reaster Oversigllt Presess (ROP) is tile presess tllat tile ~JRC uses 

te verify tllat pewer reasteFS are eperating in asseraaAG&-Witll NRC rules-aAG 

regulatiens. Fellewing ~tile ROP, tile NRC sendusts reutine easeline inspestiens, 

preelern identifisatien and reselutien inspestiens, reastive inspestiens, and etller 

assessments ef plant pefferrnanse. If lisensees are net preperty meeting tile 

regulatiens, tile NRC san take astiens te pretest puelis llealtll and safety. lnspestien 

Manual Cllapter (IMC) 0326, "Operaeility Ceterrninatiens and F1.1RstieRality AssessmeRts 

fer Cenditiens Adverse te Quality er Safety" (ADAMS AssessieR Ne. Mb13274Ali78), 

prevides iRspesteFS witll guidanse te assist tlleir reYiew, uRder tile ROP, ef eperaeility 

and reselutien ef degraded er nensenferrning senditiens, susll as degradatieR due te 

.4.SR. Sestien 07.04, "Final Cerreslive Astien," ef IMC 0326 states tllat a lisenSff& 

raRge ef serrestive astien may invelve: 1) full resteratien le tile Updated Final Safety 

Affalysis Report (UFSAR) dessrieed seRditieR; 2) a sllange te tile surrent lisensing easis 

(Cb8) te assept tile as fGYRd senditien as is; er 3) seme rnedifisatien ef tile fasility er 

CbB etller tllan restoration te tile senditien as dessrieed in tile IJFSAR. In items 2 and 

3, tile final serrestive aslien requires a review in asseFElanse witll § 50.59, "Cllanges, 

tests, and e11periments," te determine if it r9Eluires NRC appreYal ·.'ia a lisense 

amendment pursYant te § 50.80, "Applisatien fer amendment ef lisense, senstrustien 

perrnit, er early site permit" 

• The generic communications process is used to address potential generic 
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issues that are safety significant and may necessitate action by licensees to resolve. 

Generic communications, which include bulletins, generic letters, and INs, are used to 

communicate safety significant issues and operating experience, including degradation

specific issues, iAsl1cJee lrnlletiAs, geAeFis letteFs, aAe l~Js. The NRC has issued a 

generic communication (IN 2011-20) to inform the industry of the generic impacts of 

ASR. Information about the NRC's Generic Communications Program is available at 

http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/gencomms.html. 

• The enforcement process may be used if licensees fail to adequately 

address safety-significant issues, consistent with the regulatory requirements as outlined 

above. The NRC may use enforcement actions, including issuing orders pursuant to § 

2.202, "Orders,· to modify, suspend, or revoke a license if ASR becomes a safety

significant issue that a licensee is not adequately addressing. 

In addition to these generic requirements and processes, the GALL Report 

(NUREG-1801) makes specific reference to ACI 349.3R in its guidance for aging 

management programs (AMPs). AMP XI.S6, "Structures Monitoring; recommends that 

visual inspection be used to identify structural distress or deterioration of concrete, such 

as that described in ACI 201 .1 R and ACI 349.3R. In addition, the GALL Report notes 

that the personnel qualifications in Chapter 7 and the evaluation criteria in Chapter 5 of 

ACI 349.3R are acceptable for concrete structures. However, the GALL Report also 

notes that use of plant-specific criteria may also be justified. Although ACI 349.3R is 

one acceptable method to monitor concrete structures for degradation, it is not the only 

method, and so there is no basis for the NRC to require its exclusive use via regulation. 

With respect to ASTM C856-11 , the NRC agrees that It is an acceptable and 

established consensus testing standard for conducting petrographic examination of 

hardened concrete that can be used to confirm the diagnosis of ASR. However, as 

discussed previously, the NRC's existing regulations in 10 CFR part 50, appendix A and 
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appendix B, ensure appropriate methods or standards are used when conducting tests 

associated with safety-related structures. Therefore, there is no need to require the use 

of ASTM C856-11 through regulation. 

Spesifis te tRe pelitieRer's 6laims regarEliRg Seal:ireek SlalieR, ll'le liseRsee fer 

Seaereek StalieR addressed, iR its ASR reel sa11se aRalysis, tRe peFfermaRse aRd 

ergaRizalieRal tasters ll'lat 68Rlrie11ted le iRadeei11a6ies iR its SlFllswres MeRiteriRg 

F!regram aRd lRe fai111re ef liseRsee staff le Rave ideRtifieEI ASR degradalieR seeRer. 

TRe li6eRsee Ras takeR 68rrestive aslieR le presl11de repelitieR (see liseRsee respeRse te 

tRe NRC's CAL, AQAMS A66essieR tile. Mb13151A328). TRe li68RSee alse determiRed 

tRat ll'lere we11ld Rat,te eeeR Re sigRifisaRt iR6F8ase iR safet>,• if lRe li68Rsee Rad ideRlified 

ll'le degradatieR earlier. IA CemmeRt S11bmissieR B (ADAMS As68ssieR Ne. 

Mb15QB9A284), ll'le liseRsee direstly respeRded te ll'le petitieRer's assertieR regarEliRg 

stru6t11ral e1,•al11atieR aRd stated tRat all ef tRe 131 lesalieRs will'l 1Jis11al iRdisatieRs ef 

ASR were iRsl11ded iR ll'le str11stural e•,aluatieR. 

SiRse ASR Ras beeR ideRlified at Seabreek, tRe NRC Ras iRspested tRe 

liGeRsee's serrestive astieRs m111tiple times, iRsl11diR9 twe C.6.b f811ew up iRSf'leGtieRs, 

WRi6R are summariad iR IR Q5QQQ443/-2Q12QQ9 aREI IR Q5QQQ443/2Q12Q1Q (AQAMS 

.I\GsessieR Nes. Mb12338A283 aRd Mb13221A112, respe6tively). TRe reperts detail ll'le 

astieRs takeR by ll'le liseRsee after tRe disse,..ery ef ASR, iR6111diRg lRe iRterim strust11ral 

assessmeRt, aRd Rate tttat lRe NRC verified ll'lat the liseRsee had et,taluateEI all leGatieRs 

will'l visual iRdisalieRs ef ASR aREI EletermiReEI ll'lat all ASR affested struswres, iRGludiRg 

68RtaiRmeRt, remaiR eperable. The staff alse Reted ll'lat the liGeRsee weuld Rel eXGlude 

aRy reiRfersed 68Rsrete slFllsture tram ASR meRiteriRg uRlil a satisfaslery pelfegraphis 

eic.amiRatieR seRfirmeEI the abseRse ef ASR; theF8fere, all strustures, iR61udiRg the 

68RtaiRmeRt, weuld be assumed te elC.f'lerieRse ASR uRtil petregraphis eic.amiRalieR 

determiReEI etherwi&e. ,6-ltheugh seres hat,te Rat eeeR takeR tram lRe ooRtaiRFReRt, lRe 
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liGensee f:las assumee tf:lat local 1,1ortions of tf:le GOntainment witf:l visual ineications aFe 

affeGtee ey ASR, ane a ... aluatee tf:le struGtures, aGGoreingly. 

Tf:le NRC's ongoing oversigf:lt ane liGensing f!FOGesses will ensure tf:lat tf:le 

liGensee takes a1,11,1ro1,1riate aGtions for long term resolution of tf:le ASR issue at Seaerook 

Station. Dis1,1osition of tf:lese site speGifiG aspeGts is outsiee tf:le SGOf!e of tf:le generiG 

requests maee in PRM 50 109. 

The NRC also considered whether ASR concrete degradation raises new safety 

concerns that would justify additional regulatory requirements for all licensees beyond 

those already included in NRC regulations, as described above. While it is possible that 

there could be plants that used a potentially reactive aggregate in their concrete, the 

NRC is not aware of any U.S. nuclear power plants, other than Seabrook Station, that 

have a documented occurrence of ASR. The NRC notes that the use of a potentially 

reactive aggregate does not necessarily result in the occurrence of ASR. In addition to 

reactive aggregates, relatively high alkali content in the cement, and high relative 

humidity levels are necessary for ASR to occur. Through the issuance of IN 2011-20, 

the NRC has informed licensees of the occurrence of ASR-induced concrete 

degradation at Seabrook Station, with the expectation that the operating experience 

would be evaluated by licensees and considered for appropriate action. Thus, the 

nuclear power industry is aware of the potential for ASR to occur, even if aggregates 

were screened out based on reactivity tests or other tests conducted at the time of 

construction. For the reasons outlined above, the NRC has determined that the 

agency's existing regulatory structure is sufficient for the identification and technical 

evaluation of ASR before there would be significant degradation to the structural integrity 

of safety-related concrete structures at nuclear power plants . Therefore, a regulation is 

not needed to require industry-wide compliance with ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11 . 
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The petitioner's claims related to Seabrook Station are outside the scope of the 

NRC's consideration of the generic rulemaking action in response to PRM-50-109. 

Nonetheless. the apparent claims for NRC wrongdoing were forwarded to the NRC's 

Office of the Inspector General and subsequently, to the NRC's allegations staff in 

Region I. After discussions with the petitioner, the NRC confirmed that the petitioner 

cited the issues as examples of its concerns with the regulations and did not intend them 

to be considered as allegations or claims of wrongdoing. 

IV. Conclusion 

For the reasons cited in Section Ill of this document, the NRC is denying PRM-

50-109 under§ 2.803. Existing NRC regulations establish programmatic and design 

basis requirements that are adequate to address the effects of concrete degradation 

mechanisms, including ASR, in safety-related structures. Compliance with these 

regulations, verified through NRC licensing and oversight processes, provide reasonable 

assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety. Specifically, existing NRC 

regulations ensure that concrete degradation due to ASR will not result in unacceptable 

reductions in structural capacity of safety-related structures at nuclear power plants. 

Therefore, new or amended regulations to require the use of the documents identified in 

the PRM (ACI 349.3R and ASTM C856-11) to provide better protection against concrete 

degradation due to ASR are not needed in order to provide reasonable assurance of 

adequate protection of public health and safety at U.S. nuclear power plants. 
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V. Availability of Documents 

The documents identified in the following table are available to interested 

persons through one or more of the following methods, as indicated. For more 

information on accessing ADAMS, see the ADDRESSES section of this document. 
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ADAMS Accession 
Number / Federal 
Register Citation I 

Documen~ 
Report Number and 

Date Link to Publ ication 
PRM Documents 

PRM from the C-10 Research and ADAMS Accession htt12://12badu12ws.nrc. 
Education Foundation No. gov/docs/ML 1428/M 

ML14281A124 L 14281A124.(ldf 
Sectember 25, 2014 

Federal Register notice for PRM, Federal Register / htt12://www.g12o.gov/f 
notice of docketing, and request for Vol. 80, No. 7 / dsys/12kg/FR-2015-
comment Monday, January 12, 01 -12/html/2015-

2015/ 00199.htm 
Procosed Rules 

SECY-18-XXXX, "Denial of Petition ADAMS Accession htt12://12badu12ws.nrc. 
for Rulemaking Submitted by the C- No. ML15301A084 gov/docs/ML 1530/M 
10 Foundation (PRM-50-109) [date] L 15301A084.odf 

Public Comments on PRM 

(see table under the heading, I. Public Comments on the Petition) 

ASR-Related Technical Materials 
"Standard Practice for Petrographic ASTM C856-11 Available for 
Examination of Hardened Concrete" 2011 purchase: 

htt12://www.astm .org/ 
ASTM International Standards/C856.htm 

ASTM C856-14 Available for 
2014 purchase: 

"Standard Practice for Petrographic htt12://www.astm .org/ 
Examination of Hardened Concrete· DATABASE.CART/H 

1STORICAUC856-
ASTM International 11 .htm 
"Evaluation of Existing Nuclear Safety ACI 349.3R-02 Available for 
Related Concrete Structures" June 2002 purchase: 

htt12s://www.concrete 
American Concrete Institute .org/store/12roductdet 

ail.as12x?lteml D=349 
302&Format=DOWN 

LOAD 
"Effect of Alkali Silica Reaction Title no. 95-S44 Available for 
Expansion and Cracking on Structural September-October purchase: 
Behavior of Reinforced Concrete 1998 htt12s://www.concrete 
Beams· .orgl12ublications/inte 

rnationalconcreteabs 
ACI Structural Journal tracts12ortal?m=detail 

s&i=564 
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"Guide to the Evaluation and CSAA864-00 
Management of Concrete Structures Reaffirmed 2005 
Affected by Alkali-Aggregate 
Reaction" 

CSA Group 

"Report on Alkal i-Aggregate ACI 221 .1R-98 
Reactivity" Reaffirmed 2008 

American Concrete Institute 

"ASR/DEF Damaged Bent Caps: Technical Report 
Shear Tests and Field Implications" No. 12-8XXIA006 

August 2009 
Texas Deoartment of Transoortation 
"Report on the Diagnosis, Prognosis, FHWA-HIF-09-004 
and Mitigation of Alkali-Silica Reaction January 2010 
(ASR) in Transportation Structures" 

Federal Hiohway Administration 
"Structural effects of alka li-silica April 2010 
reaction - technical guidance for the 
appraisal of existing structures· 

The Institution of Structural Engineers 

NRC Information Notice 201 1-20: ADAMS Accession 
Concrete Degradation by Alkali-Silica No. ML 112241029 
Reaction November 18, 2011 

NRC 
"Position Paper: In Situ Monitoring of ADAMS Accession 
Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) Affected No. ML13108A047 
Concrete: A Study on Crack Indexing April 30, 2013 
and Damage Rating Index to Assess 
the Severity of ASR and to Monitor 
ASR Progression· 

NRC 
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Link to Publication 
Available for 

purchase: 
htt1;1://shor1.csa.ca/en 
/canada/concrete/a8 

64-00-
r2005/invt/27010172 

000 
Available for 

purchase: 
httr1s://www.concrete 
.org/store/11roductdet 
ail.asr1x?ltem1D=221 
198&Format=D0WN 

LOAD 
httQ://libra[Y.ctr.utexa 
s.edu/digitized/lACre 

QOrts/lAC-12-
8XXIA006.Qdf 

httr1s://www.fhwa.dot 
.gov/11avement/concr 
ete/Qubs/hif09004/hif 

09004.Qdf 

Available for 
purchase: 

httQ://shoQ.istructe.or 
g/structural-effects-

of-alkali-silica-
reaction.html 

httr1://www.nrc.gov/d 
ocs/ML 1122/ML 1122 

41029.Qdf 

httr1://www.nrc.gov/d 
ocs/ML 1310/ML 1310 

8A047.Qdf 
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Referenced Documents Specific to Seabrook Station 

"Seabrook Station - Response to ADAMS Accession htt1;1://www.nrc.gov/d 
Request for Additional Information - No. ML 103540534 ocs/ML 1035/ML 1035 
NextEra Energy Seabrook License December 17, 2010 40534.pdf 
Renewal Application - Aging 
Management Programs· 

NextEra 
"Confirmatory Action Letter, Seabrook ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Station, Unit 1 - Information Related No. ML 12125A172 ocs/ML 1212/ML 1212 
to Concrete Degradation Issues· May 16, 2012 5A172.pdf 

NRC 
"Seabrook Station Response to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter 1-2012-002 No. ML 12151A396 ocs/ML 1215/ML 1215 
and Information Related to Concrete May 24, 2012 1A396.pdf 
Degradation Issues" 

NextEra 
"Seabrook Station: Impact of Alkali- ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Silica Reaction on Concrete No. ML 12151A397 ocs/ML 1215/ML 1215 
Structures and Attachments" May 2012 1A397.pdf 

MPR Associates Inc. 
"Seabrook Station Response to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter" No. ML 13151A328 ocs/ML 1315/ML 1315 

May 1, 2013 1A328.pdf 
NextEra 
"Seabrook Station, Unit No. 1 - ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Confirmatory Action Letter Follow-Up No. ML 13221A172 ocs/ML 1322/ML 1322 
Inspection - NRC Inspection Report August 9, 2013 1A172.pdf 
050004431201201 o· 

NRC 
Letter from David Wright, UCS, to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
NRC Commissioners No. ML 133096606 ocs/ML 1330/ML 1330 

November 4, 2013 96606.pdf 
ucs 
Letter from William M. Dean, NRC, to ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
David Wright, UCS No. ML 13340A405 ocs/ML 1334/ML 1334 

December 6, 2013 OA405.pdf 
NRC 
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Date Link to Publication 
Letter from Robert M. Taylor, NRC, to ADAMS Accession htt1r//www.nrc.gov/d 
Sandra Gavutis, C-10 No. ML 16169A172 ocs/ML 1616/ML 1616 

July 6, 2016 9A172.pdf 
NRC 

Additional Referenced Documents 

NUREG-1801 , "Generic Aging December 2010 http://www.nrc.gov/re 
Lessons Learned Report," Revision 2 ading-rm/doc-

collections/nuregs/st 
aff/sr1801 / 

RG 1.160, "Monitoring the ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Effectiveness of Maintenance at No. ML 113610098 ocs/ML 1136/ML 1136 
Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 3 Mav 2012 10098.odf 
IMC 0326, "Operability Determinations ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
and Functionality Assessments for No. ML 13274A578 ocs/ML 1327/ML 1327 
Conditions Adverse to Quality or January 31 , 2014 4A578.pdf 
Safety" 

NRC 
"Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station - ADAMS Accession http://www.nrc.gov/d 
Inspection of Apparent Cause No. ML15148A489 ocs/ML 1514/ML 1514 
Evaluation Efforts for Propagation of May 28, 2015 8A489.pdf 
Laminar Cracking in Reinforced 
Concrete Shield Building and Closure 
of Unresolved Item Involving Shield 
Building Laminar Cracking Licensing 
Basis - Inspection 
Report 05000346/2014008" 

NRC 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of , 2018. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, 
Secretary of the Commission. 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

DAW Edits 

Sandra Gavutis, Executive Director 
C-10 Research and Education Foundation 
44 Merrimac Street 
Newburyport, MA 01950 

Dear Ms. Gavutis: 

I am responding to the C-10 Research and Education Foundation's (C-10's) petition for 
rulemaking (PRM) dated September 25, 2014 (Accession No. ML 14281A124 in the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) Agencywide Documents Access and Management 
System). In this petition, C-10 requested that the NRC amend its regulations to provide better 
protection against concrete degradation due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) at U.S. nuclear power 
plants. The petition requested that the NRC require all licensees to comply with American 
Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee Report ACI 349.3R, "Evaluation of Existing Nuclear 
Safety-Related Concrete Structures," and American Society for Testing and Materials Standard 
C856-11 , "Standard Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete." C-1 O's 
request asserted that reliance on visual inspection does not adequately identify ASR, and does 
not confirm ASR or provide the current state of ASR damage without petrographic examination. 

The NRC PRM was docketed the PRMby tho NRG on October 8, 2014, and was assigned 
Docket No. PRM-50-109. The notice of docketing was published on January 12, 2015 (80 FR 
1476), and the public comment period closed on March 30, 2015. The NRC has determined 
that the PRM failed to present information or arguments not already considered by the NRC 
when addressing ASR at a nuclear power plant, and that requirements already in place provide 
reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety at nuclear power 
plants, including in the case of ASR-related degradation. The NRC is, therefore, denying the 
petition. The reasons for the denial are discussed in detail in the enclosed notice, which will be 
published in the Federal Register. Upon publication of the notice, the NRC will close 
PRM-50-109. 

You may direct any questions regarding this matter to Meena Khanna, by calling 301 -415-2150 
or by e-mailing Meena.Khanna@nrc.gov. 

Enclosure: 
Federal Register notice 

Sincerely, 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook 
Secretary of the Commission 
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